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DISCLAIMER 
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research and on my interpretation of published scientific studies. I am not a 
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INTRODUCTION 

 
Before we begin, let’s be clear about why people gain too much weight. The 
foundation for understanding how people get fat, and why so many weight loss 
diets fail, is: 
 
You have probably heard about diet and lifestyle having something to do with 
weight gain, which is true. However, the underlying problem is that our modern 
diet and lifestyle cause hormone imbalance. The term ‘hormone’ may make you 
think of estrogen and testosterone, which are two of the more well-known steroid 
hormones. However, healthy metabolism depends on hundreds of hormones. 
These include more than 150 steroid hormones, dozens of protein hormones, 
and several neurohormones. 
 
These are hormones because each one, according to the definition of a 
hormone, carries a biochemical message from a cell or gland in one part of your 
body that affects another part of your body. Hormones characteristically work in 
very small amounts to control your metabolism. 
 

1. Hormone Balance is the Key to Everything 

 
The underlying goal of any weight management protocol, therefore, must be 
hormone balance. The great news about that statement is that you can expect all 
of the following when balanced hormones drive optimal metabolism: 
 
Ideal weight. 
 
Ideal body composition (e.g., lean body mass, percent body fat, bone mass, 
etc.). 
 
Proper skin tone (without sagging). 
 
Correct body shaping. 
 
Good health. 
 
Lifetime fitness. 
 
Bonus benefits (e.g., lower cholesterol, lower blood pressure, blood sugar control 
- even with Type 2 diabetes). 
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The key feature of the hCG diet is that it addresses hormone balance directly. 
The reason that other diets fail is that they do not help to rebalance hormones. 
Indeed, some diets even make hormone imbalance worse. 
 

2. hCG: The Heart of the Protocol 
 
One of our protein hormones is hCG, which is the abbreviation for human 
chorionic gonadotropin. It plays an important role in several aspects of human 
physiology. The following describes some basic facts about hCG that are not 
widely known among most dieters who use it for weight loss, nor among most 
doctors.  
 
The name for hCG – i.e., human chorionic gonadotropin – derives from its role in 
reproductive physiology. It is best known in medicine as a pregnancy hormone 
that is produced by the embryo soon after conception. The presence of hCG in 
high levels is a positive test for pregnancy. 
 
Much of the recent research on hCG involves testing for cancer. While hCG is 
most commonly associated with pregnancy, it may also be produced by men as 
well as by women when the body becomes infected with certain types of tumors. 
Therefore, testing for elevated levels of hCG can also help doctors recognize the 
existence of tumors in a patient's body.  
 
When produced during pregnancy, hCG is meant to help the corpus luteum 
remain intact. The corpus luteum, which is part of the ovary, is integral in 
maintaining production of the progesterone that is an important component of 
human pregnancy. In addition to preventing the disintegration of the corpus 
luteum, researchers believe that hCG provides pregnant women with extra 
immunity during pregnancy.  
 
The high levels of hCG that are produced during pregnancy have no negative 
effects on the pregnant woman's body. In fact, doctors have used hCG injections 
for many years in order to help women who are experiencing hormonal issues or 
fertility problems. It is used as a fertility drug. 
 

a. How hCG is Produced 

 
Calling hCG a hormone often leads people to confuse it with steroid hormones 
such as estrogen and testosterone. HCG is biochemically nothing like these 
steroid hormones. Indeed, hCG is a protein hormone. Because it is a protein, it 
can be produced through genetic engineering as well as harvested from the urine 
of pregnant women. Pregnyl, Follutein, Profasi, and Novarel are the brand names 
of hCG that is isolated from urine. 
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Ovidrel, on the other hand, is the brand name of the genetically engineered 
product. The production process involves growing Chinese Hamster Ovary 
(CHO) cells in large scale cell culture. These are the cells that have been 
genetically engineered to contain key human DNA for making hCG. Although the 
hCG that is made by CHO cells is identical to native human hCG, it is not 
complete. Nevertheless, most forms of genetically engineered hCG are as active 
physiologically as the full native form. 
 

b. Views of Modern Medicine on hCG for Weight Loss 

 
Generally speaking modern medicine has almost nothing good to say about hCG 
and weight loss. Some studies show positive results, and some studies show no 
results in comparison with placebo. Nonscientists, which includes doctors, have 
no chance to really know what the truth is by reading this body of research. A 
quick survey of physicians’ websites shows a majority of doctors to be against it. 
The key to understanding research, however, is to know exactly how an 
experiment was designed, how the researchers accounted for variation among 
the subjects, how the experiment was carried out, the statistical techniques that 
were used to analyze the data, and the validity of the conclusions in comparison 
with the results. 
 
You can read more about the mixed results of research on hCG for weight loss 
later in this book. As you will see, it is very difficult to get at the truth, even in 
scientific publications. Medical bias exists against treatments of any kind that do 
not make money for pharmaceutical companies. Many books have already been 
written on this subject, so there is no need to review the details here. Virtually all 
significant treatments outside mainstream medicine that offer real benefits to 
human health have been suppressed.  
 
Regardless of how much or how little research support there may be, when the 
FDA starts to see the hCG weight loss program to be a big enough threat to 
mainstream medical money, politics will take over. You will see a propaganda 
campaign against it, and the FDA will ban it completely for use in weight 
management. The FDA is very good at enforcing mainstream medical views such 
as the one against hCG for weight loss. 
 

3. Role of hCG for Weight Loss 

 
One of the roles of hCG, discovered by Dr. Albert T.W. Simeons in the 1950s, 
involves the metabolism of what he called abnormal fat. This metabolism 
involves hormone receptors for hCG in the hypothalamus of the brain. Although 
the mechanism of action is not completely understood, research on leptin, the 
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master fat hormone, points the way. Leptin is a relatively newly discovered 
hormone whose role in fat metabolism has only been known since 1994. Recent 
research indicates that hCG and leptin may share the same receptors in the 
hypothalamus and, as a consequence, elicit similar controls on the storage of 
body fat. 
 
More specifically, Dr. Simeons discovered that a low-dose of daily hCG 
injections, combined with a specific, very low calorie diet, led to fat loss faster 
and more effectively than any other approach to weight loss known at that time. 
Fast forward to the 21st century, and this is still the case. No other diet, among 
hundreds that have been designed over the past six decades, is as good as the 
hCG diet for readjusting hormone balance, for reversing the metabolic disorder 
underlying excessive fat gain, and for restoring you to your ideal weight and body 
fat composition. 
 
A weight loss program that is this remarkable and that has been around for more 
than a half century, as you might predict, has attracted some controversy and 
has generated some contradictions. On one hand, the weight loss industry has 
adopted it and, unfortunately in many cases, also corrupted it for commercial 
reasons. On the other hand, thousands of medical clinics offer it as the core of 
their weight loss programs, while at the same time the mainstream medical 
establishment rejects it. 
 
Dr. Simeons’ original protocol required his patients to come to the clinic for daily 
injections six days per week. Improvements in the protocol have eliminated this 
requirement. Injectable hCG is now available for home use. Even better, oral 
forms of hCG  are also now available, which remove the need for injections 
entirely. The development of oral forms of hCG has boosted the popularity of the 
protocol. It has also opened the market to imposters and products in oral form 
that contain no hCG at all. 
 
Aside from the development of oral forms of hCG, additional improvements over 
Dr. Simeons’s original protocol now include: 
 
Specific nutritional supplements for resetting fat metabolism during the protocol 
as well as for maintaining hormone balance for long-term weight management 
after the protocol. 
 
Appropriate exercises for maintaining fitness and lean body mass during and 
after the hCG-very low calorie diet phase. 
 
Lifetime strategies for keeping the flab off for good after you have reached your 
target weight with the hCG protocol. 
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4. The hCG Weight Loss Diet Doesn’t Always Work 

 
The grass roots use of hCG for weight loss is growing fast. Local radio stations 
are advertising the program in spas and clinics. Hundreds of blogs and forums on 
the internet expound on the miracle of hCG. Kevin Trudeau and his ‘Weight Loss 
Cure’ book and products are getting a lot of attention because of his infomercials 
and intense marketing. Positive testimonials are pouring in by the thousands. 
 
None of this information, nor the dim views of it by modern medicine, can predict 
with certainty whether any one person will get the desired results on hCG. The 
creator of the program, Dr. Simeons, never had 100% success. On a more 
personal level, I dropped 20 pounds and 5% body fat in the first three weeks on 
the program. This just means that I know it works based on personal experience. 
Other people around me have dropped anywhere from 15 to 40 pounds.  
 
On the other hand, I’ve watched closely those who have not been so successful. 
In every case the lack of success corresponded to not following the protocol 
closely enough. This, by the way, is the root cause of scientific experiments that 
give negative results – i.e., an experimental design that does not follow the 
protocol exactly. (Biased scientists are famous for doing that, which means they 
get the results that support their bias. You will have to trust me on this one, since 
I have been hanging out with scientists for more than 35 years, and I know I’ve 
been guilty of bias, too.) 
 
The answer to the question, therefore, is that you must find out for yourself if you 
want to know for sure whether hCG will work for you. By the way, this gives you a 
chance to be like those scientists who have a bias before designing their 
experiments. Your bias will influence the success of your own experience on 
hCG. Research on even the most hardcore prescription drugs shows that 
personal belief about a treatment influences its outcome. Not even the most 
highly acclaimed, powerful drugs have 100% effectiveness in everyone. Your 
success with hCG will absolutely be better when you believe it works. This is not 
a placebo effect. This is simply the power of the mind to control physiological 
processes. 
 
In the end, in spite of its growing popularity, the hCG weight loss diet is not 
guaranteed to work for everyone. Human physiology entails too many variables 
to justify claims that it does. 
 
The important question for anyone reading this book is, “Will the hCG weight loss 
diet work for me?” 
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To help you answer that question ahead of time, this book provides sufficient 
information for you in deciding whether it can work for you. This information 
comes from five primary sources: 
 
The original work by Dr. Simeons. 
 
Published scientific research on the hCG protocol. 
 
Our current scientific understanding of how hCG works for weight loss. 
 
Surveys of medical weight loss clinics that use the hCG protocol. 
 
Stories by individuals who have used the protocol. 
 
As already mentioned above, human nature is such that people will look for 
evidence to support what they already believe. If you are looking for evidence 
that the hCG protocol works, then the information in this book provides it. If, on 
the other hand, you are looking for evidence that it does not work, then you may 
want to skip to the section, “Evaluating the hCG Weight Loss Protocol,” and 
closely examine the studies that have found negative results. In fact, this is 
generally a good section for everyone to read. 
 

5. Is the hCG Protocol a Long-Term Solution? 

 
Maybe. 
 
Once you reach your target weight with the hCG protocol, you must adopt a diet 
and lifestyle that is different from the one that led you to becoming overweight in 
the first place. You will be bombarded with bad advice on how to stay lean and 
healthy. Misinformation is rampant in the age of the internet. You can be misled 
by doctors, nutritionists and dieticians, fitness advisors, other assorted experts of 
all kinds, and even your government. In fact, especially your government. 
 
Out of every 1,000 pieces of advice that you encounter about how to get or stay 
lean and healthy, less than 1% of it is truly helpful based on scientific research. In 
reality, once you reach your target weight, you only need a few guidelines to 
keep it that way for the rest of your life. As a research scientist myself, I’ve sorted 
through the scientific literature to find the best advice that guarantees the results 
you want when you follow it.  
 
In fact, I can promise you that the diet and lifestyle that I recommend following 
after the hCG protocol will keep you fit, lean, and healthy for as long as you want. 
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6. Isn’t This a Starvation Diet? 
 
No, as long as you are taking real hCG. 
 
That is the most common question about the protocol. A 500-calorie per day diet 
would, indeed, be a starvation diet without hCG. As you will learn later in this 
book, the hormone drives the metabolism of your own fat. This enables your own 
fat to provide the make-up calories that you need for basic metabolic needs. 
 
The key to this protocol is that you must use real hCG. You can bet that cheap 
hCG products (e.g., $30 per bottle) that you can buy online are fake and contain 
no hormone. You will starve on a 500-calorie per day diet when you use such 
products. 
 
An authentic hCG protocol leads to a lower percent body fat, which you can and 
should measure. A starvation diet, besides causing tortuous hunger, leads to 
total weight loss that includes loss of lean body mass. Later in this book you will 
learn more about how to make sure that your hCG is working for you and how to 
spot fraudulent products, so you won’t buy them in the first place. 
 

THE hCG PROTOCOL IN A NUTSHELL 
 
The entire hCG protocol began with the following steps as outlined by Dr. 
Simeons in his 1954 book, “Pound and Inches.” This is the foundation for the 
protocol as it is used today. This is how the protocol looked back then, although 
modifications of it over the past half-century make it easier to follow now. 
 
Inject 125 I.U. (International Units) of hCG daily, except during menstruation.  
 
On the first two days of injections, eat to capacity (i.e., as much as you want) the 
most fattening foods that you can eat. 
 
Starting on the third day of injections, eat a specific diet of no more than 500 
calories per day. 
 
On the final 3 days of the protocol, discontinue the injections and continue on the 
same 500-calorie per day diet. 
 
For the following 3 weeks, consume all foods in any amount you wish except 
those containing starch or sugar. 
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At the end of this 3-week period, gradually add in small quantities of starch, as 
dictated by morning weighings. 
 

STEP BY STEP INSTRUCTIONS 
 
This section explains the core actions of the hCG weight loss protocol, not 
including things that you must do after taking hCG during the Very Low Calorie 
Diet. It begins with choosing the right hCG product for you and includes the 
specific steps that you must take on a daily basis for effective weight loss during 
the diet. 
 

1. Choosing an hCG Product 
 
You must be very clear on this point:  
 
The product that you choose must contain hCG in clinically useful 
amounts. 
 
Although this seems obvious, you might be surprised by how many hCG 
products are on the market that contain trace amounts of hormone, or even none 
at all. You can learn about how to recognize these kinds of products later in this 
book, under the heading, “HOMEOPATHIC AND OTHER CHEAP HCG 
PRODUCTS.” 
 
Real hCG is now available in oral (sublingual), transdermal (through the skin), 
and nasal (spray) forms, in addition to the injectable form upon which the original 
protocol was created. The oral, transdermal, and nasal forms were formulated 
relatively recently, as substitutes for the injectable form. These substitutes are 
more convenient to prepare and to self-administer, and they provide hCG to 
those who do not want to deal with needles and injections. 
 
None of the newer forms depend on any particular advancement in technology. 
The main criterion for each form is the dose required to mimic the dose by 
injection. The efficiency of hCG absorption into the body is lower for drops, 
pellets, gels, or nasal sprays than for injections. This just means that doses of 
these newer forms must be higher to get the desired results. 
 
Although different products vary, the typical dose of hCG sublingual drops is 
around 400 IU (International Units) per day and for sublingual pellets is around 
500 IU per day. These doses mimic the injectable dose of 125 IU per day that Dr. 
Simeons designed for the original protocol. 
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HCG is stable at room temperature when it is in powder form. However, it 
degrades very fast, in a matter of days, once it has been dissolved in water, 
unless it is kept refrigerated. Although the pellet form is in a semi-solution (the 
pellet gel), it is more stable at room temperature than is the water-dissolved 
hormone. However, the pellet form will nevertheless still degrade over time if not 
refrigerated. In fact, the gel itself can melt and create a pile of goo if the pellets 
become overheated (e.g., during shipping). 
 
Oral and injectable forms are generally available as powders, which are then 
dissolved just before use. It is important, therefore, to make sure that the 
appropriate liquid, in the appropriate amount, is used for mixing them. See the 
specific directions below. 
 
The development of a transdermal cream or gel and a nasal spray now provides 
additional avenues for administering hCG injections. As with the sublingual drops 
and pellets, these newer forms require higher amounts of hormone to simulate 
the 125 IU daily dose of injectable hCG. 
 

2. Self-Administering by Mouth 
 
Taking hCG by mouth means putting it under your tongue (i.e., sublingually) so it 
can be absorbed in your mouth. It does not mean swallowing the hCG. Make 
sure you are clear on this point. Since hCG is a protein, it will be digested if 
swallowed, which would eliminate any possibility for its normal action as a 
hormone. 
 
Two forms of sublingual hCG are widely available: a powder that can be mixed 
into a liquid for taking as drops, and a tablet or pellet. The powder is the exact 
same powder that you use for mixing for injections. The pellet is ‘pre-mixed’ so to 
speak. 
 
The instructions below are based on products that are available here at many 
compounding pharmacies. The most convenient form is tablets, since they are 
stable without refrigeration and do not require any kind of mixing on your part. 
That is what we provide here at https://besthcgweightloss.com/order-hcg/. 
 
Products from other sources may be different. The key, regardless of what the 
instructions are, is to have a daily dose that is measured in International Units 
(IU). Be very wary of any product that does not make it abundantly clear how 
many IUs you are taking daily. If the amount of IUs is not on the container, then it 
is most likely that the product contains no hCG at all. 
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Even though hCG can be absorbed under the tongue, you have to take more of it 
to simulate the same amount of an injectable dose. This means that, instead of 
injecting 125 IU once per day, you will have to take 400-500 IU of hCG per day, 
divided into two equal doses. Take one dose in the morning and another in the 
evening. 
 
Unlike dosing by injection, sublingual dosing requires that you take hCG every 
day of the week, without a day off. The exception is for women to take a break 
during the 3-4 heaviest days of their menstrual period. 
 

a. Sublingual Drops 
 
These instructions are typical, with some variation depending on the quantity of 
hCG and the amount of mixing solution. The target dose is 200 IU to be taking in 
the morning and 200 IU to be taken in the evening, for a total of 400 IU daily. 
 
Open the container of mixing liquid. This is most commonly water with some kind 
of flavoring, such as mint, and Stevia for sweeting. Pour the entire contents 
(example: 15 cc) into a dropper bottle that contains 12,000 IU of hCG in powder 
form. The dropper bottle should be included with your order so you don’t have to 
measure anything ahead of time. 
 
Swirl the mixture until the hCG is dissolved. This mixture provides 60 doses of 
200 IU at 0.5 cc (5 drops) each. Keep refrigerated at all times when not in use. 
Take 0.5 cc (i.e., 5 drops) under the tongue for 3-5 minutes in the morning and 
again in the evening. A 12,000 IU quantity of hCG in 15 cc of water is enough for 
30 days on the hormone. 
 
That’s it! Simple! 
 

b. Sublingual Pellets 
 
Sublingual hCG pellets are compounded to contain 250 IU of hCG in each pellet. 
They are to be taken twice per day, once in the morning and once in the evening, 
by putting a pellet under the tongue until it dissolves. 
 
Since commercial hCG pellets are dissolved in a pellet matrix, they are less 
stable than hCG in tablet or powder form. This just means that hCG pellets 
should be kept at a cool room temperature at all times, or, even better yet, 
refrigerated when possible. 
 
That’s it! Even simpler! 
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3. Self-Administering by Injection 
 
The exact details for preparing hCG for injection may vary slightly among 
different suppliers. Regardless of preparation technique, the ideal amount of hCG 
for injection is 125-150 IU per day. The original protocol by Dr. Simeons called 
for 125 IU regardless of starting body weight. Since hCG is a hormone, it acts in 
very small amounts.  
 
Dr. Simeons discovered that the same dose works for everyone, regardless of 
age, body size, or gender. Any protocol that recommends boosting the daily dose 
to accommodate greater weight or to speed up weight loss represents an 
unnecessary modification of the original protocol. 
 
The most convenient choice for injectable hCG would be in a kit that already 
provides all the necessary components. If you are getting your hCG from your 
doctor, you should receive everything that you need for mixing and administering 
the hormone. 
 
You can find many reliable, reputable, and cost-effective non-U.S. suppliers that 
provide injectable hCG and complete mixing kits online. They ship to U.S. and 
international addresses. The directions below are based on the hCG and mixing 
kits that are available from a typical online pharmacy.  Keep things simple 
whenever you can! 
 
Kits should be specifically designed for mixing Pregnyl, which is the most 
common brand name of hCG. Most such kits include the following components, 
or slight variations of them: 
 
(Note that ‘cc’ and ‘mL’ are equivalent metric units among different brands of 
mixing kits) 
 

a. For mixing 5,000 IU of hCG (“23-day kit”) 
 
 
25 x Insulin syringes (1 cc) with needles for injection (1/2" long, 29 gauge) 
1 x 10 cc Mixing Syringe with needle 
1 x 10 cc Clear Sterile Capped Vial (empty) 
1 x 30 cc Vial of Bacteriostatic Water 
30 x Sterile Alcohol Wipes 
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b. Step by Step Mixing Instructions 
 
Wash hands and swab down sterile work area on counter with rubbing alcohol; 
use only this area for all of the following steps. 
 
Expose rubber seal on vial of hCG, wipe top and neck with alcohol wipe. 
 
Expose seal on vial of bacteriostatic water, wipe top and neck with alcohol wipe. 
 
Attach accompanying needle to 10 cc mixing syringe. Be sure to keep it covered 
by its cap until just before using it. Never touch the needle with your hands, in 
order to keep it sterile. 
 
Draw 1 cc of bacteriostatic water and add it to the hCG vial. Swirl it carefully until 
all of the hCG is dissolved. NEVER SHAKE IT!    
 
Wipe the top and neck of the empty sterile capped vial. Then, again using the 
mixing syringe, slowly draw out all of the freshly mixed hCG solution from the 
hCG vial and slowly inject it into the sterile capped vial. This is now your hCG for 
the duration of your protocol. 
 
Using the mixing syringe again, draw out an additional 19 cc* of bacteriostatic 
water and inject it into your hCG vial. At this point the hCG is ready to use. It 
contains 5,000 IU of hCG in 20 cc of bacteriostatic water. This is a concentration 
of 250 IU per cc, which means that 1/2 cc (or 0.5 cc) will give you a daily dose of 
125 IU for up to 40 days. 
 
Keep this hCG refrigerated at all times when not in use.   
 
*Before drawing out any water, you must inject an equal amount of air into the 
vial beforehand. Otherwise, the vacuum pressure inside the vial will make it 
difficult for you to withdraw enough water. Conversely, before injecting a liquid 
into a sealed vial, you must first withdraw an equal amount of air from the vial. 
 
By using the 23-day mixing kit, the most common commercial quantities of hCG 
will provide a 0.5 cc daily dose as follows: 
 
1,500 IU (12 doses) 
2,000 IU (20 doses) 
5,000 IU (40 doses) 
10,000 IU (80 doses) … applicable for more than one person at a time 
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You will, of course, have to order more injections syringes if you plan to take 
more than the number that comes with this kit. You can order more syringes 
separately, as needed. 
 
Regardless of which kit you have, keep in mind that the quantity of hCG, the 
amount of bacteriostatic water, the number of vials that you mix hCG into, and 
the volume of each injection will determine how much you mix together in each 
vial. The target is a dose of 125 IU. 
 
Maintain a sterile environment at all times for handling hCG. 
 

c. Injecting the hCG 
 
The injection protocol requires that you inject 125 IU of hCG at least six days per 
week over a period of up to 40 days, starting two days before you begin your 
Very Low Calorie Diet. Dr. Simeons offered some flexibility on how many of 
injections days per week. The main concern is the development of resistance to 
the hormone. If you take hCG every day, a longer series (e.g., 40 days) is more 
likely to induce resistance unless you skip it once per week.  Choose the same 
six days every week of the protocol, meaning the same non-hCG day every week 
as well. In a shorter series (e.g., 23 days), taking hCG all seven days per week 
throughout the protocol should not lead to resistance. 
 
The only other breaks from taking hCG during the protocol are for women during 
their menstrual period. During this time, do not take hCG for the 3-4 heaviest 
days of your period.  
 
Follow the steps below on injection days: 
 
Draw out 0.5 cc of air from an injection syringe, insert the needle into your hCG 
mixture, and inject air into it. 
 
Draw 0.5 cc from the hCG mixture. 
 
With the needle pointed up, tap the side of the syringe to make sure all bubble go 
to the top, then push the plunger just enough to expel any air that has 
accumulated in the syringe. 
 
Choose an injection site in the stomach area, wipe it thoroughly with an alcohol 
wipe, pinch off a 2-inch fold of skin between your thumb and index finger, hold 
the syringe like you would hold a dart, and quickly insert the needle all the way 
into the skin fold. 
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Aspirate (pull outward) slightly on the plunger to see whether you have struck a 
vein. (This is rare.) If so, blood enters the syringe and you have to find another 
injection site. If not, then slowly push the plunger all the way in to inject the hCG. 
When you finish injecting, pull the needle out and wipe the area once again with 
an alcohol wipe. If you bleed a little, simply cover the site with a Band-Aid or add 
pressure to it using a sterile cotton ball or clean tissue until the bleeding stops. 
 
Put the cap back onto the needle and dispose of it in an appropriate container. 
Put the hCG back into the refrigerator. 
 
Additional recommendations:  
 
Rotate the injection site daily, a couple of inches or so away from the previous 
site. Call a doctor if the injection site bleeds and won’t stop or if you have a lot of 
pain. Never reuse needles or syringes. 
 

4. Day by Day Guide to the Protocol 
 
Before starting the protocol, make sure that you have not restricted your caloric 
intake for the first several days ahead of Day 1, meaning no weight reducing 
dieting of any kind. In fact, Dr. Simeons recommended that you eat freely for a 
week before starting the protocol. Do not worry about any weight gain during this 
pre-protocol period. It will come off very quickly as soon as you start the protocol. 
 
Note for women regarding their menstrual cycles: Do not start the protocol during 
your period. You can start immediately at the end of a cycle. For best results, 
start the protocol at least 10 days before your next cycle. Ideally, at the end of 
your hCG protocol, you should have at least 3 days on hCG after a cycle has 
ended. The end of any hCG protocol should never coincide with your menstrual 
period. 
 
Days 1 and 2. On the first two days of the protocol, take the hCG and eat as 
much as you want. 
 
These first two days are critical for getting you ready to tap into your fat storage. 
If you do not eat to capacity on these days, while taking the hCG (!), you are 
likely to be very hungry for at least the first week and perhaps experience a 
slower drop in weight than you could. 
 
Please excuse the seemingly overdramatic bold-face italics, with exclamation 
mark, above. Many people seem to be confused about whether they should take 
hCG while eating freely on the first two days of the protocol. It doesn’t seem to 
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matter how many times they have read or heard these instructions. Emphasis 
like this may help to eliminate some of that confusion. 
 
One more time: 
 
QUESTION: Should you take hCG during the first two days of eating freely? 
 
ANSWER: Yes!!! 
 
Again, do not worry about any weight gain during these first two days of eating 
freely while taking hCG. Although weight gain can be several pounds over this 2-
day period, it will come off very quickly as soon as you start the Very Low Calorie 
Diet phase of the protocol. 
 
Day 3 - up to Day 40 (maximum). Take hCG as directed. Eat the specific Very 
Low Calorie Diet (VLCD) described below.  
 
The number of days over which you will be on the hormone, including breaks as 
mentioned above, will vary depending on your weight goals and how long you 
want to be on the protocol. There is a maximum allowable period. Details about 
how long you should take hCG are important enough to be a topic by itself, which 
is the next section immediately after this one. Be sure to read it carefully. 
 

a. The Very Low Calorie Diet 
 
The VLCD as outlined by Dr. Simeons is very, very specific. Here it is in brief 
form. You may have questions about variations and substitutions, especially if 
you are a vegetarian. These topics will be covered shortly. 
 
Breakfast 
 
Tea or coffee in any quantity without sugar. Only one tablespoonful of milk 
allowed in 24 hours. Dr. Simeons allowed saccharin or other sweeteners, 
although almost all of these have drawbacks. The best non-sugar sweetener is 
liquid Stevia. Or, if in powder form, Stevia products that have little or no 
carbohydrate filler are also acceptable. Read labels carefully! 
 
Lunch 
 
MEAT: 100 grams (3.2 ounces), raw weight, of veal, lean beef (in the U.S., this 
invariably means 93% lean ground beef, not whole cuts), chicken breast, white 
fish of any kind (e.g., cod), or shellfish (lobster, crab, shrimp). All visible fat must 
be removed before cooking. Chicken breast must be removed from the bone. 
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Not Allowed: Salmon, eel, tuna, catfish, herring, dried or pickled fish, or any other 
oily fish. 
 
If you have a kitchen scale, you may find it difficult to use it for weighing out only 
100 grams, or 3.2 ounces, at a time. Your local department store or variety store 
should have a more accurate scale in the postal supplies area. A postal scale 
can measure small amounts very accurately, and you should be able to find one 
that is inexpensive. 
 
VEGETABLE: One type of vegetable at a time to be chosen from the following: 
Spinach, chard, chicory, beet-greens, green salad, tomatoes, celery, fennel, 
onions, red radishes, cucumbers, asparagus, cabbage. The amount of each is 
almost irrelevant as long as you are sensible. Be careful with tomatoes, since 
they contain sugar - 1 tomato is best, so you can make it a large one. 
 
CARBOHYDRATE: 1 breadstick that Dr. Simeons referred as ‘grissino’. This is 
equivalent to 1 slice of Melba toast, which is really a rectangular cracker (and 
found in the crackers section of the grocery store). It is also equivalent be 2 
Melba snacks, which are the round Melba crackers that are available in different 
flavors. 
 
FRUIT: Any one of the following: 1 apple, 1 orange, a handful of strawberries, or 
½ grapefruit. There is no restriction on the size of the apple, orange, or 
grapefruit, just the number of each. 
 
Dinner 
 
The same four choices as lunch. That’s it. The above meal plan amounts to 
about 500 calories per day. 
 

b. Why Not Broccoli? 
 
These days broccoli is one of the most commonly available and popular 
vegetables, the preferences of former president, George H.W. Bush, 
notwithstanding. It is a cole crop, or cruciferous vegetable, as is cabbage, which 
Dr. Simeons put on his approved food list for the diet. Why didn’t he include 
broccoli? Or, for that matter, why didn’t he include any other cruciferous 
vegetables, such as cauliflower, Brussels sprouts, bok choi, kale, napa cabbage, 
and so forth? 
 
The nutritional value and dietary impact of cruciferous vegetables on the hCG 
protocol in general are similar from one veggie to another. Based on personal 
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experience and on the observations of hundreds of others who have succeeded 
with the protocol, there is apparently nothing wrong with including these 
vegetables in the daily 500-calorie diet. 
 
One caution is that, if you are going to include broccoli, Brussels sprouts, or 
cauliflower in the VLCD phase of your protocol, be aware that these veggies 
contain more storage tissue than do their leafy relatives. This just means that 
they contain more carbohydrate, especially in the thick stems. Feel free to 
experiment with them, as long as you watch your weight very carefully, every day 
as required, for any slowdown or stoppage in your progress that too much of 
these veggies might cause. 
 

c. How About Eggs? 
 
Unfortunately, egg yolks are loaded with fat. However, you can substitute eggs 
for meat on the diet if you have a meal that includes 1 whole egg with the whites 
of three additional eggs. This should not be a frequent meal, just an occasional 
one. 
 

d. Important Cautions 
 
Make sure that you do not use any kind of cooking oil, butter, or dressings that 
contain either oil or carbohydrate. Many dressings are loaded with sugar or oil or 
both. Sugar may which may be disguised as corn syrup, high-fructose corn syrup 
(the worst!), glucose, dextrose, sucrose, or invertose. In fact, it is best to avoid 
anything that has any ingredient that ends in ‘-ose’. Nowadays, you may also 
have trouble with sugar alcohols that are common additives for sweetening: 
sorbitol, maltitol, xylitol, etc.  
 
Avoid alcohol completely. Even if you think you can count the carbs or otherwise 
mimimize the impact of any alcoholic beverage, you will disrupt your progress if 
you consume any drink than contains alcohol. 
 

e. What Else? 
 
Dr. Simeons also allowed the juice of 1 lemon daily, plus any amount desired of 
pepper, vinegar, mustard (avoid products with added sugar – read the label!), 
garlic, sweet basil, parsley, thyme, marjoram, etc. He also recommended ulimited 
amounts of tea, coffee, water, and mineral water (club soda). 
 
The fruit or Melba toast may be eaten between meals, or before lunch. Just make 
sure that no meal has more than the allowable four items in the right amounts. 
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Don’t fast all day, for example, then have one large meal with all the daily food at 
one time. 
 

f. The Final 3 Days: hCG Washout Period 
 
Your final three days on the Very Low Calorie Diet are to be without hCG entirely, 
while remaining on the 500-calorie per day diet. This is the hormone washout 
period that gives your body enough time to rid itself of all of the hCG in your 
system before you start adding calories back into your diet. 
 
The washout period is when your hCG signaling pathway shuts down and your 
body stops burning abnormal fat. During this time you are very susceptible to 
weight gain if you do not stay on the VLCD for this 3-day period. You must have 
this 3-day hCG washout period before beginning the final phase (“Phase 3”) of 
the protocol. Without it, any traces of hCG in your system when you begin adding 
calories to your diet again can lead to alarmingly fast weight gain. 
 
After the 3-day hCG washout period, your blood is no longer saturated with food. 
At this point you are ready to take in more dietary calories without gaining weight 
quickly by fluid retention or slowly by fat storage. 
 

g. The New 800-Calorie Protocol 
 
Your body must be in a deprivation or starvation mode in order for the hCG 
signaling pathway to be effective for directing the metabolism of abnormal fat. Dr. 
Simeons determined that 500 Calories per day would suffice for that purpose. As 
mentioned before, your body can glean all the energy it needs from abnormal fat 
if you consume 500 Calories per day, no more and no less. 
 
The most important concept that Dr. Simeons discovered for the hCG protocol is 
the how the human body metabolizes fat and carbohydrate from the same meal. 
That is why his diet emphasizes protein with very little fat or carbohydrate. And 
that is why the 21-day post-hCG period emphasizes low carbohydrate. 
 
Based on this information, some clinics have recently discovered that their clients 
can be equally successful on the hCG protocol with a daily intake of 800 Calories 
– if the added calories were from fat-free protein (or as close to fat-free as 
possible). This just means that amounts of the best fat-free protein sources, such 
as chicken breast, shrimp and lobster, or whitefish, can be doubled without 
slowing down weight loss progress. 
 
Although such an increase seems to fly in the face of the original protocol 
regarding total daily calories, it adheres to what is most important – i.e., ultra-low 
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amounts of fats and carbohydrates. One of the main benefits of eating more 
protein is simply the satisfaction of being able to eat more food without disrupting 
the hCG signaling system and, therefore, without undermining weight loss 
progress. 
 
Case histories from clinics that use this modified diet are very positive. From my 
own experience, I found that I could eat almost as much chicken breast or shrimp 
as I could handle, without any drop-off in my pound-per-day weight loss. It is 
certainly worthwhile to experiment with adding protein if you wish. 
 

h. Updated Food Tips: Eating Out 
 
Most people seem to be on the go due to work schedules, meeting, travel, social 
events, etc. Sometimes it seems too challenging to stick with the dietary 
requirements of the hCG protocol, so the all too common strategy is to choose an 
interruption and hope that an apple day, or two, or three, will restore progress as 
if nothing happened. 
 
This is a fatal flaw in thinking. You must always remember that the hCG protocol 
is based on a hormone signaling pathway. There is no daily ‘on/off’ switch that 
can be flipped for convenience. Interruptions are always going to cause trouble. 
 
The best notion is to understand what you can do when ‘interruption 
opportunities’ arise so you can avoid them. Here are some pointers that will 
serve you well when you are out in public. Follow them as closely as possible 
and you will stay on track for that slimmer you that you want at the end of the 
protocol. Isn’t that great incentive! 
 
Top Choice: grilled chicken breast on a bed of lettuce, with lemon wedges on the 
side. Add salt and pepper to taste. Make doubly sure to ask there to be no 
marinades or sauces. Surprisingly enough, the roasted chicken salad at Subway 
fits these requirements nicely, and gives you only about 130 Calories. Add 
tomatoes, green peppers, and cucumber slices on the side if you wish. Hold the 
dressing and the croutons! 
 
When ordering a protein dish, ask that the cook weigh it so that it does not 
exceed 4 oz. If there is extra, take it home for leftovers. 
 
Fruits and Vegetables: restaurants generally offer all of the approved fruits and 
vegetables, including apple slices if you ask for them. Again, make sure that if 
anything is cooked, it includes no butter, sauces, or added flavorings such as 
Parmesan cheese. 
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If you can plan ahead, bring a pre-cooked slice of your choice of protein to the 
restaurant and simply order vegetables and fruits for your meal. 
 
When ordering breakfast, order one whole egg and the whites of three additional 
eggs cooked together, without oil or butter. (Restaurants can use a light spray of 
PAM just like you do at home, if need be.) Then ask for an appropriate vegetable 
and fruit. Make absolutely sure – 100% sure! – that you will not be served 
eggbeaters. That is a horrible source of ‘food’ whether you are on the hCG 
protocol or not. 
 
Always carry packets of Stevia with you, in case you want to sweeten your coffee 
or tea with it. (The small amount of filler carb in each packet is fine.) None of the 
sweeteners that you find in restaurants is acceptable, especially sugar. Even if 
the restaurant offers nutritional information, keep in mind how good the food 
industry is at fooling the public about the sugar/sweetener content of foods. Read 
labels carefully and avoid every single one of the following: 
 
Agave syrup 
Brown sugar 
Carob  syrup 
Corn syrup 
Caramel 
Date sugar 
Demerara sugar 
Dextrin 
Destran 
Dextrose 
Fructose 
Fruit juice 
Galactose 
Glucose 
High fructose corn syrup 
Lactose 
Maltodextrin 
Maltose 
Maple syrup 
Molasses 
Miscovado or Barbados sugar 
Panocha 
Powdered or confectioner’s sugar 
Raw sugar 
Rice syrup 
Saccharose 
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Sorbitol 
Sorghum or sorghum syrup 
Sucrose 
Sugar 
Syrup 
Treacle 
Turbinado sugar 
Xylose 
 
Always keep in mind that you are on the hCG protocol. You already know the 
rules for making this protocol as effective as it can be, so stick with them. It is 
only temporary. It can be fun if you make it so. However, the process is about 
getting the result that you want! 
 

i. How Long Should You Take hCG? 
 
The one variable in the protocol that seems to have attracted the most confusion 
and the most misinformation is the timeframe. Dr. Simeons’ book was very clear 
on the protocol that he designed for the best results based on injectable hCG: a 
mimimum hCG period of 23 days and a maximum of 40 days.  
 
We now know that some of the details regarding the length of the original 
protocol can be changed without undermining its effectiveness. On the other 
hand, some changes that commonly appear across the internet, in marketing 
materials and in testimonials, are just plain wrong. 
 
Here are the facts that you must consider before deciding how long you want to 
be on the protocol. As always, however, only your own personal experience will 
ultimately provide you with the guidance for how you use the protocol. Your 
experience is especially important when you use the protocol a second time or 
more. 
 
i. The Minimum Timeframe 
 
The minimum length of the original protocol as designed by Dr. Simeons entailed 
a 23-day period on hCG, followed by a 3-day hCG washout period, for a total of 
26 days. The 23-day span included days without injections for the weekly hCG-
free day and for days skipped by women during their menstrual cycles. The total 
span, from beginning to end, was 23 ‘hCG days’. This gave his patients a typical 
weight drop of 15-20 pounds during this timeframe. Some patients lost more, and 
some patients lost less than this amount. 
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We now know that results vary mostly between genders. Women more 
commonly lose about a half a pound per day, whereas men more often drop a full 
pound per day. For women, therefore, the 26-day protocol (i.e., 23 ‘hCG days’ 
plus 3 washout days on the VLCD) typically provides a loss of 13-15 pounds. For 
men it is closer to 20-25 pounds. 
 
These results are measured from the beginning of the first day of the protocol, 
which is the first of two days of gorging while taking the hCG. Any weight gained 
during these first two days, which can be up to 5, or even in rare cases 10 or 
more, additional pounds is almost entirely due to fluid retention. This gain is 
quickly lost in the following few days and does not factor into your real weight 
change based on loss of fat over the entire protocol. 
 
The rationale that Dr. Simeons gave for this minimum timeframe involved how 
the hormone signaling pathway works when conditioning the brain. Even in the 
mildest cases of obesity, this conditioning period requires about three weeks. He 
found that stopping treatment with hCG too soon, even when the target weight 
had already been reached, led to easy weight gain afterwards. 
 
In those cases where patients reached the target weight before the 23rd day, they 
typically became ravenously hungry on the VLCD. This is what happens when all 
of the abnormal storage fat has been metabolized. The best strategy for such 
patients was to continue taking hCG through Day 23, while increasing their 
caloric intake to 800-1,000 calories per day – on the same foods as during the 
VLCD. In other words, a typical meal would have twice the meat, vegetables, 
fruit, and carbohydrate as before. 
 
Can you shorten the protocol by decreasing the hCG period to fewer than 23 
days? If so, by how much? Of course, the best chance that you have for an 
effective protocol is going to be with the full 23-day period, even if you have to 
increase your calories before the 23rd day. Theoretically, however, you can do 
the protocol for any length of time as long as you are very careful about how your 
hormone signaling pathway conditions your own hypothalamus. 
 
This is just a fancy way to say that it depends on individual variation, as always. 
Many people, for example, can benefit from just a 14-day protocol (i.e., 11 hCG 
days, plus a 3-day washout period). Anything shorter than that will almost 
certainly be ineffective for maintaining a target weight for the long-term. Even a 
14-day protocol will not work for everyone. 
 
The best recommendation overall, therefore, is to take hCG for at least 23 days 
to ensure the most effective brain conditioning for immediate weight loss as well 
as for long-term weight management after the protocol. 
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ii. The Maximum Timeframe 
 
The maximum length of time that you can take hCG on a single protocol is 
equally well-defined based on the conditioning of your brain’s hormone signaling 
pathway. Dr. Simeons found that the most effective maximum timeframe to be 40 
days. This means 40 ‘hCG days’ (i.e., including weekly skipped days if using 
injections and skipped days by women during their menstrual cycles) plus a 3-
day washout period, for a total of 43 days. 
 
The expected results from such a 43-day protocol are, again, typically different 
for women vs. men. Women, who typically experience a common weight loss of 
½ pound per day, will lose an average of 21 pounds during a 43-day protcol. 
Men, who typically lose a full pound per day, will reach an average of 40+ pounds 
in this timeframe. 
 
The maximum limit of 40 ‘hCG days’ is based on the development of resistance 
to hCG in the hypothalamus of your brain. This is akin to insulin resistance or 
leptin resistance, which are two other hormone signaling pathways whereby a 
certain amount of exposure to these hormones eventually leads to their receptors 
shutting down. 
 
Resistance to hCG, on average, occurs in about 40 days. For some people it 
may occur a few days earlier and for others a few days later. When it happens, it 
just means that the signaling pathway is shut down and any action that normally 
occurs due to the hCG stops. The first symptom that you notice when hCG 
resistance kicks in is hunger. This is because you are no longer metabolizing 
abnormal fat, no matter how much you still have. The calories that you have 
been harvesting from your own fat are no longer available. The VLCS becomes a 
starvation diet, and you become very hungry, as if you are starving. Indeed, at 
that point you are starving. 
 
Continuing to take hCG after about 40 days is useless for fat loss and even 
harmful for your metabolism if you maintain the VLCD diet. Your metabolism will 
simply slow down to accommodate the loss of calories. Any additional calories 
that you might add to your diet when your metabolism has slowed down will just 
go directly into storage (i.e., fat). 
 
The good news is that hCG resistance is reversible. It disappears about 6 weeks 
after the final day of the washout period. This means that, if you need to lose 
more weight than you can lose on a 43-day protocol, then you must do the 
protocol more than once. You just have to wait at least 6 weeks between the last 
day of one protocol and the first day of the next one, before starting all over. 
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Hormone resistance is sometimes mistakenly referred to as immunity (as it was 
by Dr. Simeons in 1954), although technically immunity involves the immune 
system. The immune system is not involved with hCG signaling or the 
development of resistance. 
 
CAUTION: If you are using an hCG protocol that advises you to take the 
hCG product for more than 40 days or so, then more than likely:  
 
The hCG product contains too little or no hormone at all. 
 
You are getting the wrong advice. 
 
Or both. 
 
Some programs advise you to take their hCG product for 60 days or longer, 
promising that you will lose 50 or more pounds during a single protocol.  
 
Don’t do it! 
 

j. When You Want to Lose More Weight 
 
 You may want to lose more weight than you can on a single 43-day protocol. Do 
not be tempted to continue taking hCG beyond this point, since you will simply 
develop resistance to the hormone and become very hungry. Any weight loss at 
this point will be from starvation, which is what a 500-calorie per day diet would 
be without the action of hCG in harvesting calories from your own abnormal fat. 
 
Generally, Dr. Simeons had a rule whereby he stopped the protocol when a 
patient either had already lost 34 pounds (15 kg) or had already taken 40 
injections. He allowed some exceptions for patients who were “grotesquely 
obese” – up to an additional 5-6 pounds of loss. In all cases, however, the 40-
injection limit was the maximum allowed. 
 
The only strategy for further hCG-directed weight loss is, therefore, to reverse 
resistance to hCG and do another series. All this takes is time. The standard 
recovery period for overcoming hCG resistance is 6 weeks. This period starts the 
day after the third hCG washout day, to be sure all of the hormone is out of your 
system. At the end of the 6-week period you can take hCG again without any 
problems due to resistance. 
 
By following this advice, you can do multiple series of the hCG weight loss 
protocol until you reach your target weight. This is how you can lose as much 
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weight as you should lose, no matter how much you weigh when you begin your 
first protocol. People have dropped 100-150 pounds, and even more, through 
multiple series of the hCG protocol. 
 
How long this takes for any one person to get to a target weight depends entirely 
on how fast the weight loss is for that person. It ranges between a half to a full 
pound per day while on the hormone. Losing more than 100 pounds, at a peak 
loss rate of one pound per day, for example, would require 3 series on the 
protocol. Each series would take 43 days plus the 6-week waiting period, for a 
total of about 85 days, or almost 3 months. 
 
This kind of calculation gives you an idea of how long it is likely to take for you to 
get to your target weight. Regardless of what your weight loss is per series, keep 
in mind that you can only do a series about every 3 months, or no more than 4 
per year. If you want to lose 150 pounds or more, which where many people 
begin, it may take more than a year to do so. 
 

k. Differences Between Men and Women 
 
A common annoyance, at least for women, that seems not to be widely known or 
publicized about the hCG weight loss protocol is this: 
 
The average rate of weight loss for men on the hCG protocol is greater than that 
for women. 
 
In fact, the typically hyped claim for this protocol about losing a pound per day is 
more commonly true for men than for women. Indeed, it is much more common 
for women to average closer to a half-pound per day of weight loss. 
 
This seems to be a modern phenomenon of the protocol. It is correlated with an 
increase in estrogen dominance in the population in general, which is made 
worse by overweight. The relationships among hormone balance (i.e., estrogen 
and testosterone), fat metabolism, and lifestyle changes over the past 50+ years 
is not perfectly clear. However, women naturally tend to be more estrogen 
dominant than men (yes, men can and do become estrogen dominant!), which 
may indicate underlying hormone imbalance in women that undermines the 
effectiveness of the hCG protocol. 
 
This is, of course, just one of many possible explanations for the different weight 
loss rates in men versus women. Indirect evidence in support of this explanation 
comes from the observation that restoring the balance between testosterone and 
estrogen also restores fat metabolism that leads to weight loss. Furthermore, 
since hCG provides a small boost to testosterone levels, the head start that men 
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have in producing this hormone is reflected in a higher rate of weight loss while 
on hCG. 
 

l. Losing Too Much Weight 
 
Keep in mind that the hCG protocol targets abnormal fat. It does not target other 
tissues, including muscle normal fat. Although most people refer to the hCG 
protocol as a weight loss protocol, it is more technically correct to call it a fat loss 
protocol. Using hCG, therefore, is self-limiting. It works only as long as you have 
abnormal fat to lose. 
 
Once the abnormal fat is gone, meaning when you reach your statistically normal 
weight, the hCG stops working. It no longer has any abnormal fat to put into 
circulation. At this point, all hCG-directed weight loss (i.e., fat loss) stops.  
 
When this happens, you will immediately become ravenously hungry. After all, 
your metabolism is no longer providing you with calories from your own fat. 
Calories are once again coming entirely from your diet. 
 
Take caution. The best thing to do when you are still doing the hCG protocol 
when you reach your normal weight is to increase your dietary calories. You have 
to make up for the loss of calories from your own fat. The strategy recommended 
by Dr. Simeons was to continue eating the same kinds of foods as you had been 
during the protocol, just more of them. The easiest strategy is to just eat twice as 
much, for a total of up to 800-1,000 calories per day instead of 500. 
 
It is absolutely crucial that you do not change the diet foods. Just increase the 
amounts of the same foods, in the same proportions as before. Then you can 
continue taking the hCG for the recommended minimum period of 23 days. Or 
you can immediately go into the 3-day hCG washout period to end the protocol. 
Whichever strategy you choose is up to you, as long as you stay at your target 
weight.  
 
Make absolutely sure that you do not drop more than 2 pounds below your 
ending weight once you reach what is supposed to be normal for you. Going 
below your normal weight, after the hCG has already become ineffective, means 
that you are probably losing muscle mass and normal fat. Any loss of normal fat 
will rebound right back to where you should be. However, getting back lost lean 
body mass will be much more difficult. 
 
If you have a goal of excessive weight loss, with some kind of misguided idea 
about wanting the ‘emaciated-actress’ look, then the hCG weight loss protocol is 
not going to get you there. You shouldn’t go there, anyway. 
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AFTER HCG: THE SO-CALLED PHASE 3 
 

1. What is Phase 3? 
 
The 21 days immediately after your 3-day hCG washout period are commonly 
referred to as Phase 3, or as the maintenance phase. These terms are modern 
additions to the program and are a bit misleading. Yes, you must adhere to 
certain dietary strategies during these 21 days. And, yes, the goal is to maintain 
the final weight (‘maintenance’) that you reached at the end of the protocol. For 
the purpose of this book, ‘Phase 3’ will do. 
 
A better way to look at the 21-day post hCG period, however, is that it is a time 
for your metabolism to reset how your body handles dietary fats and 
carbohydrates. During this period your metabolism is extremely sensitive to the 
combination of the two. 
 
Carbohydrates are very dangerous during Phase 3 because they will very quickly 
turn back into the unwanted abnormal fat that you just removed during the hCG 
protocol. Carbohydrates are especially dangerous in combination with dietary 
fats. 
 

a. The Only Two Rules for Phase 3 
 
These two rules ensure that you will keep your target weight locked in and that 
you will reset your metabolism to prevent ever regaining abnormal fat. 
 
Eating 
 
Eat anything you please except sugar and starch. 
 
Keep in mind that you just finished a diet protocol that trained your body to 
respond to a hormone signal by metabolizing abnormal fat. This is the unique 
revolutionary principle that drives the hCG diet. Furthermore, as you know, net 
loss of abnormal fat happens only in conjunction with a specific very low calorie 
diet (VLCD) that is especially low in calories from fats and carbohydrates. 
 
Once the hCG has disappeared from your system, you will cease to metabolize 
abnormal fat. You can therefore eat to capacity every day. This means eating the 
number of calories that you need for your basal metabolic rate. These calories, 
however, must come primarily from protein and fat. 
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Carbohydrates during Phase 3 are best derived from whole foods, i.e., 
unprocessed fruits and vegetables. The best ones are low carb or low sugar and 
high fiber. This excludes grains regardless of whether they are ‘whole’ according 
to a food label. And you should keep mostly away from high-sugar fruits such as 
grapes and bananas. 
 
Regarding processed foods, if you have to read the label of a food that you are 
considering for your Phase 3 diet, then it is most likely too processed. Whole 
foods (apples, eggs, asparagus, mushrooms, etc.) do not normally have food 
labels. 
 
Keeping track 
 
Weigh yourself at the beginning of every day. 
 
Always keep a portable bathroom scale at hand, even when you are traveling. 
You must, without fail, weigh yourself every morning, right after you get out of 
bed and use the bathroom. This is a seemingly simple rule. It is, however, crucial 
for keeping your weight within a narrow window. This window is plus or minus 
two pounds of your weight at the end of the hCG protocol. 
 

b. In Case of Weight Gain 
 
As long as your weight stays within the 2-pound weight limit, up or down, any 
fluctuation can be ignored. If your weight exceeds the two-pound limit, even by a 
few ounces, you must skip breakfast and lunch and drink plenty of fluids on that 
very same day. Delaying this strategy will just make matters worse and cause 
wild fluctuations in your weight, eventually causing permanent weight gain. 
 
In the evening you must eat a dinner consisting of a huge steak and either an 
apple or a raw tomato. That’s it. If you are a vegetarian, you may substitute a 
high protein/fat food such as eggs instead of the steak. Vegans may have some 
difficulty because of the challenge of finding similar foods that are completely 
plant-based and still without carbohydrate. 
 
This strategy brings about an immediate drop in weight by the following morning. 
 
It is of utmost importance that this strategy is not postponed to the following day 
or later. Otherwise you may require several days of strict dieting to get back to 
where you started at the beginning of Phase 3. 
 
By the way, you may already be aware of the inaccuracy of daytime weighing. 
This is especially true if you have been obese for any length of time prior to doing 
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the hCG protocol. Your weight during the day, or at night, does not reliably reflect 
your basal weight. 
 

c. Losing More Weight During Phase 3 
 
Note that it is equally undesirable to lose more than two pounds, too. Such a 
loss, according to Dr. Simeons, is always achieved at the expense of normal fat, 
which you want to keep. Any normal fat that you lose is going to be regained as 
soon as you eat. Your body needs this fat. However, regaining normal fat is the 
foundation of the yo-yo effect. When you drop too much weight, you will most 
likely gain too much right back. Stay in the acceptable weight window. 
 

d. The Trouble with Overdoing It 
 
Too much of a good thing is not necessarily a good thing. You can, indeed, eat 
fairly normally without regaining weight during Phase 3. However, if you 
disregard the advice to eat anything you want except sugar and starch, and 
continue on a calorie-restriction diet, your weight may actually go up. 
 
Skipping a meager lunch and having only a salad for dinner, or some other kind 
of deprivation diet, often adds a pound overnight. This weight gain is 
accompanied by swelling in the ankles, which is the telltale sign of fluid retention. 
 
You might also typically feel weak and hungry. It just does not seem fair! This is 
what Dr. Simeons referred to as ‘over-enthusiasm’. 
 
The point is to eat normally, without sugar and starch. You need calories, and 
plenty of them, from the right sources. 
 

e. Avoiding Protein Deficiency 
 
During the hCG protocol, the minimal amount of dietary protein is supplemented 
with protein that is converted from metabolizing abnormal fat. This keeps you just 
above the level of protein deficiency. 
 
However, once the treatment is over, the conversion of sufficient fat to protein 
stops. In Phase 3, therefore, it is easy to develop protein deficiency if you do not 
take in enough protein in your diet. You can tell if this is, indeed, happening when 
you develop that unwanted ankle-swelling again because you are retaining fluids. 
This is a condition called ‘hunger-edema’ and it is VERY common when you 
consume an unbalanced diet. Unbalanced means consuming sugar and 
carbohydrate during Phase 3. You can even retain fluid at any time after Phase 3 
when you consume too much of these foods. 
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The treatment for this condition is kind of like a crash Atkins diet for a day. 
Typically this means to eat two eggs for breakfast and a huge steak for lunch and 
dinner, accompanied by a large helping of cheese. Very often you will see two 
pounds vanish overnight. Your ankles will also return to normal. The main side 
effect is that you may have to visit the toilet one or more times during the night 
because of the need to eliminate excess water. 
 
What if this does not work? In this case, you can adopt the Atkins ‘induction 
phase’, which can go for up to two weeks on a maximum of 20 grams of 
carbohydrate per day. This phase of the Atkins diet leads mostly to water loss, 
which is exactly what you must do to get back to your target weight. Once you 
get there, resume your Phase 3 diet as before. And, as before, be sure to keep 
from going below your target weight by more than two pounds. 
 
Note that any period of ultra-low carb dieting means ultra-low fiber, too. This is 
one of the main complaints of the induction phase of the Atkins diet. If this is an 
issue for you, the simple remedy is to use psyllium powder as a soluble fiber 
supplement. Psyllium powder is the active component of Metamucil. 
Unfortunately, Metamucil contains certain unnecessary and unwanted 
ingredients, such as food dye and sugar or aspartame (i.e., the ‘sugar-free’ 
version). Avoid these ingredients like the plague. Instead, use any product that 
contains only unflavored and unsweetened psyllium powder, which you can find 
at any nutrition store. 
 

f. Relapses 
 
Relapses occur mostly due to negligence of the two basic rules that are stated 
above. Daily weighing is often ignored even though it is a critical indicator of 
where you stand. The fit of your clothing is not a good indicator, since you may 
stay the same size, at least for a short time, in the face of weight gain. This is 
because newly acquired fat is distributed evenly and does not immediately show 
up as an expanded waistline. You may even gain as much as 10 pounds without 
noticing a change in appearance or in how your clothes fit. 
 

g. Special Cases for Women 
 
Pregnancy or menopause may cancel out your progress from a previous hCG 
treatment. Relapse rates are higher after pregnancy or during the 12-month 
cessation of monthly periods that lead to the official definition of menopause. If 
you are undergoing treatment with replacement hormones of any kind, then you 
are more likely to experience difficulty in keeping your target weight. 
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Achieving hormone (estrogen) balance can be a daunting task, especially in light 
of the vast amount of misinformation that mainstream medicine has perpetrated 
on women. If you want to dig into this topic to get a better idea of what this 
means and what you can do about it, take a look at the website of Dr. John Lee 
(https://www.johnleemd.com/) and order his book, What Your Doctor May Not 
Tell You About Menopause: The breakthrough book on natural progesterone. 
 
It’s the most comprehensive source of information I know of about natural 
approaches to menopause. 
 
One final comment from Dr. Simeons’ book is that, in his experience, he noticed 
a higher than average relapse rate among teenage girls who suffer from attacks 
of compulsive eating. This seems especially frightening in the 21st century, with 
the advent of seemingly greater social pressure to be ‘thin’ and its consequent 
eating disorders. And the deteriorating quality of the modern American diet just 
makes this situation much worse than what Dr.Simeons encountered in the 
1950s. 
 

2. What About After Phase 3? 
 
Of course, long-term weight management is the goal. This may mean adjusting 
your diet, exercise, supplements, and other components of fitness to optimize 
how your body metabolizes fat as it changes over time. Although this may not 
seem easy at first, it does not have to be hard, either.  
 
Plenty of great information is available on the internet about how to stay fit and 
trim for life, regardless of how you get to your natural weight. The main difficulty 
is sorting through the mountain of information that is offered to the public on how 
to stay slim, which is often confusing and contradictory. Much of it is even 
overhyped for marketing purposes. This is why I gather the best research 
science about fat loss and weight management that I can find and post my views 
about it on a special blog for that purpose: BellyFatScience.com 
(https://bellyfatscience.com/). It offers some great pointers, and the science 
behind them, on how to stay trim and healthy permanently. 
 

HCG DIET FOR VEGETARIANS 
 
The only comment by Dr. Simeons in his original book was brief and not very 
helpful:  
 
Strict vegetarians such as orthodox Hindus present a special problem, because 
milk and curds are the only animal protein they will eat. To supply them with 

https://www.johnleemd.com/
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sufficient protein of animal origin they must drink 500 cc of skimmed milk per day, 
though part of this ration can be taken as curds. As far as fruit, vegetables and 
starch are concerned, their diet is the same as that of non- vegetarians; they 
cannot be allowed their usual intake of vegetable proteins from leguminous 
plants such as beans or from wheat or nuts, nor can they have their customary 
rice. In spite of these severe restrictions, their average loss is about half that of 
non-vegetarians, presumably owing to the sugar content of the milk. 
 
Considering orthodox Hindus as the only vegetarians of concern nowadays is, of 
course, a very limited viewpoint.  
 

1. Non-Vegan Vegetarians 
 
Vegetarians have adopted many kinds of eating styles that can include a 
restricted list of animal-based foods. For those vegetarians who allow fish, eggs, 
and dairy, the sources of protein are plentiful. There is nothing wrong with eating 
whitefish at every meal. 
 

a. Eggs and Dairy 
 

Dr. Simeons did, however, recommend that eggs not be the protein source very 
often. The fat content of a single yolk is the limit for one meal and must be 
combined with the whites of 4 eggs (i.e., 1 whole egg with whites from 3 
additional eggs). 
 
Dairy products are only acceptable if they are fat-free and sugar-free. The 
unwanted surprise about most dairy products is that they contain lactose, which 
is a disaccharide sugar (i.e., made up of two other sugars linked together). Fat-
free and sugar-free dairy products do not exist. Dr. Simeons suggested that the 
closest products to the recommended hCG diet are skimmed milk and curds. 
These, unfortunately, are not good choices and should only be part of the VLCD 
if you have so few options as the orthodox Hindus. Otherwise, stick to the 
fundamental recommendation to avoid dairy entirely while on the diet, with the 
allowable exception of one teaspoon of milk in your coffee or tea per day. 
 

2. Vegan Dieting 
 
Vegans present the greatest challenge for doing the hCG diet. If you are a vegan 
and completely abstain from any kind of animal-based foods, your options are 
severely limited. Your typical sources of protein, beans and grains, are not 
acceptable because of their high carbohydrate content. Hopefully, you know by 
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now that, if you are used to consuming breads, pastas, and whole grain dishes of 
various kinds, none of these are acceptable on the diet. 
 
Nevertheless, the supplement industry offers good products if you can find them. 
Specifically, protein powders that are designed for dieters and bodybuilders are 
sometimes derived from plant protein. The most common sources are pea 
protein and rice protein. You have to be VERY careful to read the ingredients on 
any such products, though. They are often adulterated with sugar or other 
carbohydrates, or even certain really nasty non-sugar sweeteners. 
 
The ideal plant protein powder should have no calories except from the protein 
source. Finding such an ideal product may be challenging, so you may have to 
look hard to find one. When you do, the amount of protein that you should 
consume at one meal during the hCG diet should compare with what you would 
get in a 100-gram portion of chicken breast, or about 23 grams. Most protein 
powder products provide that amount of protein in one or two of the scoops that 
they provide in the container. 
 

a. Whole-Plant Protein Sources 
 
If you exclude the high-carb sources of unprocessed plant proteins (grains, 
beans, etc.) then what you are left with as the best protein sources are green and 
generally leafy. Examples would be spinach and broccoli. Nutritionists suggest 
that a cup of cooked spinach will give you 5 grams of protein and a cup of 
cooked broccoli will give you 4 grams. 
 
Unfortunately, it is overly simplistic to say that you can get all the protein that you 
need, according to the equivalent from 100 grams of chicken breast, from 
spinach or broccoli. First off, you would have to consume more than 4 cups of 
cooked spinach or more than 5 cups of cooked broccoli at each meal. This is a 
fairly large amount unless you can somehow dehydrate it to shrink the sheer 
volume down. If you could do so, however, consuming this much spinach or 
broccoli in one meal would not overdo the calorie limit for the VLCD. Green, 
leafy, fibrous veggies do not add significant calories to a meal. 
 
By the way, the details are different for uncooked veggies. The retrievable 
amount of protein from raw veggies is a lot less than for cooked veggies. You 
probably could not eat enough raw spinach or broccoli for your body to retrieve 
23 grams of protein. The human digestive system does not produce the enzymes 
that are necessary for breaking down plant cell walls, so the nutrition that you get 
from raw veggies depends almost entirely on how well you chew before 
swallowing. 
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Furthermore, undigested plant material functions primarily as fiber. The more 
fiber you have with your food, the faster it moves through your digestive system, 
and the less time you have to absorb anything nutritious from it. 
 

b. Getting Enough Calories is Crucial 
 
You may decide that you can just gird yourself for an unpleasant and unsatisfying 
eating period while on the hCG protocol. Not getting enough calories would be a 
mistake. The protocol that Dr. Simeons designed was based on a specific 
balance between metabolizing food and metabolizing your own abnormal fat. 
You simply have to consume enough calories for this balance to work. If you 
don’t, your body will more than likely go into shutdown mode and lower your 
metabolic rate. When that happens, you have to eat less and less just to keep 
losing weight. This is why so many obese people eat very little and still fail to lose 
any weight. It is a strategy that is guaranteed to fail, so you must absolutely make 
sure that you consume enough calories every day that you are on the hCG 
protocol.  

EVALUATING THE hCG WEIGHT LOSS PROTOCOL 
 
Science to the rescue! Well, maybe. 
 
Let me digress a little bit here on a topic that may help you understand scientific 
conflict. By the time you read through this entire section, you will have a better 
idea of how to evaluate the evidence for and against the hCG weight loss 
protocol. 
 
First off, the whole notion of using hCG for weight loss is controversial because 
scientists have made it that way. We scientists (I have to include myself in this 
critique) are often biased, sloppy, and slow to accept new ideas. We are also 
influenced by the power of money – i.e., the source of funding for research and 
for government agendas.  
 
This is not new information. Scientists were behind studies showing the safety of 
smoking, the safety of the insecticide DDT (now banned in the U.S.), the safety 
of the drug Vioxx (now banned by the FDA), and the safety of of food additives 
that have now been taken off the market due to unacceptable side effects. 
Scientists were behind the fabrication of estrogen therapy, which was so useless 
and dangerous that it failed and became hormone replacement therapy. HRT is 
now know to be dangerous and of questionable use. 
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We often ridicule the “old timers” of scientific history, who were so close-minded 
about scientific change that they look stupid in hindsight. The story of Galileo is 
an outstanding example. By pushing for the idea that the Sun was the center of 
the solar system, not the Earth, he attracted criticism from his fellow astronomers 
and even an investigation by the Roman Inquisition of 1615. He was tried by the 
Inquisition, found "vehemently suspect of heresy," forced to recant, and spent the 
rest of his life under house arrest. 
 
Scientists haven’t changed. In 1982 Israeli scientist Dan Shechtman discovered 
a type of crystal structure that was believed to be physically impossible. Although 
he didn’t face anything like the Inquisition, skepticism about his discovery was so 
strong that he was mocked by his fellow scientists and even expelled from his 
own research team. Fast forward almost 30 years, and he received the 2011 
Nobel Prize in chemistry for his discovery. 
 
The point is that science is not the end-all and be-all of objective endeavors. You 
can find scientific support, or rejection, for almost any hypothesis or theory that 
attracts sufficient attention. The entire weight loss industry is a superb example 
of a huge hodge-podge of research that can show dozens, if not hundreds, of 
ways to lose weight. Some are grounded in good science, and some are not. 
 
One aspect of good experimental research is that it can be duplicated by others. 
Fortunately, scientists have scientific journals for publishing their experimental 
designs, methods of analysis, results, and interpretations of results. This allows 
the scientific community to read and evaluate published studies. And it allows 
interested researchers to conduct new studies on the same or related topics and 
compare them to see which ones might be better. 
 

1. Research 
 
Deciding whether any single study is good science or not may seem like an 
overwhelming task. This is a highly dynamic process that keeps scientists busy 
looking for ways to study an issue so they can provide clear-cut answers to 
multiple related questions on any topic. At any point in time, we have many more 
unanswered questions or ambiguous answers than we have clear-cut answers. 
This is especially true of research on weight loss. 
 
Nevertheless, you can often find strengths in research if you are good at 
watching out for weak thinking. Yes, scientists can exhibit weak thinking, just like 
anybody else. Remember, we are human! 
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a. Beware of Weak Thinking 
 
The most common example of weak thinking is the claim, “...there is no evidence 
for...,” something. For example, here is a quote from Stephen Barrett, M.D., at 
Quackwatch, regarding the hCG weight loss protocol: “[Dr. Simeons] ... claimed 
that HCG would mobilize stored fat; suppress appetite; and redistribute fat from 
the waist, hips, and thighs [1]. There is no scientific evidence to support these 
claims.” This is a very common way to criticize something. If you think about it, 
though, it would be equally valid to say, “...there is no evidence against...,” 
something as well. 
 
Barrett followed his comment with a list of references that show negative results, 
including two that Dr. Simeons had already rebutted (as cited below, the one by 
Craig and the one by Frank). It is informative that Barrett did not mention the 
rebuttals at all. 
 
Why is this weak thinking? The main reason is that such a quote is used to 
criticize the hCG protocol in the absence of any positive results from 
experimental research. If there, indeed, had been no research, then there can be 
no experimental results that confirm or reject the protocol for weight loss. Using 
the absence of data to provide negative support is simply weak-minded and 
misleading.  
 
Another reason that this is weak thinking, which verges on being unethical, is 
claiming ‘no evidence’ when, in fact, there is evidence. In the case of the hCG 
weight loss protocol, there is, indeed good evidence in the scientific literature that 
confirms the Simeons protocol. There is also evidence that rejects it. You will see 
examples of both of these studies below. 
 
A second kind of weak thinking, one that plagues the Simeons protocol, goes 
something like this: “Nobody knows how it works, so it couldn’t possibly work.” 
This is just plain silliness. Physicists don’t seem to have a problem accepting the 
existence of gravity, even though nobody really knows how it works. 
Nevertheless, medical researchers often claim a failure to understand the 
mechanism of a process as a basis for denying that the process exists. 
 
The final example of weak thinking that I want to explain entails conducting a 
repeat study that fails to duplicate the experimental design of the original study, 
then using negative results to condemn the positive results of the original study. 
This was a common practice in the early years of the hCG  protocol. Dr. Simeons 
sometimes rebutted these studies, which I describe below. 
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b. The Importance of Positive vs. Negative Results 
 
Scientific research often provides negative results. Negative results are by far the 
easiest kinds of results to get, even when duplicating previous research that gave 
positive results. Any seemingly small variable, if not accounted for, can prevent 
positive results. 
 
Although getting negative results may seem frustrating, it does provide great 
satisfaction in analyzing why an experiment gave them and how to design and 
conduct the experiment better next time. In my own research, once I figured out 
how to design and conduct an experiment that gave positive results, I knew that I 
had learned how to conduct the experiment properly. 
 
Unfortunately, negative results are often published, with no afterthought about 
analyzing the experiment itself and doing it better the next time. This would be 
cost-prohibitive. Research studies are often conducted by several researchers, 
working on a study for weeks or months at a time, involving recruiting and 
keeping track of numerous volunteer subjects. A single study may cost hundreds 
of thousands of dollars. Analysis, reflection, and do-overs, therefore, do not 
happen very often. 
 
This is precisely why positive results are much more powerful than negative 
results. Yes, experiments that yield positive results can be criticized, too. 
However, a study with positive results gives us more substance to sink our teeth 
into. It represents progress that we can build on. 
 
Regarding research on the hCG weight loss protocol, some studies have 
provided positive results and others have not. I have provided examples of both 
below. 
 

c. Research Comments by Dr. Simeons 
 
Research by Dr. Simeons is of the clinical type that was not designed as an 
experiment for statistical analysis. It is not published in a research journal, so I 
will explain it under Clinical Research below. However, Dr. Simeons did publish a 
number of letters to editors of journals that had published studies by other 
researchers. These include the following: 
 
Simeons, ATW and Heidelberg, MD. The action of chorionic gonadotrophin in the 
obese. Lancet 267:946-7, 1954. 
 
Simeons, ATW. Chorionic gonadotrophin in the obese. Lancet 279:47-8, 1962. 
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Simeons, ATW. Chorionic gonadotrophin in the treatment of obese women. Am J 
Clin Nutr. 13:197-8, 1963. 
 
Simeons, ATW. Chorionic gonadotrophin in the treatment of obesity. Am J Clin 
Nutr. 15:188-90, 1964. 
 
Some of his work is available for free if you know how to dig for it in the medical 
literature. It is very instructive to see what Dr. Simeons was saying about 
research studies on his protocol that were done by other scientists and medical 
practitioners. 
 
For that reason, and because it may be helpful to understand current criticisms of 
the Simeons protocol, here are two of the letters that Dr. Simeons published 
during the initial surge in popularity of his protocol: 
 
i. In response to this 1963 study: 
 
Craig, LS, Ray, RE, Waxler, SH, and Madigan, H. Chorionic gonadotropin in the 
treatment of obese women. Am J Clin Nutr. 12:230-4, 1963. 
 
Simeons letter as quoted from: Am J Clin Nutr. 13:197-8, 1963. (Entire letter 
italicized) 
 
Chorionic Gonadotrophin in the Treatment of Obese Women 
 
Dear Sir: 
 
May I refer to the article “Chorionic Gonadotrophin in the Treatment of Obese 
Women,” by Leela S. Craig et al. published in your March 1963 issue? 
 
That twenty obese women maintained on a diet of 550 calories over a period of 
forty days, with or without chorionic gonadotrophin, have shown an average loss 
of only 9 pounds is entirely contrary to all experiences so far recorded. Evidently, 
as the authors themselves admit, the diet was not scrupulously controlled and 
observed. The diet described by the authors is hardly as they claim “a 
modification” of the one used by Simeons, Sohar, Lebon and others. In caloric 
value and composition it differs considerably from the diet I have recommended 
for use in association with human chorionic gonadotrophin. 
 
It does, moreover, seem a little wayward to conduct an elaborate double blind 
experiment when the most important factor, the diet, is poorly controlled. If the 
authors had excluded from their series all the cases in which they had doubts 
about the strict observance of the diet throughout most of the treatment, the 
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value of their study would have been enhanced. As it stands, their work on the 
use of human chorionic gonadotrophin is rather like testing the value of insulin in 
diabetic patients whose carbohydrate intake is unestablished. 
 
Before a new method is tested one does rather expect the student to have first 
fully acquainted himself with the technic under investigation. Had these authors 
done this, they would have excluded from their series all the patients who 
required vitamins, thyroid and diuretics “for other conditions” which are not 
explained, knowing as they then would that such additions drastically alter the 
mechanism of weight reduction with human chorionic gonadotrophin. 
 
What so many investigators seem to overlook is that human chorionic 
gonadotrophin as such has no weight-reducing action whatsoever, nor has this 
ever been claimed to be the case. In fact, those quite exceptional patients who 
have the willpower to stay on a 500 calorie diet for forty days without human 
chorionic gonadotrophin often lose more weight than those who are receiving it; 
but they look drawn and haggard and regain their weight rapidly as soon as they 
stop dieting, because they have depleted normal fat reserves. The function of 
human chorionic gonadotrophin is exclusively to make drastic reduction over a 
short period of time safe, comfortable and entirely confined to abnormal fat 
deposits. It is the latter peculiarity which accounts for the relative ease with which 
patients can hold their weight after this treatment, a fact which Dr. Craig’s paper 
confirms. 
 
Unless the student is fully familiar with this interesting action of human chorionic 
gonadotrophin in obesity, he completely fails to recognize its absence when 
patients reduce their weight by diet only. The experienced worker, on the other 
hand, sees the marked difference within the first week of treatment and cannot, 
therefore, carry out a double-blind experiment. He can always pick out the control 
subjects who are receiving the placebo long before the end of treatment, since 
they have trouble with the diet, look weary and completely lack the bright 
exhilaration which obese patients receiving human chorionic gonadotrophin 
almost invariably experience. Moreover, the excessive measurements do not 
regularly decrease at the rate of at least 1 cm. per kg. of weight lost as is usual in 
patients on a reducing diet and human chorionic gonadotrophin. 
 
We treat patients from most parts of the world, among them many Americans. 
We hardly ever see a loss of less than 20 pounds, while many patients on a forty 
day diet lose over 30 pounds. We have little trouble with the diet even in 
ambulatory patients who eat at home. Perhaps this is because we consider it 
worthwhile to investigate even the slightest gain which, with the exception of 
premenstrual water retention, is always due to a dietary error. Once the reason 
for the gain has been elicited, the error is rarely repeated. 
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May I use the hospitality of your Journal to say how much we would welcome a 
visit to our clinic from our critics so that they may be in a position to compare 
their results with those of our standard technic before condemning a method 
which gives us, and others who follow it strictly, such consistently satisfactory 
results? 
 
A. T. SIMEONS, M.D. 
Salvator Mundi International Hospital 
Ronze, Italy 
 
ii. In response to this 1964 study: 
 
Frank, BW. The use of chorionic gonadotropin hormone in the treatment of 
obesity, a double-blind study.  Am J Clin Nutr. 14:133-6, 1964. 
 
Simeons letter as quoted from: Am J Clin Nutr. 15:188-90, 1964. (Entire letter 
italicized) 
 
Chorionic Gonadotrophin in the Treatment of Obesity 
 
Dear Sir: 
 
May I refer to the article entitled “The Use of Chorionic Gonadotrophin in the 
Treatment of Obesity” by Capt. Barry W. Frank, MC, in your March 1964 issue. 
 
This study shows that some obese patients (eight out of the author’s series of 
forty-eight) can lose 20 to 30 pounds in fifty to sixty days on a 1,000 calorie diet 
with or without human chorionic gonadotrophin. This entirely negative result as 
regards the value of human chorionic gonadotrophin could have been predicted. 
The author’s patients were kept on a 1,000 cal. diet (instead of 500 cal.) and 600 
International Units of human chorionic gonadotrophin (instead of 875 lU.) was 
given subcutaneously (instead of deep intragluteally) in doses of 200 lU. three 
times a week (instead of daily doses of 125 IU.). On such a regimen no action of 
human chorionic gonadotrophin on the reducing procedure can possibly be 
expected to appear. 
 
For this there are two main reasons: (1) It is well known that about 80 per cent of 
injected human chorionic gonadotrophin is inactivated in the body within 24 
hours; hence the need for daily injections. This cannot be compensated by giving 
larger doses at longer intervals. Administering human chorionic gonadotrophin in 
such a staccato manner (Hormone Stoss) is extremely effective when used in 
gonadal disorders, particularly in hypogenitalism, but this is quite unsuitable as a 
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method of reproducing the uninterrupted physiological action of human chorionic 
gonadotrophin in pregnancy and it is just this action, as yet only vaguely 
understood, which I have found of greatest help in treating obesity. 
 
(2) Most obese patients can get along comfortably on a 1,000 cal. diet without 
further assistance, but this is certainly not the case when the average obese 
patient going about his usual occupation is kept for periods of up to seven weeks 
on a diet of strictly 500 cal. only. Occasionally one does encounter a very 
determined patient who is able to do this, but only with considerable discomfort. 
Yet when human chorionic gonadotrophin in the correct dosage is added to this 
diet, there is not only no discomfort, but at least 80 per cent of patients who have 
been hardened crash dieters for many previous years spontaneously express 
enthusiasm over the unexpected ease and well being with which they can follow 
this regimen. 
 
Glancing over the author’s charts one notices that of his forty-eight patients 
twenty-seven (56 per cent) lost less than his mean of 12 pounds, and that among 
these patients ten (20.8 per cent) lost less than 5 pounds. This suggests that his 
relatively high mean loss is due to the eight cases (16 per cent) in which the loss 
was exceptionally high (20 to 30 pounds). I think that most workers in the field of 
obesity would agree with me that obese patients strictly observing a 1,000 cal. 
diet for fifty to sixty days can be expected to lose more than a mean of 12 
pounds. 
 
The conclusion must then be that in the majority of cases in the series the diet 
was not strictly maintained. (See also my Letter to the Editor criticizing the article 
by Craig et al., Am. J. Clin. Nutrition, 12: 230, 1963, in the September 1963 issue 
of the Journal, p. 197.) If the twenty-seven cases in which loss was minimal, 
presumably due to faulty dieting, are excluded from the author’s charts, the mean 
loss for the remaining ten cases in which placebos were given works out to 19.4 
pounds, and for the eleven remaining cases in which human chorionic 
gonadotrophin was given to the almost identical figure of 19.3 pounds. This can 
be considered a reasonable mean loss in patients dieting rather carefully on 1 
000 cal. for fifty to sixty days. 
 
For the purposes of comparing these figures with our own results, we picked 
from a card index in which all patients treated for obesity are arranged 
alphabetically by surnames, the first 500 consecutive cases in which there was at 
least twenty days of treatment. On analyzing the case sheets we found that the 
group was composed of 122 males and 378 females who ranged in age from 
eleven to seventy-eight years. The mean age was forty-one years. The degree of 
overweight above statistical norms ranged from 4.5 to 234 pounds. The mean 
overweight was 42 pounds. On the twentieth day of treatment the loss of weight 
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ranged from 2.3 to 35 pounds and the mean loss was 16.94 pounds. Only seven 
patients lost less than 10 pounds (1.4 per cent) and only fifteen (3 per cent) lost 
more than 25 pounds, showing that the remaining 478 patients (95.6 per cent) 
clustered very closely around the mean loss of 16.94 pounds in twenty days. 
 
Obviously we have extensively checked our results against patients receiving a 
placebo but only few were able to adhere to the diet for twenty days and in these 
cases we always found wide variations in the observance of the diet, producing 
results quite comparable to those of Capt. Frank. Never were we able to produce 
uniformity of weight loss. 
 
We share the author’s regret that we have so far been reluctant to report blood 
chemical studies. This is because -- as more and more workers are pointing out -
- our present knowledge of metabolic processes in obese subjects and their 
reaction to underfeeding is still scanty. We have found it impossible to draw any 
useful conclusions for or against human chorionic gonadotrophin from such 
studies. For the moment, therefore, we must content ourselves with hard clinical 
evidence and pliable hypotheses. What has, however, been accomplished 
(Politzer et al. Biochemical changes resulting from drastic weight loss. South 
African M. J., 37:151, 1963) is to show that a 500 cal. diet with or without human 
chorionic gonadotrophin does not bring about any significant biochemical 
changes. 
 
To what extent the psychologic effect of seeing the treating physician, being 
weighed and having an injection daily plays a role in our procedure is difficult to 
assess, because the suggestibility of patients varies so widely. On the other 
hand, since our results are so uniform, we have not, in many years and in close 
cooperation with a clinical psychiatrist, been able to convince ourselves that the 
daily visit is an important therapeutic factor in patients receiving human chorionic 
gonadotrophin, although it may have some deterrent effect on a few patients who 
cannot resist the temptation occasionally to transgress. However, we do find that 
such patients cheerfully confess a lapszis linguae when confronted with a gain of 
a few ounces. If further studies should prove us to be wrong in this view, the 
extra work involved would then be most rewarding. 
 
Our results are decidedly better than any we have hitherto found published 
elsewhere. Since obesity is a major health problem, we look for the day that a 
qualified and unbiased observer, who is experienced in the management of 
obesity, will come to Rome (perhaps under the auspices of your Society?) to 
check our figures, to study our cases and to familiarize himself with our technic 
and all its details. This knowledge could then be applied to his own cases, 
without introducing arbitrary deviations of his own invention. Only when this is 
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accomplished in a large series of cases can the value of our method be definitely 
established. 
 
A. T. W. SIMEONS, M.D. 
Salvator Mundi International Hospital 
Rome, Italy 
 
Isn’t it interesting that Dr. Simeons’ hormone-driven protocol generated so much 
controversy in the 1950s and 1960s and continues to do so in the 21st century? 
Some things never change, no matter how much scientific research goes into 
them. 
 

d. Research Database on hCG 
 
PubMed, the U.S. government’s free online medical database at the National 
Institutes of Health, lists nearly 20,000 journal articles on hCG, with fewer than 
dozen of these having anything to do with weight loss. Most of the research on 
this hormone involves fertility, pregnancy, and the detection of cancerous tumors. 
What I want to do is call your attention to just three studies as examples of the 
confusion that the research on hCG and weight loss has engendered. 
 

e. 1973 Study with Positive Results 
 
This study was published almost 20 years after Simeons published his book, 
Pounds and Inches, which indicates ongoing research interest in the protocol. 
This example was published in the American Journal of Clinical Nutrition (vol. 26, 
pp. 211-218, 1973). The researchers who conducted it, at the American Society 
of Bariatric Physicians Research Council, studied about twice as many subjects 
as did most earlier studies. The final result was an average loss of 19.96 pounds 
in the hCG-treated group and 11.05 pounds in the control group. More 
importantly, the statistical analysis supported this difference as being significant. 
The conclusion of this study was that hCG did cause weight loss over and above 
any loss that could be attributed to diet alone. 
 
This article answers common questions about how much weight loss is typical on 
just a starvation diet, without hCG. It does seem rather disappointing to think that 
starving for a month or more would only yield an average of only 11 pounds lost.  
 

f. 1963 Study with Negative Results 
 
This study was published in the American Journal of Clinical Nutrition (vol. 12, 
pp. 230-234, 1963), at the height of popularity of the hCG diet plan in the U.S. It 
looks to me as though the researchers behind this study, from the University of 
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California, San Francisco, School of Medicine, followed the Simeons protocol 
almost to the letter. There was one exception: the consumption of a baked potato 
each day, which is not on Simeons’ list of allowed vegetables. The main result of 
the study was an average loss of 6.5 pounds in the hCG-treated group, 
compared with an average loss of 8.8 pounds in the untreated (control) group. 
The authors concluded that the hormone did not cause weight loss. 
 
This study is remarkable for a couple reasons. One is that, in spite of following 
the Simeons protocol for 40 days, neither the treatment group nor the control 
group came close to the amount of weight loss that is expected. A starvation diet 
alone (i.e., 550 calories per day) should have caused more weight loss than was 
reported here. In fact, one subject on hCG even gained weight.  
 
The other reason that this study is remarkable is that the number of study 
subjects (i.e., 10 in the treatment group, 9 in the control group) and the variability 
of the results within each group provided insufficient statistical power to explain 
anything at all! Indeed, this study offered no comparative statistical analysis of 
weight loss. In other words, the results did not support any conclusions 
whatsoever. 
 
Nevertheless, one or more factors are not obvious in this study. Generally when 
a study has such insignificant results, the subjects were not compliant – i.e., they 
did not follow the protocol very well. The researchers offered no comment on this 
possibility, so we will never know why both the treatment group and the control 
group underperformed. 
 
An obvious factor in undermining weight loss in this study was also the potato 
each day. This variable speaks for itself, doesn’t it? 
 

g. 1995 Meta Analysis 
 
Meta analysis refers to a comparison of multiple studies on the same topic. This 
meta analysis was published in the British Journal of Clinical Pharmacology (vol. 
40, pp. 237-243, 1995) by researchers at Vrije University, Netherlands. They 
evaluated 16 studies and observed that most of them were of ‘poor 
methodological quality’ (meaning, bad science). Only one of the 12 articles of 
acceptable quality showed an effect on weight loss by hCG. The researchers 
concluded that ‘there is no scientific evidence that hCG is effective in the 
treatment of obesity’. They could just as easily have said that ‘we are going to 
ignore that one study that gave positive results, as if this scientific evidence does 
not exist’. Isn’t that an interesting rationale for claiming ‘there is no scientific 
evidence’ at all? 
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Meta analysis studies have become very popular in medicine because of the 
notion that a trend over multiple studies shows the truth. Meta analyses are also 
relatively inexpensive, since they do not involve any actual experimentation. 
Unfortunately, the basic rules of statistics invalidate any such comparisons. 
Moreover, when even one study stands out against the majority, it is wrong to 
ignore it completely, as these researchers have done. It would be much more 
valuable to figure out why some studies give contradictory results to one another. 
 
This meta analysis also reveals what I call the dirty laundry of medical science – 
i.e., most research is so flawed that it is almost useless for saying anything at all 
with certainty, especially when evaluating potential cause and effect relationships 
among multiple variables. This is kind of a scary thought about science, isn’t it? 
 

h. Take-Home Lesson 
 
Human subject research is the most difficult kind of study because of so many 
variables that are out of the control of the experimental design. Determining 
cause and effect is almost impossible. Nevertheless, we can see from some 
research that hCG can and does drive weight loss. My view is that studies that 
show positive results are better in terms of sticking more closely to the Simeons 
protocol in the experimental design and having the study subjects adhere closely 
to it. 
 

i. How hCG Works with Leptin, the Master Fat Hormone 
 
It would be nice to know a little more about how hCG is supposed to be guiding 
the metabolism of abnormal fat, wouldn’t it?  
 
Early studies on lab animals are now beginning to show that HCG interacts with 
the hormone leptin. Leptin is the new master fat hormone that has been known 
only since 1994. Like hCG, leptin also carries a signal to the hypothalamus. I 
predict that the more we find out about the interaction between these two 
hormones, the more we will understand how ingenious the Simeons protocol 
really is. 
 

2. Clinical Results 
 
The original research by Dr. Simeons entailed keeping track of patients closely, 
monitoring their progress or lack of it, and adjusting various factors whenever 
necessary to get the best results. It was not a scientific study, per se, although 
his work did build a large clinical database. His 1954 book, Pounds and Inches, 
was not so much a research publication as it was an explanation of what he 
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thought about obesity and how to use hCG to combat it. The book was written to 
appeal to other physicians who might want to use the protocol in their own 
clinics. Some of the explanations and language were a bit technical for the 
public, although he added a glossary of terms for those in the lay public who 
wanted to understand what he was saying. 
 
Since the 1950s clinics have been getting good results with the Simeons protocol 
in treating obese patients. This trend has been consistent even up to the present 
day. The main difference now is that medical clinics that offer the hCG protocol 
seem to have popped up on every corner. 
 
Unfortunately, there is no common database for clinics to submit their results. All 
we can say is that clinicians who have incorporated the Simeons protocol into 
their obesity treatment programs have had just as much success as Dr. Simeons 
had more than a half-century ago. 
 
Research studies on hCG for weight loss, such as those cited above, are also 
classified as clinical results. The hormone itself is human-derived and human-
activated, which means that typical laboratory studies involving cell cultures or 
laboratory animals have to be bypassed for direct human studies. 
 
Clinical results can, therefore, be categorized as ‘case study’ types or as 
experimental (i.e., with multiple subjects divided into treatment and control 
groups). The case study types of evidence also may include testimonials, as 
described below. 
 

3. Testimonials 
 
A testimonial is one person’s story about how a product, protocol, or treatment 
worked or didn’t work. It can often be influenced by a person’s belief or 
expectation, which is incorrectly referred to as a placebo effect. 
 
There is no shortage of testimonials about the hCG weight loss protocol. Plenty 
of websites and individual blogs provide them. Indeed, plenty of websites and 
blogs also provide positive testimonials about homeopathic hCG, herbal hCG, 
and overly complicated modern creations such as the entire ‘Weight Loss Cure’ 
program by Kevin Trudeau. 
 
The funny thing about testimonials is that you can find them for everything! 
People have had positive results from every single weight loss protocol ever 
invented. The possibilities are endless – 100s of options!  
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On one hand, testimonials are often discounted because they are not scientific. 
On the other hand, in my opinion, there is no way to evaluate someone else’s 
testimonial, whether to accept it or to reject it. Maybe you can get a sense of the 
trends in testimonials and use that for judging a protocol. In the case of the hCG 
weight loss protocol, the sheer abundance of personal blogs that attest to results 
on this protocol form a powerful trend. These are complemented by thousands of 
comments on blogs and forums that offer positive testimonials. 
 

4. Your Own Experience 
 
The most powerful testimonial of all is, of course, your own experience. If you 
have not yet done the protocol, and you are seeking answers for yourself ahead 
of time in this book, you will find likelihoods of success. However, for those who 
have already had an experience with the protocol, none of the research and none 
of the testimonials by others, no matter how powerful, can supplant personal 
results. 
 
I suppose that the bottom line here is that you have to do it to find out for yourself 
how it can work for you, however unsatisfying that advice is. Life is too short to 
apply this advice to all the possibilities. Nevertheless, this is the only way you can 
find out for sure how well the hCG protocol can work for you. 
 

a. Three Key Results to Expect Besides Weight Loss 
 
As mentioned earlier, talking about the Simeons weight loss protocol is a 
severely limited way to look at what hCG does. You can lose weight on the 500-
calorie diet alone, without the hormone. What is different about using hCG on this 
diet? 
 
The most important key difference mentioned repeatedly by Dr. Simeons is the 
reduction of abnormal fat. We have two main kinds of fat, one that we can call 
normal and that we must maintain for normal health, and one that we can call 
abnormal. Abnormal fat accumulates in areas on the body that make you look fat: 
Your belly, thighs, upper arms, inner knees, and butt. It also accumulates around 
your organs, referred to as visceral fat. 
 
The first fundamental result that you can expect, therefore, is a drop in your body 
fat percentage as a consequence of reducing abnormal fat. You can only know 
this change if you make an effort to measure it. The easiest way to measure 
body fat composition is with a bathroom scale that includes an impedance device 
in it for giving you a body fat percentage. These scales are relatively inexpensive. 
You can also buy an inexpensive hand-held impedance device that measures 
body fat percentage.  
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The second really nice result that you can expect is that those areas of your body 
that have accumulated an excessive amount of abnormal fat will shrink. You will 
see all those ‘too fat’ areas of your body get smaller. 
 
The third result that you can expect, which trumps all other weight loss diets in a 
big way, is that any shrinking of your body will be accompanied by a tightening of 
your skin as you shrink. Flab will not only go away, the skin will also tighten 
where it used to be. You will never be like those poor souls who get lap band 
surgery, only to have their skin become looser and looser as their weight drops, 
then have to have skin-reduction surgery to make up for it. 
 
As a sidenote to women, you probably have noticed that your breasts become 
larger when you gain weight. This is also a location for the deposition of 
abnormal fat. It is very common, therefore, to expect a reduction in breast size as 
your abnormal fat begins to shrink. 
 
In some women the accumulation of abnormal fat in the breasts can exceed its 
accumulation elsewhere on the body. It is a function of individual variation. In 
these cases, one of the first symptoms of weight loss during the hCG protocol is 
a smaller breast size. 
 

EXERCISE DURING THE PROTOCOL 
 
The topic of exercise during the hCG protocol has attracted a lot of hooey – 
misinformation, wild unsupported claims, crazy advice, and much more. The 
facts are that, just as with any other weight loss protocol, the benefits of exercise 
are highly variable among different people. 
 
On one extreme, muscle-bound fitness gurus advocate intense exercise of the 
type that is typified by the popular P90x program. In the other extreme, 
testimonials in many, many blogs explain how successful people can be during 
the hCG protocol without doing any exercise at all. The optimum exercise for you 
or anyone else probably lies somewhere in between. 
 
The most important consideration regarding exercise, whether during the hCG 
protocol or not, is maintaining or building a certain level of fitness, which depends 
on your starting point. If you are a confirmed couch potato, that is your starting 
point. If you have always exercised vigorously, weightlifting or running, etc., then 
that is your starting point. Regardless of where you are at the beginning, you can 
most certainly benefit from exercise during the protocol. This can mean almost 
anything as long as you are not sedentary. Let’s first see what Dr. Simeons had 
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to say about exercise, then I will have some general recommendations for 
improving on his advice.  
 

1. Recommendations by Dr. Simeons 
 
Dr. Simeons had very little to say about the role of exercise during the protocol in 
the first edition of his book in 1954. Regarding newer recommendations since 
that time, his 7th edition of Pounds and Inches (1971) offers the following: 
 
We encourage swimming and sun bathing during treatment, but it should be 
remembered that a severe sunburn always produces a temporary rise in weight, 
evidently due to water retention. The same may be seen when a patient gets a 
common cold during treatment. Finally, the weight can temporarily increase - 
paradoxical though this may sound - after an exceptional physical exertion of 
long duration leading to a feeling of exhaustion. A game of tennis, a vigorous 
swim, a run, a ride on horseback or a round of golf do not have this effect; but a 
long trek, a day of skiing, rowing or cycling or dancing into the small hours 
usually result in a gain of weight on the following day, unless the patient is in 
perfect training. In patients coming from abroad, where they always use their 
cars, we often see this effect after a strenuous day of shopping on foot, 
sightseeing and visits to galleries and museums. Though the extra muscular 
effort involved does consume some additional Calories, this appears to be offset 
by the retention of water which the tired circulation cannot at once eliminate.   
 
In addition, from the beginning in 1954, Dr. Simeons noted that muscle fatigue is 
a typical side effect of the protocol, as quoted here:  
  
Towards the end of a full course, when a good deal of fat has been rapidly lost, 
some patients complain that lifting a weight or climbing stairs requires a greater 
muscular effort than before. They feel neither breathlessness nor exhaustion but 
simply that their muscles have to work harder. This phenomenon, which 
disappears soon after the end of the treatment, is caused by the removal of 
abnormal fat deposited between, in, and around the muscles. The removal of this 
fat makes the muscles too long, and so in order to achieve a certain skeletal 
movement - say the bending of an arm - the muscles have to perform greater 
contraction than before. Within a short while the muscle adjusts itself perfectly to 
the new situation, but under HCG the loss of fat is so rapid that this adjustment 
cannot keep up with it. Patients often have to be reassured that this does not 
mean that they are “getting weak”. This phenomenon does not occur in patients 
who regularly take vigorous exercise and continue to do so during treatment.   
 
As you can see, Dr. Simeons encouraged physical activity that accompanies 
active play, not necessarily working out. In fact, note his comment that, “...weight 
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can temporarily increase - paradoxical though this may sound - after an 
exceptional physical exertion of long duration leading to a feeling of exhaustion”. 
Nowadays this could also refer to a hard workout. Modern research in sports 
physiology explains this seeming paradox in a number of ways. We know, for 
example, that regular vigorous exercise increases metabolism and, 
consequently, appetite. It also induces exercise-induced inflammation, which can 
have the seemingly odd effect of making fat harder to get rid of. 
 

2. The Unimportance of Burning Calories 
 
The whole business of burning calories for weight management is so misused 
that I am astounded. As a scientist, I understand the concept of calories as a 
measure of energy. Energy in this case specifically refers to heat. 
 
Consider this regarding calories: they are not useful for metabolism. Once food 
or anything else is converted to heat, it is no longer useful metabolically. In fact, 
calories are only directly measurable as units of heat. For example, the calories 
that are stored in the chemical bonds of glucose are measurable when released 
in a device called a bomb calorimeter. 
 
When 1 gram of glucose is burned in a bomb calorimeter, 4,000 calories are 
released. (Oh, by the way, reference to the potential energy of food is technically 
as ‘Calories’ – with a capital ‘C’ – one of which represents 1,000 lower-case ‘c’ 
calories. In other words, 1 Calorie equals 1,000 calories [also called a kilocalories 
or kcal for short].) 
 
A calorie is the amount of heat that is required to raise 1 cc of water by 1 degree 
Celsius, at room temperature and at sea level. So 1 gram of glucose can yield 
enough heat to raise 4,000 cc (i.e., 4 liters) of water by 1 degree Celsius. 
 
Now here is the kicker. You will never, ever get all the energy out of a gram of 
glucose. The 4 Calories per gram statistic that has become dogma is only 
retrievable in a bomb calorimeter. The efficiency of your fuel-harvesting 
metabolism is probably between 10 and 20%, and certainly never greater than 
30%, of that potential. At least a dozen factors determine what the efficiency will 
be for you for any particular food at any particular time. 
 
Consider this all too common and ridiculous comparison. In a bomb calorimeter a 
gram of starch will yield the exact same number of calories as a gram of 
cellulose, which is indigestible fiber. As you and I both know, starch is a source of 
metabolic energy (i.e., food) for people. In contrast, cellulose is not. 
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I know that lots of folks want to focus on the concept of ‘available calories’ – 
whatever that means. So we can say that cellulose offers zero available calories. 
We can also say that starch offers available calories. We just have no idea how 
many. It is going to be in the neighborhood of 400 to 800 calories (or 0.4 to 0.8 
Calories) per gram. 
 
What’s really important, instead of comparing the metabolism of food in your 
body with burnng it completely in a furnace or calorimeter, it is much more 
meaningful to talk about what happens to different foods when they are digested, 
how they get into different kinds of cells (e.g., fat vs. muscle), and what happens 
to them once they are there. 
 
By the way, once you understand those factors, you will be very clear on why 
calories have nothing to do with obesity and everything to do with metabolism. I 
hope you chew on that comment for a while (pardon the pun), because this is the 
kind of thinking that will guide you to success in any weight loss or exercise 
program that truly improves your fitness. 
 

3. You Do Not Exercise Fat 
 
Let’s be perfectly clear on this point. Whenever you engage in physical activity, it 
is your muscles that do the work, not your fat. All those silly devices that are 
advertised as belly fat reducers (ab crunchers, etc.) can, indeed, help you 
develop rock hard abs and other muscles. However, unless you do something 
that actually reduces fat, those rock hard abs will remain under a stealth covering 
of fat. The same goes for flabby arms, thighs, butt, and any other part of your 
body. You simply do not exercise fat, only muscle. 
 
Although referring to ‘fat-burning exercises’ is misleading, you can change your 
metabolism by exercise and other physical activities. Depending on what foods 
you eat, this can indirectly help you maintain an appropriate body fat 
composition. The trick is to do those activities that give you the maximum effect 
with the minimum effort. You may be surprised what the latest research says 
about what this means, so read on.  
 

4. The Simplest Action Ever 
 
This may be the easiest fat loss strategy that I have ever encountered. It has 
nothing to do with diet and only slightly to do with exercise. It is, therefore, a 
perfect strategy for everyone who undertakes the hCG weight loss protocol. Here 
it is: 
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Stand up. 
 
Yup, that’s it. In fact, this is the easiest and most effective ‘new’ action that most 
people can take, before, during, and after doing the hCG protocol. The story 
behind this advice goes like this: 
 
When you want engage in some kind of activity that helps you metabolize fat 
properly, your best friend (or maybe your worst enemy) is an enzyme called 
lipoprotein lipase (LPL). Its role is to cleave fats from lipoproteins (i.e., proteins 
that have fat attached to them) known as LDL cholesterol and VLDL cholesterol. 
 
One form of LPL works in fat cells and is activated by insulin. Another form of 
LPL works in muscle cells and is not activated by insulin. What this means is that 
when you are well-fed (we all are) and sedentary, more fat will go into your fat 
cells than into your muscle cells because of where your LPL is working (fat cells) 
and not working (muscle cells). This explains why eating plenty of food and being 
inactive makes you fat. No surprise there. 
 
The key, then, is to activate LPL in muscle cells. The good news is that you can 
do this without exercise. Indeed, for most people, exercise will not be as effective 
as simply standing up more often. 
 
Yes, muscle building exercise will raise the levels of LPL and enable muscle cells 
to take in and burn more fat for energy. However, no amount of exercise will 
overcome the side effects what most people do to undermine their own 
metabolism -- that is, sitting down all day. Only standing up more often will 
overcome the side effects of sitting down too much. 
 
The important point to grasp here is that being inactive does not have the same 
effect as sitting down all day. The inaction of sitting down too long is much worse 
than any other way to be inactive, whatever that might mean (e.g., lying down). 
 
Likewise, exercise does not have the same effect as standing up. Standing up 
directs the activation of LPL in specific muscles that we use for supporting our 
posture when we are standing up. We do not use them while sitting down, and 
we do not exercise them when we work out. 
 
Some of the research behind this explanation is astounding. For example, when 
you sit, the activity of LPL drops more than 90 percent in the muscles that help 
you stand up. Within 2 hours this shows up as a 20 percent decrease in healthy 
HDL cholesterol. 
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Lean people stand up, on average, for about 2 hours longer than their heftier 
counterparts. The sitting crowd, on the other hand, exhibits more obesity, more 
hypertension, higher blood triglycerides, lower blood HDL cholesterol, and higher 
blood pressure. Finally, older people who move around, standing up, instead of 
sitting have half the death rate of their sitting peers. 
 
How else can you benefit from standing more often? Isn’t enough to be leaner, 
have lower triglyceride levels, better blood HDL cholesterol levels, lower blood 
pressure, and a longer life? In the immortal words of every late night infomercial, 
“Wait, there’s more!” 
 
No more ‘long-distance flight, fat ankle’ syndrome. If you sit all day and your 
ankles swell up, you can retain so much fluid that you can gain 4-5 pounds in one 
day. Seriously. If you see a puzzling weight gain after just one day of sitting down 
all day, even if your ankles do not swell up, you are retaining too much fluid. 
 
The explanation for such fluid retention is that you need enough fluid to keep 
blood flow going. When everything slows down due to too much sitting, any food 
you eat will just add to the sludge. Your blood flow becomes more like ketchup 
than freely flowing blood. Your body’s only defense is to hang onto water to keep 
things moving. 
 
After reading all the above, the good news and bad news is that you have to 
stand more. This is good news because it is easy to do, and theoretically you 
should not have to buy any special equipment to do so. (Maybe you will need a 
stand-up desk, like I do.) The bad news is that you really must do something 
active outside of your normal daily activities. And it may seem strenuous at first. 
 
Fortunately, humans are supposed to be upright. This means that the muscles 
that you have for standing up are already there for you. All you have to do to get 
them in order is stand up more. In fact, once you get them working the way they 
are supposed to, it won’t be so difficult to stand up more every day. 
 
Now go do it, and get that muscle LPL working for you instead of against you. 
You will be pleasantly surprised how beneficial it is to increase the amount of 
daily standing. In fact, while you are doing the hCG protocol, the bugaboo of 
hitting a plateau (from fluid retention) will be less likely or less frequent, and the 
rate at which your drop pounds may even accelerate. By the way, this is a 
recommended strategy for the rest of your life, not just while you are on the hCG 
protocol. 
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5. Building Lean Body Mass in Just 12 Minutes Per Week 
 
Fitness and long-term weight management depend on your body’s proportion of 
lean body mass to fat mass. As the hCG protocol begins to reduce abnormal fat, 
what can you do to build muscle? Doing both will certainly get you where you 
want to be physically and keep you there. And neither activity is difficult or 
complicated. 
 
Unfortunately, when you visit any gym you will see 99 percent of the people 
doing the wrong thing. You may even engage the assistance of a trainer, who will 
more than likely also teach you to do the wrong thing. Fortunately, a recent 
compilation of excellent research on how to be most efficient in building muscle 
tissue has been put into a single book, accompanied by a set of free videos. The 
approach that I’m about to describe entails how to do a single workout that 
exercises a wide range of muscle types, which almost all other types of workouts 
fail to do. It is amazing. 
 
First, some explanation about muscle types: 
 
Slow twitch muscles are the simplest to describe. They are powerful aerobically, 
meaning good at using oxygen. They are called slow twitch because they are 
slow to fatigue, not because they are slow to contract. Being slow to fatigue 
makes this type of muscle fiber important for endurance. These fibers recover 
fast after being fatigued. Slow twitch muscle fibers are useful to long distance 
runners and other endurance athletes. 
 
Fast twitch muscles are more complicated, because they are classified into three 
subgroups. One is the Fast Oxidative fibers, which are good aerobically and are 
resistant to fatigue. Another type is Fast Glycolytic, which includes fibers that are 
more effective anaerobically (without oxygen transfer). They are the easiest to 
fatigue and the slowest to recover. The third type is intermediate, referred to as 
Fast Oxidative Glycolytic. The fast twitch muscles are so called because they 
fatigue fast. However, they recover slowly after being fatigued. 
 
These are simplified descriptions of how muscle fibers are classified based on 
their ability to use oxygen and on the speed at which they fatigue and recover 
from fatigue. Slow twitch muscles actually twitch faster and recover faster from 
exercise than do fast twitch muscles. 
 

a. Engaging Different Muscle Fiber Types 
 
Your brain recruits muscle fibers for force rather than speed of contraction. For 
this reason, slow twitch muscles are the easiest fiber type to engage. They also 
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require the least amount of energy. In fact, if you lift weights too quickly, you 
primarily engage your slow twitch muscles. This is the common error with typical 
workouts. 
 
Slightly more energy is required to engage the Fast Oxidative muscle fibers, and 
still more for the Fast Oxidative Glycolytic fibers. The highest amount of energy is 
required to engage the Fast Glycolytic fibers. 
 
The key for an optimum workout, therefore, is to take advantage of what 
physiologists call orderly recruitment. This means engaging each type of muscle 
fiber in sequence, from low energy and fast recovery to high energy and slow 
recovery. The important factors for accomplishing this in the same workout are: 
1) sufficient weight for bringing on muscle failure (i.e., the point at which you can 
no longer lift the weight); 2) the right lifting speed for engaging all types of muscle 
fibers in sequence; and, 3) the total time under load (TUL) for a particular set or 
muscle group. 
 
The optimum strategy for accomplishing all of the above entails a very slow lift 
rate and an equally slow return rate. One extra advantage of such super slow 
movements is that it is easier to use good form. Fast lifting leads to jerking 
weights rather than lifting them, which recruits some slow twitch muscles and 
leaves other fiber types unchallenged. 
 

b. Scientific Research 
 
All the recommendations in this article are backed by numerous scientific studies 
over the past few decades. The best summary of this research is now available 
in a book, Body by Science, by Dr. Doug McGuff, M.D., and John Little. It is the 
best and most recent book on this topic. By the way, the subtitle of this book is, A 
Research-Based Program for Strength Training, Body Building, and Complete 
Fitness in 12 Minutes a Week. At first glance, this claim seems unbelievable. 
However, after reading the book and adopting the workout advice in it, my 
personal experience has met its promise. 
 
The really good news for you is that the lead author, Dr. McGuff, has also put 
almost all of the pertinent advice into a set of videos on Youtube. For your 
convenience, I have posted links to all of them, in order, on my 
HerbScientist.com health blog on a single page: https://herbscientist.com/fitness/. 
I encourage you to watch them and adopt the advice for yourself, regardless of 
whether you are currently doing the hCG protocol. It works while you are on the 
hormone and the VLCD, and it works afterwards. This is the best muscle-building 
workout regimen that I can recommend. 
 

https://herbscientist.com/fitness/
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6. The Most Effective Exercise for Endurance Fitness 
 
If you are like me, you have probably equated ‘endurance fitness’ with that awful 
long-distance running, cycling, or swimming that takes several hours per week to 
reach. Running has always been my favorite choice, and I actually came to enjoy 
training for marathons and an occasional triathlon. There was always something 
about how meditative running could be for me, and races were a great way to get 
new T-shirts. 
 
Unfortunately, someone turned up the gravity on me. Running became harder to 
do over the past few years. Some of my running buddies even had to drop out 
and get new knees or hips. 
 

a. Easy Running 
 
Recently, however, I discovered what I call ‘burst training’ or ‘sprint training’ for 
endurance. I still run, although I don’t necessarily recommend it for everyone 
unless you have already been doing it for quite a while. I won’t go into the details 
of what my running workouts are in this book, although you can get a good idea 
of what I do and how it benefits me in this post: 
https://herbscientist.com/achieving-fitness-in-less-time/.  
 
Running for fitness is more enjoyable, less strenuous, and easier to recover from 
than ever. And I get all the endurance and energy that I need from just one 
running session per week. 
 
Humans evolved as runners. If you decide to run for exercise, absolutely make 
sure that you do it right. You may be surprised at what that means, so I wrote a 
little post about it, explaining how I run and why I do it that way. Take a look here: 
https://herbscientist.com/personal-fitness-research/barefoot-running-behold-
nuchal-ligament/.  
 
Of course, you could make it even easier on yourself on a stationary bike – 
again, if you do it right. Here is what I mean. 
 

b. Even Easier Cycling 
 
The really great news for folks who don’t run is that cycling, even on an ordinary 
stationary bike, offers the same benefits for endurance fitness. Here is the entire 
abstract and reference information (in italics) from PubMed of a groundbreaking 
study that explains what you can do. I have ‘translated’ the important scientific 
jargon for you below. 

https://herbscientist.com/achieving-fitness-in-less-time/
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Gibala MJ, Little JP, van Essen M, Wilkin GP, Burgomaster KA, Safdar A, Raha 
S, Tarnopolsky MA. Short-term sprint interval versus traditional endurance 
training: similar initial adaptations in human skeletal muscle and exercise 
performance. J Physiol. 2006 Sep 15;575(Pt 3):901-11. 
 
Department of Kinesiology IWC AB122, McMaster University, 1280 Main Street 
West, Hamilton, Ontario, L8S 4K1, Canada. 
 
Brief, intense exercise training may induce metabolic and performance 
adaptations comparable to traditional endurance training. However, no study has 
directly compared these diverse training strategies in a standardized manner. We 
therefore examined changes in exercise capacity and molecular and cellular 
adaptations in skeletal muscle after low volume sprint-interval training (SIT) and 
high volume endurance training (ET). Sixteen active men (21 +/- 1 years, ) were 
assigned to a SIT or ET group (n = 8 each) and performed six training sessions 
over 14 days. Each session consisted of either four to six repeats of 30 s 'all out' 
cycling at approximately 250% with 4 min recovery (SIT) or 90-120 min 
continuous cycling at approximately 65% (ET). Training time commitment over 2 
weeks was approximately 2.5 h for SIT and approximately 10.5 h for ET, and 
total training volume was approximately 90% lower for SIT versus ET 
(approximately 630 versus approximately 6500 kJ). Training decreased the time 
required to complete 50 and 750 kJ cycling time trials, with no difference 
between groups (main effects, P </= 0.05). Biopsy samples obtained before and 
after training revealed similar increases in muscle oxidative capacity, as reflected 
by the maximal activity of cytochrome c oxidase (COX) and COX subunits II and 
IV protein content (main effects, P </= 0.05), but COX II and IV mRNAs were 
unchanged. Training-induced increases in muscle buffering capacity and 
glycogen content were also similar between groups (main effects, P </= 0.05). 
Given the large difference in training volume, these data demonstrate that SIT is 
a time-efficient strategy to induce rapid adaptations in skeletal muscle and 
exercise performance that are comparable to ET in young active men. 
 
What these researchers found is that sprint-interval training by cycling (4-6 
repeats of 30-second all-out bursts, with 4 minute recovery between bursts; total 
of 6 training sessions over 14 days) is comparable to endurance training (90-120 
minutes of continuous cycling at 65% of maximum) for training skeletal muscles 
and for performance. 
 
What this means is that you do not have to endure the extensive torture of 
cycling for hours on end each week. All you have to do, to get the same results 
as hours of training, is cycle in 4-6 short, all-out bursts, with plenty of recovery in 
between bursts, three times per week. How easy is that? 
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Even More Bang for Your Buck. The question about exercise that nobody 
seems to address is, “How little can I do and still get good benefit from exercise?” 
In medicine, this is called “dose-response.”  
 
Although the research cited above correctly describes how relatively brief bursts 
of effort can be beneficial, the story gets even better. The least amount of effort 
for the maximum result is called the Tabata Method.  
 
It is the ultimate in exercise efficiency. You can see what I mean in this post on 
my health blog: https://herbscientist.com/achieving-fitness-in-less-time/.  
 
In my opinion, this approach is miraculous. 
 

7. The Key to Everything – on hCG or Not 
 
The immediate metabolic goal of an hCG protocol is to reset your metabolism so 
that you no longer store excess amounts of abnormal fat. Once you finish a 
protocol (including that super-critical Phase 3), the way your body handles fat 
and carbohydrate will determine your long-term success in weight management. 
As mentioned earlier, recent research is starting to show a potential interaction 
between hCG and leptin, the master fat hormone. Gaining too much fat stems 
directly from the development of leptin resistance, and leptin resistance is 
intimately tied to another hormone that governs fat metabolism: insulin. Insulin 
may be even more of a ‘master fat hormone’ than leptin. 
 
Understanding how all these hormones work together is a bit complicated. It is 
very clear, however, that how well your insulin signaling system works is 
the key to everything – before, during, and after any hCG protocol. 
 
Bear with me, then, for citing another groundbreaking study, one of great 
importance to what you can do to make your insulin work better. It shows what 
can happen as a result of the type of cycling exercise (i.e., sprint-interval training) 
that may be the best and easiest exercise that you can do, on hCG or not. 
 
Here is the abstract of this study from PubMed in its entirety (in italics), with my 
‘translation’ of it below: 
 
Babraj JA, Vollaard NB, Keast C, Guppy FM, Cottrell G, Timmons JA. Extremely 
short duration high intensity interval training substantially improves insulin action 
in young healthy males. BMC Endocr Disord. 2009 Jan 28;9:3. 
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Translational Biomedicine, School of Engineering and Physical Sciences, Heriot-
Watt University Edinburgh, Scotland, UK. 
 
BACKGROUND: Traditional high volume aerobic exercise training reduces 
cardiovascular and metabolic disease risk but involves a substantial time 
commitment. Extremely low volume high-intensity interval training (HIT) has 
recently been demonstrated to produce improvements to aerobic function, but it 
is unknown whether HIT has the capacity to improve insulin action and hence 
glycemic control. METHODS: Sixteen young men (age: 21 +/- 2 y; BMI: 23.7 +/- 
3.1 kg x m-2; VO2peak: 48 +/- 9 ml x kg-1 x min-1) performed 2 weeks of 
supervised HIT comprising of a total of 15 min of exercise (6 sessions; 4-6 x 30-s 
cycle sprints per session). Aerobic performance (250-kJ self-paced cycling time 
trial), and glucose, insulin and NEFA responses to a 75-g oral glucose load (oral 
glucose tolerance test; OGTT) were determined before and after training. 
RESULTS: Following 2 weeks of HIT, the area under the plasma glucose, insulin 
and NEFA concentration-time curves were all reduced (12%, 37%, 26% 
respectively, all P < 0.001). Fasting plasma insulin and glucose concentrations 
remained unchanged, but there was a tendency for reduced fasting plasma 
NEFA concentrations post-training (pre: 350 +/- 36 v post: 290 +/- 39 micromol x 
l-1, P = 0.058). Insulin sensitivity, as measured by the Cederholm index, was 
improved by 23% (P < 0.01), while aerobic cycling performance improved by 
approximately 6% (P < 0.01). CONCLUSION: The efficacy of a high intensity 
exercise protocol, involving only ~250 kcal of work each week, to substantially 
improve insulin action in young sedentary subjects is remarkable. This novel 
time-efficient training paradigm can be used as a strategy to reduce metabolic 
risk factors in young and middle aged sedentary populations who otherwise 
would not adhere to time consuming traditional aerobic exercise regimes. 
 
This is the same cycling exercise protocol that I cited above, with new 
measurements about how valuable it can be for your metabolism: improved 
glucose tolerance, insulin performance, and non-essential fatty acid levels 
  
Take a look at this statement in the conclusion once again: 
 
This novel time-efficient training paradigm can be used as a strategy to 
reduce metabolic risk factors in young and middle aged sedentary 
populations who otherwise would not adhere to time consuming traditional 
aerobic exercise regimes. 
 
No doubt this applies to sedentary populations of any age! 
 
That is exactly why you should do some kind of sprint-interval training (i.e., 
cycling, running, swimming) on a regular basis during the hCG protocol and after.  
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8. What About Walking? 
 
Aerobic exercise for burning fat has become controversial, probably because so 
much of this type of exercise is overly strenuous and causes inflammation. So 
here is what I’ve found that points in that direction without overdoing it: exercise 
briskly, not strenuously. This could mean doing something as simple as a brisk 
walk. The key questions are, as always, how often and for how long? 
 
What can you expect from a brisk walk? During the first 15-20 minutes the stored 
sugar in muscle tissue, which is in the form of glycogen, is your main fuel. 
Beyond about 20 minutes, you begin to deplete circulating blood sugar (glucose) 
and free fatty acids. After about 40 minutes of brisk exercise, you start burning 
more of your stored liver glycogen and begin breaking down stored fats. A brisk 
walk of 60 minutes, therefore, gives you about 20 minutes in a low level fat-
burning mode. Brisk 1-hour fat-burning walks are most effective for overall fat 
reduction when you do them at least 3-4 times per week. This works when you 
are on hCG and afterwards. 
 
Walking is not the only form of brisk exercise that will give you the results you 
want. Anything that simulates the intensity and duration of a brisk walk will do. 
Indeed, I have clients who had great success doing an hour of Latin line dancing 
on a regular basis instead of brisk walking. Brisk dancing is a great way to have 
fun working up a sweat and getting into fat-burning mode! 
 
The operational word is ‘brisk’. Whatever that means for you is what it means for 
you. It does not, however, mean strolling around the neighborhood, slow 
dancing, or leisurely riding your bicycle. Have you ever been to a gym where 
folks are sitting on a stationary bike, reading a book or a newspaper, and barely 
pedaling for an hour? This kind of exercise may be enjoyable. Unfortunately, it 
certainly isn’t challenging enough to much good for fitness. 
 

9. The Hidden Value of Bouncing 
 
Yup, bouncing. Simply bouncing up and down is valuable, preferably on a 
trampoline so you don’t harm your joints. This may seem surprising until you 
understand the importance of bouncing to stimulate your lymphatic system for 
eliminating fat-triggering inflammatory toxins. The lymphatic system is a major 
system for eliminating toxins. However, it has valves that only operate in one 
direction, without a pump to move the lymphatic fluid. The motion of your body 
does that, especially the up and down motion that comes from bouncing. 
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Bouncing increases lymphatic flow by up to 15-fold as soon as you start 
bouncing, even if you do a very soft, light bounce. 
 
The benefits of bouncing on a mini-trampoline are known from many solid 
scientific research studies. Furthermore, the benefits of bouncing can be 
magnified tremendously by combining it with resistance training. Just lifting 
weights in each hand, no more than 2-5 lbs each, or pulling against a set of 
stretching bands, provides a greater impact on the effects of bouncing. And all 
you have to do for a good ‘workout’ by bouncing is bounce for about 10 minutes 
once per day. You don’t even have to get off the ground (i.e., trampoline). Just 
bounce! 
 
By the way, mini-trampolines are widely available at sporting goods stores. They 
are also to be found, at really low prices, on any of the online auction sites (e.g., 
eBay) – sometimes for as low as $40. 
 

10. Do Something Every Day 
 
If you feel overwhelmed by all this advice on the best this and the best that, just 
be sure to do something every day. The key is to be active, with at least some of 
the activity in well-directed exercise. You have seven days every week. Use 1-3 
of them for sprint training (I do it once per week, running 10 sprints with 3-4 
minutes recovery periods in between). At least 1 day should be resistance 
training with weights, as outlined in the Body by Science book and videos. 
Bounce as many days as you can, preferably every day of the week. Stand up 
more often – get a standing desk if you have an office job. And walk briskly 
everywhere you go – take a 1-hour brisk walk at least 3 time per week. 
 
If you think about all the ‘easy’ possibilities that I’ve outline here, you can 
immediately see that any exercise ‘program’ is really a lifestyle change. It is a 
way of thinking and living that builds overall fitness. It is a lifestyle that you can 
use during an hCG protocol and afterwards. It is, indeed, a critical aspect of any 
lifestyle that supports fitness and health, including optimal metabolism for lifelong 
weight management. 
 

11. When You Exercise Too Much 
 
If you have a tendency to overdo workouts, thinking that is some is good, then 
more is better, then take caution. This has been my typical attitude, too. Here is 
what I have found out about how easy it is to overtrain and what the 
consequences can be. 
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The concept behind intense workouts is that you must first tear down tissue, then 
rebuild it to a stronger level. Depending on the intensity, duration, and frequency 
of such workouts, you will maintain an almost constant level of inflammatory 
damage. This may be fine if, from one workout another, you can reduce the 
inflammation that accompanies the destruction of your tissues every time you 
exercise. If you are young enough or healthy enough this should not be a 
problem. However, inflammation that lasts more than a day contributes to a fat-
triggering response that causes abnormal fat to hang onto you like super glue. 
 
You can reduce inflammation from excessive exercise more quickly if you know 
the right foods to eat and the best antioxidant supplements to take. However, you 
will most likely just reach a plateau in your fat management program that won’t 
change. Before I discovered this explanation, I was always puzzled by my 
running buddies who trained for marathons and yet never could get rid of the 
spare tires around their middles. Now I notice plenty of people who run with me 
in 10 kilometer races, which is one of my favorite things to do, and yet are 
obviously carrying too much fat. In fact, I am still surprised at how  many people I 
see who have clearly trained for running a 10K and yet are still obviously 
overweight. Sometimes way overweight. The problem is that, even though they 
are in shape for running, they are carrying too much of an inflammatory load to 
get rid of their excess fat. 
 
The underlying message is that overdoing exercise is ineffective for fitness and 
health. In fact, it may be more harmful than doing too little exercise. 
 

APPROVED hCG DIET SKINCARE AND HAIRCARE 
 

1. The Only Requirement 
 
Skin has an amazing capacity to absorb fats and oils. This is why so many 
cosmetics, soaps, cleansers, shampoos, and hair and skin conditioners contain 
them. Even toothpastes, mouthwashes, and other oral care products contain 
them, although usually as flavorings (mint, etc.). 
 
It may seem a minor concern to pay attention to what you put on your body, as 
opposed to what you put in it, Dr. Simeons discovered them to be equally 
important during the hCG protocol. It is not so much that you will add calories to 
your metabolism through your skin as it is the effect on the hormone signal 
between your abnormal fat deposits and the hypothalamus of your brain. Here is 
the somewhat surprising information that Dr. Simeons provided in his book about 
the role of cosmetics in undermining weight loss during his protocol (quoted in 
italics): 
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When no dietary error is elicited we turn to cosmetics. Most women find it hard to 
believe that fats, oils, creams and ointments applied to the skin are absorbed and 
interfere with weight reduction by HCG just as if they had been eaten. This 
almost incredible sensitivity to even such very minor increases in nutritional 
intake is a peculiar feature of the HCG method. For instance, we find that 
persons who habitually handle organic fats, such as workers in beauty parlors, 
masseurs, butchers, etc. never show what we consider a satisfactory loss of 
weight unless they can avoid fat coming into contact with their skin.  
 
The point is so important that I will illustrate it with two cases. A lady who was 
cooperating perfectly suddenly increased half a pound. Careful questioning 
brought nothing to light. She had certainly made no dietary error nor had she 
used any kind of face cream, and she was already in the menopause. As we felt 
that we could trust her implicitly, we left the question suspended. Yet just as she 
was about to leave the consulting room she suddenly stopped, turned and 
snapped her fingers. “I've got it,” she said. This is what had happened : She had 
bought herself a new set of make-up pots and bottles and, using her fingers, had 
transferred her large assortment of cosmetics to the new containers in 
anticipation of the day she would be able to use them again after her treatment. 
The other case concerns a man who impressed us as being very conscientious. 
He was about 20 lbs. overweight but did not lose satisfactorily from the onset of 
treatment. Again and again we tried to find the reason but with no success, until 
one day he said: “I never told you this, but I have a glass eye. In fact, I have a 
whole set of them. I frequently change them, and every time I do that I put a 
special ointment in my eyesocket. Do you think that could have anything to do 
with it?” As we thought just that, we asked him to stop using this ointment, and 
from that day on his weight-loss was regular.  
 
We are particularly averse to those modern cosmetics which contain hormones, 
as any interference with endocrine regulations during treatment must be 
absolutely avoided. Many women whose skin has in the course of years become 
adjusted to the use of fat containing cosmetics find that their skin gets dry as 
soon as they stop using them. In such cases we permit the use of plain mineral 
oil, which has no nutritional value. On the other hand, mineral oil should not be 
used in preparing the food, first because of its undesirable laxative quality, and 
second because it absorbs some fat-soluble vitamins, which are then lost in the 
stool. We do permit the use of lipstick, powder and such lotions as are entirely 
free of fatty substances. We also allow brilliantine to be used on the hair but it 
must not be rubbed into the scalp.  
 
Obviously sun-tan oil is prohibited. Many women are horrified when told that for 
the duration of treatment they cannot use face creams or have facial massages. 
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They fear that this and the loss of weight will ruin their complexion. They can be 
fully reassured. Under treatment normal fat is restored to the skin, which rapidly 
becomes fresh and turgid, making the expression much more youthful. This is a 
characteristic of the HCG method which is a constant source of wonder to 
patients who have experienced or seen in others the facial ravages produced by 
the usual methods of reducing. An obese woman of 70 obviously cannot expect 
to have her pued face reduced to normal without a wrinkle, but it is remarkable 
how youthful her face remains in spite of her age.   
 

2. Recommendations 
 
You can spend a great deal of time hunting for the right products that will benefit 
your skin and hair without undermining your progress during the hCG protocol. 
Once you find a product, then the trial and error begins so you can find out 
whether you like it and whether it fits the needs of the hCG protocol. This can be 
time-consuming and expensive. 
 
Fortunately, a number of specialty manufacturers have formulated exactly what 
you need. In searching for the best one of these, I have discovered a product line 
by GOLDEN ESSENCE to be the most complete, have the best ingredients, and 
be the most cost-effective. All formulas are approved for use during the hCG diet. 
They are oil-free, paraben-free, void of any toxic preservatives, and contain only 
natural fragrances. Indeed, this product line is so nice that you may wish to stick 
with it even after completing your hCG protocol. 
 
Many manufacturers offer skin care products that fit the bill. The company that I 
have examined most closely is Golden Essence. Their products seem to be 
reasonably priced. 
 
You can evaluate what they provide here http://www.hcgdietskincare.com/.  
 

SUPPLEMENTS DURING THE PROTOCOL 
 
Regarding vitamins, Dr. Simeons believed that, “On this score the physician can 
confidently relieve their apprehension by explaining that every time they lose a 
pound of fatty tissue, which they do almost daily, only the actual fat is burned up; 
all the vitamins, the proteins, the blood, and the minerals which this tissue 
contains in abundance are fed back into the body.” In other words, he was not 
really gung-ho about nutritional supplements. However, this advice was more 
appropriate in the 1950s, when the nutritional value of food was greater than it is 
now. For this reason, multivitamins are more important than ever on the hCG 
protocol. The question is, which ones are most helpful? 

http://www.hcgdietskincare.com/
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Here is a rundown of the most important supplements during the hCG protocol, 
according to local clinics that I have surveyed: 
 
Chromium (2,000 to 3,000 mcg per day, in the form of chromium picolinate or 
chromium polynicotinate) 
 
Green tea extract that is optimized for EGCG content; EGCG, not caffeine, is 
the primary metabolic enhancer in green tea for burning fat 
 
Banaba or any herbal formula that contains it, standardized to corsolic acid 
content 
 
Herbs for aiding blood sugar metabolism (e.g., cinnamon, Gymnema 
sylvestre, and bitter melon) 
 
Probiotics, meaning a good formula that supports your native G.I. tract bacteria 
with nutrient absorption; probiotic foods and most supplements fail to provide the 
right combination of quantity and quality of bacteria, so make sure the one you 
buy offers at least 15 bacterial strains and 15 billion cells per dose. 
 
One more item that comes in handy when your energy seems to be low during 
the protocol is a good strong dose of Vitamin B-12. This vitamin is particularly 
important because it makes up for a reduction in energy that many people feel 
while dieting. Most clinics offer weekly B-12 injections, although a good 
sublingual product (2500 to 5000 mcg dose) can be taken every day as an 
equivalent. Sublingual B-12 is inexpensive and widely available at nutrition 
stores, pharmacies, and supermarkets. Just be sure to get a high dose formula. 
 
GENERAL ADVICE. The best products for getting the right combination of the 
above supplements are easier than ever to find online. Just be sure you choose 
a reputable brand 
 

HOMEOPATHIC AND OTHER CHEAP hCG PRODUCTS 
 
The important question is, which hCG products really work? Here is what we 
already know: hCG products that contain real hormone and deliver a specified 
dosage, as measured in International Units (IU), are the foundation for Dr. 
Simeons’ weight loss protocol. People can argue about the effectiveness of 
injectable vs. other forms of administering hCG. However, such products at least 
contain the real hormone in measurable amounts, with daily doses ranging from 
125 IU to 500 IU. 
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On the other hand, the most widely available and least expensive products that 
are labeled ‘hCG’ do not even indicate the amount of the hormone they contain in 
IU. This should be a big red flag. No IU, no hormone. 
 
Two of the most common types of hCG products that fit this description are: 1) 
homeopathic hCG; and, 2) herbal hCG.  
 

1. Homeopathic hCG 
 
The principles of homeopathic medicine are unlike anything in mainstream 
medicine. It is nevertheless a sound approach to medical treatment that has 
been successful since it was first outlined at the end of the 18th century by the 
German physician, Samual Hahnemann. The following explanation about 
homeopathic hCG gives you a brief overview of how this approach might or might 
work as a component of the hCG weight loss protocol. 
 
The main questions about homeopathic hCG revolve around whether it contains 
any hormone at all and, if not, whether it works for weight loss. Homeopathic 
hCG is so widely marketed via over-hyped marketing claims that it is nearly 
impossible to sort the truth from the hype. Nevertheless, homeopathic HCG 
continues to create believers and non-believers, as if it were a faith.  
 
The two things that you should know about this kind of product are how it is 
made and whether it simulates hormone signaling for fat loss. 
 

a. Standard Details About hCG 
 
To reiterate the basics of hCG, it is a hormone. This means that, by definition, it 
is a substance that is made in one part of the body and sent to another part of 
the body with a signal for some kind of physiological response. Most of what is 
known about the natural role of this hormone involves its role in pregnancy. 
 
Like many hormones, hCG can also cause a physiological response when it is 
introduced extraneously, from outside the body. Once introduced into the body, 
this extraneous signal goes to hormone receptors in the hypothalamus of the 
brain and directs the body to mobilize stored fat and use it as a source of 
calories. 
 
That is the simplest possible overview of the importance of hCG for fat loss. The 
entire protocol for optimizing this process is the basis for the weight loss system 
that Dr. Simeons created in the 1950s.  
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One other important feature about hCG is that it is a protein hormone. This just 
means that it is a highly complicated chemical substance that is not available in 
synthetic form. 
 

b. Basics of Homeopathic Medicine 
 
One of the best overviews of homeopathic medicine that is available online is at 
Wikipedia, under ‘homeopathy’. Here is the introductory information on 
homeopathy, which is edited it slightly for convenience). 
 
Homeopathy is a form of alternative medicine, first proposed by German 
physician Samuel Hahnemann in 1796, in which practitioners use highly diluted 
preparations. Based on an ipse dixit axiom formulated by Hahnemann, which he 
called the law of similars, preparations which cause certain symptoms in healthy 
individuals are given in diluted form to patients exhibiting similar symptoms. 
Homeopathic remedies are prepared by serial dilution with shaking by forceful 
striking, which homeopaths term succussion, after each dilution under the 
assumption that this increases the effect. Homeopaths call this process 
potentization. Dilution often continues until none of the original substance 
remains. Apart from the symptoms, homeopaths use aspects of the patient’s 
physical and psychological state in recommending remedies. Homeopathic 
reference books known as repertories are then consulted, and a remedy is 
selected based on the totality of symptoms. Homeopathic remedies are, with rare 
exceptions, considered safe though homeopathy has been criticized for putting 
patients at risk due to advice against conventional medicine such as 
vaccinations, anti-malarial drugs, and antibiotics. 
 

c. General Value of Homeopathy 
 
Homeopathic medicine is a well-established treatment modality. There is no 
question about that, except from folks who don’t want to accept it because 
nobody really knows how it works. Requiring a knowledge of how something 
works before accepting that it does is an odd way of thinking. It is a typical 
criticism by mainstream medicine of many alternative approaches to health. It is 
a good thing that physicists do not think like that, since nobody really knows how 
gravity works. Yet they accept the evidence that it works.  
 

d. Keys to Homeopathy 
 
The two keys to homeopathy that I want to call to your attention from the above 
summary from Wikipedia are: 
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Practitioners use highly diluted preparations by a process called succession, 
which potentizes the preparation (makes it more powerful)… AND, dilution often 
continues until none of the original substance remains. 
 
According to the law of similars, preparations which cause certain symptoms in 
healthy individuals are given in diluted form to patients exhibiting similar 
symptoms. 
 
Based on these key points, every homeopathic preparation of hCG must satisfy 
two questions:  
 
Is it a highly diluted and properly potentized preparation of hCG? 
 
Does the undiluted substance cause symptoms in healthy individuals that, in 
diluted form, will alleviate those symptoms? 
 
The answer to the second question is always going to be no. HCG does not 
cause the symptom (i.e., overweight) in healthy individuals. The answer to the 
first question, however, is very difficult to find out about the vast majority (all?) 
homeopathic HCG products. 
 

e. Is Homeopathic hCG a Scam? – Not Necessarily 
 
Regardless of whether the selection and preparation of homeopathic hCG for 
weight loss adheres to the principles of homeopathy, which they do not, is there 
any research that evaluates homeopathic hCG for that purpose? The answer is 
that, scientifically speaking, the jury is still out. There is no body of evidence in 
the research literature that addresses this issue. There is nothing to argue over, 
since the research is not available. 
 
 This does not mean to negate the many thousands of testimonials by people 
who have used it, or the many companies who sell it. Testimonials are a type of 
evidence that must be accepted in some way. However, it is not scientific 
evidence. 
 
What is troublesome about the myriad websites that sell homeopathic hCG is 
that they routinely make it very difficult to discover that their products are 
homeopathic at all. Labeling a homeopathic product as ‘hCG’ is not informative. It 
is even misleading.  
 
This is why I want to caution you to get all the details that you can about any 
product. 
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The easiest way to tell what a product really is, before you buy it, is to examine 
the label or the list of contents. A real hCG product will have the amount of hCG 
clearly marked on the label or listed somewhere as International Units (IU). It 
should be very cleary that the product contains 2,000, 5,000, or 10,000 or more 
IU. 
 
If the product has the hCG content labeled with an 'X' (such as 10X), this 
indicates a dilution factor for a homeopathic product. Such a label indicates 
homeopathic hCG. 
 

f. The Definitive Experiment 
 
Ideally, a well-designed experiment that evaluates a potential change in the 
percent of abnormal body fat would answer the question of whether the 
homeopathic treatment works. Unfortunately, even seemingly well-designed 
studies, from the 1960s and 1970s, on standard (non-homeopathic) hCG 
treatments for weight loss came to contradictory conclusions. The definitive 
experiment has yet to be done for either form of product for weight loss. 
 

2. Herbal hCG 
 
Although they are not as common as homeopathic hCG products, herbal hCG 
products are nevertheless to be found on the internet. This is a complete ruse. 
Plants do not make hCG, and only human chorionic gonadotropin works in the 
first place. 
 
Your task in ferreting out the fake products such as herbal hCG is fairly simple. 
All you have to do is look at the list of ingredients, which will possibly be 
comprised of lots of different herbal extracts, and notice that none of the 
ingredients is hCG itself. If you are unable to find the list of ingredients, you can 
bet that such a product is just another scam. 
 

3. How to Tell Whether Your hCG Product Works 
 
Of course, there is nothing better than personal experience with a product. Your 
reaction to any hCG product, homeopathic or otherwise, should always entail a 
decrease in your body fat composition. Remember that a 500-calorie per day diet 
will lead to weight loss all by itself. If that is all you are doing, you will be 
exceedingly hungry while starving. However, the actual action of hCG is in 
reducing abnormal body fat and providing your own fat calories for your daily 
energy needs. 
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Ideally, you can decrease your body fat composition by anywhere from 4 to 10 
percent during one series, depending on your starting point. An ordinary scale 
will only show weight change, not fat change. However, if you can get an 
impedance device (bathroom scale or handheld device) for measuring your body 
fat composition, this will give you the ultimate telltale result of your protocol. You 
will see a dramatic change in your percent body fat from using real hCG, or no 
body fat change if using a non-hCG product that claims to contain or act like the 
real thing. 
 

4. FDA Hysteria Over Homeopathic hCG Drops 
 
HCG drops have recently come under fire by the FDA, fueling hysteria that is 
only partly based on truth. The main issue is how to deal with claims about 
homeopathic hCG products. The problem, of course, is that they may contain no 
HCG at all. 
 

a. Homeopathic hCG Above the Radar 
 
Recent media reports about a warning by the FDA, that retail hCG diet drugs are 
frauds, have created even more confusion than the protocol deserves. However, 
two key points should be kept in mind for clarity about this warning. 
 
The FDA is not a human health agency except in name only. It is a rogue 
government agency whose main function is to be the enforcement arm of the 
pharmaceutical industry. In other words, it is a corporate health agency. 
Warnings by the FDA should therefore always be taken with a grain of salt. 
 
Journalists have managed to mangle this warning to include all hCG weight loss 
products, whereas the FDA specifically directs its ire at homeopathic hCG drops. 
The key word here is homeopathic. 
 

b. Truths About Homeopathic hCG 
 
The FDA is correct in pointing out that this type of product contains only traces of 
hCG. In fact, according to the principles of homeopathy, medicines increase their 
potency the more they are diluted. Indeed, the most powerful homeopathic 
medicines contain no molecules of the original material whatsoever. 
 
Do the homeopathic dilutions of this hormone also increase in potency as the 
hormone becomes more diluted? This is an unanswerable question based on 
scientific research, because there are no peer-reviewed scientific articles on this 
subject. 
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One of the claims by the FDA is that there is no scientific evidence to support 
weight loss claims regarding homeopathic hCG. This is a valid point, although it 
is an example of the weakest kind of thinking that anyone can subscribe to. 
Absence of evidence is just that. It just means that the research has not been 
done. It does not mean that it does not work. We simply do not know. 
(Testimonials are not to be construed as experimental evidence. Only a well-
designed experiment can provide that.) 
 

c. Violation of Homeopathic Principle 
 
The kicker in all this is that, as explained above, at least one of the principles of 
homeopathy is violated by homeopathic hCG. This principle holds that treatments 
for a symptom must be derived from substances that cause that same symptom. 
A rash, for example, is best treated by substances that cause that same rash. 
(Highly diluted substances do not cause the symptom, though.) 
 
The symptom that involves hCG weight loss is fat gain, specifically the gain of 
abnormal fat. However, hCG is not a substance that causes this symptom, so it is 
an inappropriate candidate for homeopathic treatment of fat gain. 
 

HCG AND CANCER 
 
This section is almost required as a response to increasingly widespread and 
midguided hysteria about the association between hCg and cancer. Yes, hCG 
and cancer are linked, although not in the way that the anti-hCG propagandists 
would have you think. HCG is what physicians call an indicator, not a cause, of 
cancer. The surprise is that it is more useful clinically in males. Here are the 
details that you should know. 
 
Recall that hCG consists of two protein subunits, an alpha subunit and a beta 
subunit. The beta subunit is secreted by certain kinds of cancers. These include 
the following (descriptions quoted from Wikipedia): 
 
Seminoma (also known as pure seminoma or classical seminoma) is a germ cell 
tumor (cancer) of the testis. It is one of the most treatable and curable cancers, 
with survival greater than 95% when detected in the early stages. Treatment 
usually requires removal of one testis, but this does not affect fertility or other 
sexual functioning. 
 
Choriocarcinoma is a malignant, trophoblastic and aggressive cancer, usually 
of the placenta. It is characterized by early hematogenous spread to the lungs. It 
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belongs to the far end of the spectrum of gestational trophoblastic disease 
(GTD), a subset of germ cell tumors. 
 
Hydatiform mole (molar pregnancy) is an abnormal form of pregnancy, wherein 
a non-viable, fertilized egg implants in the uterus, and thereby converts normal 
pregnancy processes into pathological ones. 
 
Teratoma, whereby an encapsulated tumor has tissue or organ components 
resembling normal derivatives of all three germ (reproductive) layers. 
 
And from TC-cancer.com: 
 
HCG's most important uses as a tumor marker are in gestational trophoblastic 
disease and germ cell tumors. All gestational trophoblastic tumors produce hCG, 
and it is a valuable marker in these tumors, screening reliably in all cases and 
indicating poor responses to treatment. The level correlates with tumor mass and 
thus has prognostic value. HCG is extremely sensitive, being elevated in women 
with minute amounts of tumor. The patient is followed weekly during treatment, 
and at the completion of treatment indefinite follow up is advised to detect 
recurrence. HCG is essential in managing trophoblastic neoplasms. 
 
What does all this mean? It is simply a technical peek into how hCG is used as a 
detector of certain kinds of cancer. Indeed, the most common clinical use of hCG 
as a tumor marker is for diagnosing testicular cancer. 
 
The cause of the elevated hCG levels in such cases is the tumor itself. The tumor 
causes the hCG. Simply put, if a tumor is already present, then it will produce 
hCG. HCG does not cause the tumor. 
 
This should clear up any notion that hCG causes cancer. It does not. 
 

MYTHS AND TRUTHS ABOUT hCG WEIGHT LOSS 
 
The following describes some basic facts about HCG that are not widely known 
among the dieters on this program, nor among most doctors.  
 

1. hCG in Modern Medicine 
 
Most of the research on hCG, and many of the patents that use it, involve testing 
for cancer. While hCG is most commonly associated with pregnancy, it may also 
be produced when the body becomes infected with certain types of tumors. 

http://tc-cancer.com/
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Therefore, testing for elevated levels of hCG can also help doctors recognize the 
existence of tumors in a patient's body.  
 
When produced during pregnancy, hCG is meant to help the corpus luteum 
remain intact. The corpus luteum, which is part of the ovary, is integral in 
maintaining production of the progesterone that is an important component of 
human pregnancy. In addition to preventing the disintegration of the corpus 
luteum, researchers believe that hCG provides pregnant women with extra 
immunity during pregnancy.  
 
The high levels of hCG that are produced during pregnancy have no negative 
effects on the pregnant woman's body. In fact, doctors have used hCG for many 
years in order to help women who are experiencing hormonal issues or fertility 
problems. In other words, it is a fertility drug. 
 

2. Common Side Effects 
 
Several common positive side effects have also become associated with hCG 
therapy. These include:  
 
Increased energy without experiencing a sense of nervousness  
 
Clearer thought processes  
 
Improved sleep at night  
 
Feeling less irritable  
 
A few negative side effects are associated with hCG therapy, in spite of what 
some practitioners believe. These are generally mild and are not very 
troublesome to most people. They include:  
 
Breast tenderness  
 
Headaches  
 
Edema (swelling) 
 

3. How hCG is Produced 
 
Calling hCG a hormone often leads people to confuse it with steroid hormones 
such as estrogen and testosterone. HCG is biochemically nothing like these 
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steroid hormones. Indeed, hCG is a protein hormone. Because it is a protein, it 
can be produced through genetic engineering as well as harvested from the urine 
of pregnant women. Pregnyl, Follutein, Profasi, and Novarel are the brand names 
of hCG that is isolated from urine. 
 
Ovidrel, on the other hand, is the brand name of the genetically engineered 
product. The production process involves growing Chinese Hamster Ovary 
(CHO) cells in large scale cell culture. These are the cells that have been 
genetically engineered to contain key human DNA for making hCG. Although the 
portion of hCG that is made by CHO cells is identical to that of native human 
hCG, it is not complete. Nevertheless, genetically engineered hCG is generally 
as active physiologically as the full native form. 
 

4. Views of Modern Medicine 
 
Generally speaking modern medicine has almost nothing good to say about hCG 
and weight loss. Some studies show positive results, and some studies show no 
results in comparison with placebo. Nonscientists, which includes doctors, have 
no chance to really know what the truth is by reading this body of research. A 
quick survey of physicians’ websites shows a majority of doctors to be against it. 
The key to understanding research, however, is to know exactly how an 
experiment was designed, how the researchers accounted for variation among 
the subjects, how the experiment was carried out, the statistical techniques that 
were used to analyze the data, and the validity of the conclusions in comparison 
with the results. 
 
Unfortunately, it is very difficult to get at the truth, even in scientific publications. 
Medical bias exists against treatments of any kind that do not make money for 
pharmaceutical companies. Many books have already been written on this 
subject, so there is no need to review the details here. Virtually all significant 
treatments outside mainstream medicine that offer real benefits to human health 
have been suppressed by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration. When the 
FDA starts to see the hCG weight loss program to be a big enough threat to 
mainstream medical money, politics will take over. You will see a propaganda 
campaign against it, and the FDA will ban it completely for use in weight 
management. The FDA is very good at enforcing mainstream medical views such 
as the one against hCG for weight loss. 
 

5. Deciding Whether hCG will Work for You 
 
The grass roots use of hCG in weight loss is growing fast. Local radio stations 
are advertising the program in spas and clinics. Hundreds of blogs and forums on 
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the internet expound on the miracle of hCG. Kevin Trudeau and his ‘Weight Loss 
Cure’ book and products are getting a lot of attention because of his infomercials 
and intense marketing. Positive testimonials are pouring in by the thousands. 
 
None of this information, nor the dim views of modern medicine, can predict with 
certainty whether any one person will get the desired results on hCG. The creator 
of the program, Dr. Simeons, never had 100% success. On a more personal 
level, I dropped 20 pounds and 5% body fat in the first three weeks on the 
program. This just means that I know it works based on personal experience. 
Other people around me have dropped anywhere from 15 to 40 pounds.  
 
On the other hand, I’ve watched closely those who have not been so successful. 
In every case the lack of success corresponded to not following the protocol 
closely enough. This, by the way, is the root cause of scientific experiments that 
give negative results – i.e., an experimental design that does not follow the 
protocol exactly. (Biased scientists are famous for doing that, which means they 
get the results that support their bias. You will have to trust me on this one, since 
I have been hanging out with scientists for more than 35 years, and I know I’ve 
been guilty of bias, too.) 
 
The answer to the question, therefore, about whether the protocol will work for 
you is that you must find out for yourself. By the way, you will also be like 
scientists who have a bias before designing their experiments. Your bias will 
influence the success of your own experience on hCG. Keep mind this 
observation about human nature: Research on even the most hardcore 
prescription drugs shows that personal belief about a treatment influences its 
outcome. Not even the most highly acclaimed, powerful drugs have 100% 
effectiveness in everyone. Your success with hCG will absolutely be better when 
you believe it works. This is not a placebo effect. This is simply the power of the 
mind to control physiologically processes. 
 

6. Why hCG Works 
 
A lot of nonsense is being thrown around about why hCG works. The bottom line 
is that this hormone evolved to direct the bodies of pregnant women to use their 
own fat as a source of calories for the developing fetus. Dr. Simeons simply 
discovered that this hormone will do the same thing in women who are not 
pregnant, as well as in men. It directs the body to use up calories from fat. That is 
the fundamental explanation. 
 
The way that hCG works is, of course, much more complicated. Dr. Simeons 
explained that it influences the hypothalamus of the brain to guide the 
metabolism of fat. Although medical people have mostly ignored this explanation, 
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a key discovery in 1994 about the master fat-burning hormone provides support 
for Dr. Simeons. This was the discovery of a hormone called leptin, which is also 
a protein hormone that directs the body to burn fat by communicating with the 
hypothalamus. This is the most significant scientific discovery on fat metabolism 
in the past century, and doctors either don’t know about it or don’t know what to 
do with it. 
 
The key point here is from a recent scientific article in the Journal of 
Endocrinology (Aug. 2007): “...HCG significantly stimulates the secretion of the 
pro-adipogenic factor, leptin, from human adipose tissue.” Nobody yet knows 
how these hormones work together, although the interdependence of hCG and 
leptin, plus insulin, is undoubtedly at the core of how we store and burn fat. It is 
also a delicate balance, since we can develop resistance to all of these 
hormones, which undermines our ability to use storage fat for energy. 
 

7. Bodybuilding, Manny Ramirez, and Testosterone 
 
While playing for the Los Angeles Dodgers, Manny Ramirez was suspended for 
50 games by Major League Baseball because he tested positive for hCG. He 
was not using the hormone for weight loss. The only reason that a physically fit 
male professional athlete would have hCG in his system is to restore 
testosterone levels after a steroid series. Steroids help build lean body mass and 
recovery from injury or daily wear and tear of high level competition. Their use is 
illegal and banned in all sports. In Ramirez’ case, hCG was the smoking gun 
pointing to the prior use of synthetic anabolic steroids. Ramirez escaped 
detection of the steroids, although his hCG levels pointed to his use of them. 
 
A side effect of steroid use (including the drug prednisone) is a lowered natural 
production of our own steroids, such as testosterone. The fact that the Ramirez 
incident was a source of much gossip and hand-wringing (especially by Dodgers 
fans) was great publicity, however, for knowledge that bodybuilders have had for 
a long time. HCG restores testosterone levels. In fact, this point was made by Dr. 
Simeons when he mentioned that hormone balance in general is a consequence 
of using hCG for weight loss. 
 
This is clearly one of the important facets of hCG therapy for weight loss. People 
in western societies such as ours march through life becoming estrogen 
dominant, or more specifically progesterone deficient. There are many reasons 
for this, and it happens equally to men and women. Hormone imbalance prevents 
people from ever getting their metabolism to where it should be for burning 
calories efficiently. HCG helps restore that balance. 
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By the way, most of the negative side effects associated with hCG come from the 
bodybuilding community. The reason is that bodybuilders are of the mentality that 
if a certain amount of something is good, then twice that amount should be twice 
as good. They use hCG in higher amounts than are used in weight management, 
so in this case too much of a good thing has negative consequences.  
 

8. hCG, Cholesterol, and Blood Pressure 
 
This topic may surprise you. Dr. Simeons had a pretty good idea of how his 
protocol influenced cholesterol and blood pressure, long before the current 
medical myths arose about cholesterol being the cause of cardiovascular 
disease. Here is what he wrote in 1971 (in italics): 
 
The exact extent to which the blood cholesterol is involved in hardening of the 
arteries, high blood pressure and coronary disease is not as yet known, but it is 
now widely admitted that the blood cholesterol level is governed by diencephalic 
mechanisms. The behavior of circulating cholesterol is therefore of particular 
interest during the treatment of obesity with HCG. Cholesterol circulates in two 
forms, which we call free and esterified. Normally these fractions are present in a 
proportion of about 25% free to 75% esterified cholesterol, and it is the latter 
fraction which damages the walls of the arteries. In pregnancy this proportion is 
reversed and it may be taken for granted that arteriosclerosis never gets worse 
during pregnancy for this very reason. To my knowledge, the only other condition 
in which the proportion of free to esterified cholesterol is reversed is during the 
treatment of obesity with HCG + diet, when exactly the same phenomenon takes 
place. This seems an important indication of how closely a patient under HCG 
treatment resembles a pregnant woman in diencephalic behavior.  
 
When the total amount of circulating cholesterol is normal before treatment, this 
absolute amount is neither significantly increased nor decreased. But when an 
obese patient with an abnormally high cholesterol and already showing signs of 
arteriosclerosis is treated with HCG, his blood pressure drops and his coronary 
circulation seems to improve, and yet his total blood cholesterol may soar to 
heights never before reached. At first this greatly alarmed us. But then we saw 
that the patients came to no harm even if treatment was continued and we found 
in follow-up examinations undertaken some months after treatment that the 
cholesterol was much better than it had been before treatment.  As the increase 
is mostly in the form of the not dangerous free cholesterol, we gradually came to 
welcome the phenomenon. Today we believe that the rise is entirely due to the 
liberation of recent cholesterol deposits that have not yet undergone calcification 
in the arterial wall and therefore highly beneficial.   
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a. 21st Century Update 
 
Your body normally makes all the cholesterol that it needs and no more. Very 
little of what you eat can change that. Eating cholesterol-free or low-cholesterol 
foods is useless for regulating cholesterol levels. 
 
However, when arterial walls become damaged, various components in the blood 
can get trapped in the damaged areas. Inflammation is the cause of this 
trapping effect, not cholesterol. Dr. Simeons incorrectly blamed cholesterol for 
being the cause of arterial damage, whereas the cause and effect are just the 
opposite. Arterial damage causes the buildup of cholesterol. In fact plaque 
buildup includes not only cholesterol, it also includes calcium and fibrin. None of 
these cause plaque to form. 
 
When arteries become clogged, the main component of the plaque is calcium. 
Excess arterial calcium even leads to hardening of the arterial wall. Although 
modern medicine blames cholesterol on this clogging, that is far from the truth. 
 
Indeed, clinical evidence is very clear that plaque is best eliminated by chelation 
therapy that removes calcium or by systemic enzymes that remove fibrin. Modern 
medicine has wrongly targeted cholesterol as the problem, even though it is just 
a bit player in a complicated mixture of many substances. 
 
As Dr. Simeons pointed out, one of the consequences of high hCG production in 
pregnant women was long ago observed to be higher levels of free cholesterol in 
circulation. Free cholesterol, as opposed to bound LDL cholesterol (what he 
called “esterified cholesterol”), has much less chance of being trapped into 
plaque. 
 
Even the miniscule doses of hCG that are administered for weight loss have the 
effect of increasing the proportion of free cholesterol. This just means that 
trapped cholesterol has a tendency to be loosened and reintroduced into 
circulation. This is a good thing. 
 
The first thing that happens when trapped cholesterol is freed is that blood 
cholesterol levels shoot up. Depending on how much plaque has accumulated, 
this number can seem to be frighteningly high. Blood cholesterol spikes are 
highest in those who already have high levels of cholesterol or who have already 
been diagnosed with arterial hardening and blockage. 
 
The effect over time of releasing trapped cholesterol into free form is a decrease 
in arterial blockages and a consequently freer circulation. The clinical indicator of 
this effect is lower blood pressure. 
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Even though Dr. Simeons admitted that a spike in cholesterol levels seemed 
scary at first, the net result a few months after the hCG diet was a normalization 
of cholesterol levels and blood pressure. 
 

b. An Important Caution 
 
When plaque gets out of hand and leads to nearly complete arterial blockage, it 
has more than likely gone too far to benefit from the effects of hCG. Cholesterol-
lowering drugs would also have very little effect on thick, calcium-filled plaque. 
(These drugs, in fact, only inhibit the synthesis of new cholesterol.) Other 
treatment modalities such as chelation therapy and systemic enzyme therapy 
would be more appropriate starting points for addressing this condition. 
 

c. Dr. Simeons on Blood Pressure 
 
In addition to the potential influence of reducing arterial plaque, Dr. Simeons also 
had these observations about how blood pressure can change during and after 
the hCG protocol (in italics): 
 
Patients who have brought themselves to the brink of malnutrition by 
exaggerated dieting, laxatives etc, often have an abnormally low blood pressure. 
In these cases the blood pressure rises to normal values at the beginning of 
treatment and then very gradually drops, as it always does in patients with a 
normal blood pressure. Normal values are always regained a few days after the 
treatment is over. Of this lowering of the blood pressure during treatment the 
patients are not aware. When the blood pressure is abnormally high, and 
provided there are no detectable renal lesions, the pressure drops, as it usually 
does in pregnancy. The drop is often very rapid, so rapid in fact that it sometimes 
is advisable to slow down the process with pressure sustaining medication until 
the circulation has had a few days’ time to adjust itself to the new situation. On 
the other hand, among the thousands of cases treated, we have never seen any 
untoward incident which could be attributed to the rather sudden drop in high 
blood pressure. When a woman suffering from high blood pressure becomes 
pregnant her blood pressure very soon drops, but after her confinement it may 
gradually rise back to its former level. Similarly, a high blood pressure present 
before HCG treatment tends to rise again after the treatment is over, though this 
is not always the case. But the former high levels are rarely reached, and we 
have gathered the impression that such relapses respond better to orthodox 
drugs such as Reserpine than before treatment. 
 
In other words, the hCG protocol has a normalizing effect on blood pressure. The 
main caution is for people who are already taking medication for lowering blood 
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pressure before starting the protocol. The best advice for them is to work with 
their doctor to adjust the dosage downward if need be, to prevent their blood 
pressure from dropping too low. 
 

9. Help with Diabetes 
 
Type 2 diabetes is a spectrum disorder, meaning that it has a wide range. An 
older name for this disorder, ‘sugar diabetes’, points to the cause of onset as 
being driven by consuming too much sugar, leading to chronic insulin overload 
and ultimately insulin resistance. In a broader sense, Type 2 diabetes is a 
lifestyle disorder. Poor lifestyle, including diet, causes it. Fortunately, before the 
pancreas becomes so overworked that it finally stops making insulin at all, 
correcting the poor lifestyle that brings on diabetes can also reverse the disorder.  
 
This is where hCG seems to have its greatest impact on diabetes – i.e., when it 
is still possible to reverse the symptoms. Here is what Dr. Simeons observed in 
his patients (in italics): 
 
In an obese patient suffering from a fairly advanced case of stable diabetes of 
many years duration in which the blood sugar may range from 3-400 mg%, it is 
often possible to stop all antidiabetic medication after the first few days of 
treatment. The blood sugar continues to drop from day to day and often reaches 
normal values in 2-3 weeks. As in pregnancy, this phenomenon is not observed 
in the brittle type of diabetes, and as some cases that are predominantly stable 
may have a small brittle factor in their clinical makeup, all obese diabetics have 
to be kept under a very careful and expert watch. A brittle case of diabetes is 
primarily due to the inability of the pancreas to produce sufficient insulin, while in 
the stable type, diencephalic regulations seem to be of greater importance. That 
is possibly the reason why the stable form responds so well to the HCG method 
of treating obesity, whereas the brittle type does not. Obese patients are 
generally suffering from the stable type, but a stable type may gradually change 
into a brittle one, which is usually associated with a loss of weight. Thus, when 
an obese diabetic finds that he is losing weight without diet or treatment, he 
should at once have his diabetes expertly attended to. There is some evidence to 
suggest that the change from stable to brittle is more liable to occur in patients 
who are taking insulin for their stable diabetes.   
 
The old terms for ‘brittle’ and ‘stable’ diabetes refer to Type 1 and Type 2 
diabetes, respectively. Type 1 diabetes, also known as juvenile diabetes, is 
believed to be caused by a genetic malfunction. It is characterized by low or no 
insulin production by the pancreas. Dr. Simeons’ comment that, “...a stable type 
may gradually change into a brittle one...,” refers to what we now know as 
pancreatic failure due to chronic Type 2 diabetes. 
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The most significant observation that Dr. Simeons made is, “In an obese patient 
suffering from a fairly advanced case of stable diabetes of many years duration in 
which the blood sugar may range from 3-400 mg%, it is often possible to stop all 
antidiabetic medication after the first few days of treatment.” This is a common 
side effect of the hCG protocol that people with diabetes have discovered in 
more modern times, too. 
 
Typically, many doctors will not accept the validity of these observations. If you 
are diabetic and can keep track of your blood sugar, then watch what happens 
when you are on the protocol. You may be pleasantly surprised. It almost goes 
without saying, however, that supervision by a knowledgeable medical 
professional prudent. As Dr. Simeons advised, “...all obese diabetics have to be 
kept under a very careful and expert watch.” 
 

10. The Enigmatic Thyroid 
 
No endocrine gland seems to cause more confusion than the thyroid. Testing for 
thyroid activity, diagnosing thyroid problems, and treating thyroid deficiency or 
overactivity reveal a flawed medical model. If Dr. David Brownstein, author of, 
“Iodine: Why You Need It, Why You Can’t Live Without It,” and a leading expert 
in natural approaches to thyroid health, is correct, this confusion begins with the 
misunderstanding of iodine deficiency. Perhaps 95% of Americans are iodine 
deficient. The thyroid gland is a sponge for iodine, and thyroid hormones contain 
iodine as a component of their biochemical structures. 
 
Why is this important regarding the hCG protocol? One of the symptoms of 
iodine deficiency is thyroid malfunction, which seems obvious. And one of the 
symptoms of thyroid malfunction is weight gain. Medical professionals and 
researchers have been studying the potential cause and effect of these 
symptoms for decades, without finding clear explanations of what underlies them. 
 
For starters, let’s look at what Dr. Simeons had to say about thyroid and obesity 
(in italics): 
 
History taking  
 
When a patient first presents himself for treatment, we take a general history and 
note the time when the first signs of overweight were observed. We try to 
establish the highest weight the patient has ever had in his life (obviously 
excluding pregnancy), when this was, and what measures have hitherto been 
taken in an effort to reduce. It has been our experience that those patients who 
have been taking thyroid preparations for long periods have a slightly lower 
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average loss of weight under treatment with HCG than those who have never 
taken thyroid. This is even so in those patients who have been taking thyroid 
because they had an abnormally low basal metabolic rate. In many of these 
cases the low BMR is not due to any intrinsic deficiency of the thyroid gland, but 
rather to a lack of diencephalic stimulation of the thyroid gland via the anterior 
pituitary lobe. We never allow thyroid to be taken during treatment, and yet a 
BMR which was very low before treatment is usually found to be normal after a 
week or two of HCG + diet. Needless to say, this does not apply to those cases 
in which a thyroid deficiency has been produced by the surgical removal of a part 
of an overactive gland 
 
The Thyroid Gland  
  
When it was discovered that the thyroid gland controls the rate at which body-fuel 
is consumed, it was thought that by administering thyroid gland to obese patients 
their abnormal fat deposits could be burned up more rapidly. This too proved to 
be entirely disappointing, because as we now know, these abnormal deposits 
take no part in the body's energy-turnover - they are inaccessibly locked away. 
Thyroid medication merely forces the body to consume its normal fat reserves, 
which are already depleted in obese patients, and then to break down structurally 
essential fat without touching the abnormal deposits. In this way a patient may be 
brought to the brink of starvation in spite of having a hundred pounds of fat to 
spare. Thus any weight loss brought about by thyroid medication is always at the 
expense of fat of which the body is in dire need.  
 
While the majority of obese patients have a perfectly normal thyroid gland and 
some even have an overactive thyroid, one also occasionally sees a case with a 
real thyroid deficiency. In such cases, treatment with thyroid brings about a small 
loss of weight, but this is not due to the loss of any abnormal fat. It is entirely the 
result of the elimination of a mucoid substance, called myxedema, which the 
body accumulates when there is a marked primary thyroid deficiency. Moreover, 
patients suffering only from a severe lack of thyroid hormone never become 
obese in the true sense. Possibly also the observation that normal persons - 
though not the obese - lose weight rapidly when their thyroid becomes overactive 
may have contributed to the false notion that thyroid deficiency and obesity are 
connected. Much misunderstanding about the supposed role of the thyroid gland 
in obesity is still met with, and it is now really high time that thyroid preparations 
be once and for all struck off the list of remedies for obesity. This is particularly 
so because giving thyroid gland to an obese patient whose thyroid is either 
normal or overactive, besides being useless, is decidedly dangerous.   
 
Wow! Just a cursory look at the views of Dr. Brownstein and Dr. Simeons seems 
to say that the seemingly rampant incidence of thyroid problems in the obese is 
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rooted in iodine deficiency and has nothing to do with obesity due to excess 
abnormal fat (my emphasis). Linking the treatment of obesity with thyroid 
problems is a potentially dangerous mistake. 
 
A common question arises from people taking thyroid medications regarding 
what they should do during the hCG protocol. On one hand, Dr. Simeons 
advocated stopping taking such medications.  On the other hand, it is prudent to 
do nothing of the sort without medical supervision. Once again, it boils down to 
getting good advice from a medical professional, in this case one who knows 
about the role of iodine deficiency in thyroid disorders and about the role of hCG 
in reducing abnormal fat. There is no clear answer for everyone. 
 

11. Problems with Aftercare 
 
It is sometimes very surprising to see what people are doing after they finish their 
hCG diet series. Or, more accurately, what they are NOT doing. Too many folks 
have discovered, much to their chagrin, that the so-called 100% effective hCG 
weight loss diet is not always as effective as promised. And that the claims that, 
once you lose weight on hCG, you will never gain it back. 
  
Research into the medical literature shows plenty of negative results from 
professionally designed studies. Yes, even doctors can mess up this protocol! As 
with any program, you have to do it the right way to get the right results. One 
study used a 550-calorie per day diet (instead of 500), and another one threw in 
a daily potato, which caused at least one subject to gain weight. Wow! It should 
have been no surprise that the non-hCG groups in these studies lost the same 
average amount of weight as did the hCG groups. 
  
The topic of most interest to those who get to their target weight with the hCG 
protocol what to do for long-term maintenance. It’s obvious, of course, that going 
back to junk food overload is the wrong thing to do. However there are plenty of 
other foods that should be avoided, and plenty that are important for maintaining 
the target weight in perpetuity.  
 
Even the most popular books on weight management fail to provide the best 
strategies for good fat metabolism. One issue is that health care professionals 
make it way too complicated. Worse yet, their advice is just plain wrong. 
 
That’s why I took the bull by the horns and wrote a book that explains what I did 
(and continue to do) for my own health. I put all the best science I could find, with 
a hefty dose of common sense, into it. I highly recommend you check out the 
details about it here: How to Lose Belly Fat for Good. 
 

https://fatlossbiology.com/
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I guarantee that taking my comments in that book to heart will put you on track to 
stay slim for the rest of your life – regardless of whether you ever use the hCG 
protocol at all. 
  

THE MOST COMMON QUESTIONS ON THE HCG DIET 
 
At one time I offered a list of the 27 most common questions and answers on the 
hCG diet as a complementary report, which you may have already downloaded. 
In case you have not seen this report, the questions bear repeating here. Some 
of this information is presented elsewhere in this book, although it is valuable to 
have the pertinent questions and their answers all in one place. They represent 
the most common questions that my clients and blog visitors have asked me. 
 

Can I drink alcohol on the diet? 
 
Although this may seem like a silly question, it pops up fairly often. The answer is 
NO! Alcohol acts like a carbohydrate metabolically, so it adds empty calories to 
your diet. 
 

Do I really have to wait 6 weeks to do the protocol again? 
 
Generally, yes. There is some confusion on this question, based on potential 
differences between oral and injectable forms of HCG. The oral form, if it 
contains real hCG, has a bit more flexibility. The key is whether you develop 
resistance to the hormone in your hypothalamus. You can do personal 
experimentation to find out. If you develop a ravenous hunger when you restart 
the hCG too soon, then you still have resistance to the hormone. This means that 
you did not wait long enough to restart. Simply stop using hCG for at least 6 
weeks to become sensitized to it again. 
 

How do I use the protocol if I only want to lose 10 pounds? 

 
Theoretically, you will only digest the amount of abnormal fat that is available. If 
your ideal target weight is 10 pounds less than you are now, that is all you will 
lose. However, for best long-term results, you should still stay on the hormone for 
the minimum amount of time (21-23 days) so your metabolism will stabilize. You 
can do this by staying on the hormone and doubling the amount of calories you 
eat per day, with the same foods that you have been consuming on 500 calories 
per day.  
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How long can I take hCG? 
 
The standard maximum amount of time is 40 days. However, as I mentioned 
above, you can experiment with the oral form (if it is not homeopathic) to see how 
long you can go. The key is to monitor your hunger. Once you become 
ravenously hungry, then the hormone has stopped working for you and you must 
stop using it. Otherwise, you are simply on a starvation diet. 
 

I'm a vegetarian, so how can I do a 'steak day'? 
 
Your best bet is to take a purified protein powder, either from soy or pea (or even 
from rice if you can find it). Just make sure that it is carbohydrate-free. You will 
also benefit from coconut oil supplements, especially those that have an 
enhanced MCT fraction (i.e., medium-chain triglycerides). And remember your 
apple! You may have to experiment on yourself. The extra 2-3 pounds that you 
may have gained, which necessitate a ‘steak day’, should disappear by the next 
morning. The key is to get the right combination of protein and fat, without any 
additional carbohydrate. 
 

What am I doing wrong? 
 
This question, of course, has lots of different answers. The most common 
mistakes that lead to weight loss plateaus are: 
Fat or oil in the diet or on the skin (soaps, shampoos, cosmetics) 
 
Sneaky sugars (e.g., balsamic vinegar is loaded!) – you really MUST read labels 
 
MSG: this is a weight loss nightmare; it appears in too many ways to list here, all 
disguised to hide its presence in foods; the only certainty that you can have for 
avoiding it is to avoid processed foods entirely 
 
Going off the hormone and back on, eating too much, violating the diet rules, 
making up your own rules (!) – these are just some of the examples of what 
people do wrong even though they know it is wrong 
 

What are the most effective forms of hCG? 
 
There is only one “form” of native hCG, which is a complex protein produced by 
pregnant women. The genetically engineered forms are incomplete, although 
they have the same effects as the intact native protein. The controversy about 
how to take hCG is the issue here: by injection or by mouth (i.e., under the 
tongue [sublingual]). Either way, they are exactly the same hormone! The key is 
to get the right dose. The sublingual products are now well-known enough that 
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dosages have been determined experimentally to mimic the injections perfectly. 
Homeopathic hCG, however, is not the same as the sublingual hCG. See more 
on this later in the list. 
 

What are the phases of the hCG diet protocol? 

 
We probably ought to give Kevin Trudeau credit for resurrecting the popularity of 
hCG for weight loss. However, he has also made a mess of the concept of 
“phases” of the diet. If there are any such things as phases at all, they are: 1) 
Food gorging on the first 2 days of taking hCG; 2) 500 calories per day while 
taking hCG (usually 25-38 days); 3) 500 calories per day for 3 days of no hCG (to 
allow the hormone to wash out of your system); 4) and, 21-days of no starch, no 
sugar. So, whatever you want to call these, whether they are phases or 
something else, those are the different segments of the protocol. Notice that they 
have nothing to do with so-called ‘cleansing’ protocols described by Trudeau as 
the so-called Phase 1. Dr. Simeons had no such phase, and he did not provide 
numbered phases in the first place. 
 

What can I do for dry skin? 
 
The best you can do is read the labels of all of your cosmetics and lotions to 
make sure that they contain no oils. Lotions and creams are generally water-
based and should be fine. Just read the labels and avoid any products with oils 
or oil-based ingredients (e.g., vitamin E, ascorbyl palmitate, aroma oils, etc.). All 
the worry and searching for skincare products has now been eliminated by a 
specialty manufacturer that offers special formulas of all kinds that have been 
approved for use during the hCG diet protocol. I encourage you to see what they 
have at HCGDietSkinCare.com. 
 

What do I do when I get leg cramps? 
 
The most common mineral deficiencies that lead to leg cramps are magnesium 
and potassium. Take mineral supplements for the magnesium (ideally with a 
good amount of calcium for balance). Use dieter’s salt (i.e., KCl or potassium 
chloride) in lieu of regular salt. It is available in supermarkets. Also take a 
potassium supplement. 
 

What if I have to stop the protocol unexpectedly? 
 
If you have a party binge, then get right back on track with an apple day the very 
next day. If you are traveling and unable to stick with the protocol, stop the hCG 
and eat an ultra-low carb diet until you can get back on it again. If you have to be 
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off of the hormone for more than two weeks, start over with the two gorging days 
again. 
 

What is a 'steak day' and why is it important? 
 
A steak day applies to the 21-day period of a no starch, no sugar diet after you 
stop the hCG and the low calorie diet. This is the period where the combination 
of carbs and fat will ruin your success, so staying off of the carbs is crucial. If you 
do gain weight after a few cookies or some pasta, then the steak provides a 
protein and fat combination that gets your fat metabolism back on track. Part of 
the problem that leads to the need for a steak day is that your body is also 
hanging onto excess fluids, so the apple acts a bit like a diuretic in getting your 
body to release them. You must have a steak day on the very first day that you 
exceed 2 or more pounds above your target weight. 
 

What is the 21-day post-hCG phase for? 
 
This phase stabilizes your metabolism with respect to how your body is going to 
handle fats and carbs from now on. It is a very crucial part of the entire program. 
Without doing this phase right, you will be in danger of converting carbs to fat just 
like you did before starting the hCG diet in the first place. 
 

What is the best cookbook for hCG-approved recipes? 
 
Okay, I have to admit that his is not a common question. However, it summarizes 
many questions that I get about what to eat, how to be satisfied on 500 calories 
per day, what is allowed or forbidden on the diet, and just generally how to get 
through the diet without suffering. My wife, Eve, and I quickly discovered that the 
basic foods allowed for the diet can lack flavor. That is when we decided to put 
the best recipes together that we enjoyed during the protocol. The idea was to 
keep them simple and appealing. The outcome was two books, one for during 
the protocol and one for Phase 3 and afterwards.  
 
My recipe book is normally $8.47. You can download your own copy of it at no 
charge here: https://besthcgweightloss.com/ebooks/hcg-diet-recipes.pdf.  
 
Eve’s book is normally $8.97. Again, you can download your own copy at no 
charge here: https://besthcgweightloss.com/ebooks/after-hcg-weight-loss.pdf.  
 
If you like to eat, these are the best guides for how to enjoy your food even when 
eating just 500 calories per day and when you may be not quite sure how best to 
eat after the protocol. 
 

https://besthcgweightloss.com/ebooks/hcg-diet-recipes.pdf
https://besthcgweightloss.com/ebooks/after-hcg-weight-loss.pdf
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What is the best diet for a lifetime after hCG? 
 
I’m going to keep this simple: the key high-protein, high fat, and low carbs. There 
is so much research on overweight and obesity, going back at least 200 years, 
that this advice is absolutely 100% the best that I have found, based on an 
overwhelming amount of excellent scientific research. If this advice seems to 
conflict with what you have heard from doctors, nutritionists, trainers, and any 
manner of health and fitness gurus, all I can say is that they are all wrong. I have 
a lot to say about this, so I am biting my tongue here to hold back. It is a book-
length topic all by itself. 
 

What is the difference between the hCG diet and all other diets? 
 
In a nutshell, the main difference is that the hCG diet is a hormone-directed 
protocol that removes excess abnormal fat. No other diet is hormone-directed. 
And no other diet can specifically remove excess abnormal fat. 
 

What's behind the 'apple day' for when weight loss stops? 
 
When the ability of your body to move food through your system slows down, you 
retain water. Water retention keeps your internal plumbing from becoming 
clogged with sludge. Apples have the peculiar property of hydrating you so you 
can shed the excess water. Indeed, you will notice that while having an apple day 
you will go to the bathroom more often to get rid of the excess fluids. The effect is 
not truly like that of a diuretic, because loss of water by itself would be 
dangerous. Apples, instead, ‘loosen’ the water and the food so that both get back 
into balance. Indeed, a successful apple day will lead you to drop 2-3 pounds 
overnight, and get right back on track. 
 

Where do I get hCG? 
 
There is no easy and straightforward or simple answer to this question. However, 
I address it more completely on a special page on my website at the following 
page: https://besthcgweightloss.com/where-to-order-hcg/. 
 
The only thing that I can say with some certainty is that cheap, easy to get hCG 
products probably do not contain any hCG at all. This includes all homeopathic 
hCG products. 
 
 
 
 

https://besthcgweightloss.com/where-to-order-hcg/
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Why do I feel light-headed or have a headache? 
 
This most likely happens in the first 5-8 days of the 500 calorie per day diet. The 
reason is that the ultra-low carb approach often leads to immediate water loss, 
which depletes minerals. The easiest way to replenish them is with a supplement 
that contains potassium. You may need more potassium than you think, since the 
recommended daily amount for this mineral is huge. You must take it in small 
doses, though – no more than 100 milligrams at a time. You can find special 
potassium supplements for energy in most nutrition stores and pharmacies. 
 

Why are oil-based cosmetics and supplements forbidden? 
 
Anything that goes into your body that requires your fat machinery to kick in will 
compete with and slow down the burning of abnormal fat. Taking supplements 
such as fish oil, CLA, and vitamin E softgels must be stopped during the 
hormone phase of the protocol. Your skin also has a great capacity for absorbing 
oil-based products, which will set up the same kind of competition. In fact, just a 
little oil on your skin will stop your progress completely. 
 

Why do I have to gorge myself on Days 1 and 2 on the hormone? 
 
It is like getting a running start. You have to stuff all of your fat cells as much as 
possible so that the hCG will have a good target of abnormal fat and not 
structural or other kinds of fat that your body needs for good health. The well-
known observation about this gorging phase is that if you don’t eat enough, you 
will suffer when you go to 500 calories per day. It is pretty common to gain 4 or 
more pounds in these two days, which come off right away once the hormone 
gets going. 
 

Why is 500 calories not a starvation diet? 
 
Your caloric needs are fulfilled by burning your own fat. If you need 2,000 
calories each day, you will get 500 from your food and 1,500 from your own fat. 
That is why your fat shrinks.  You are literally eating yourself – at least your 
abnormal fat. 
 

Why is weight loss irrelevant? 
 
Without getting too technical, weight is a function of your mass and the 
gravitational pull of the Earth. For example, if you weigh 200 pounds on Earth, 
you will weigh about 33 pounds on the moon. However, if you have 35% body fat 
on Earth, you will still have 35% body fat on the moon. This just means that 
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weight is not important – fat is important. You must decrease your body fat 
composition, which is what the hCG diet does. Weight loss is just a side-effect of 
fat loss. 
 

Will I have sagging skin after such fast weight loss? 

 
No. The hCG diet has a reshaping effect. You will not look like so many dieters 
from other programs who have lost muscle mass and still have their old XXX-
Large skin. A great indication of the reshaping effect is the shrinking of the 
‘chicken neck’ or ‘double-chin’ that people acquire when they accumulate too 
much fat. 
 

WOMEN: What happens during my menstrual period? 
 
HCG has two components, one of which is identical to another hormone called 
luteinizing hormone (LH). Women produce massive amounts of LH during 
ovulation, which swamps out the low levels of hCG during the diet. So the simple 
advice that Dr. Simeons offered to women is just to quit taking the hCG for 3-4 
days during their menstrual periods. Stay on the 500 calorie per day diet, then 
restart the hormone after this short layoff. 
 

How does hCG work? 
 
Since hCG is a hormone, it carries a signal to cells that have receptors for it. 
These receptors are in the hypothalamus of the brain. The exact nature of how 
this directs fat metabolism is still unknown. However, the discovery in 1994 of 
another fat-regulating hormone, called leptin, may help. Leptin also interacts with 
the hypothalamus, and early experiments with lab animals point to an interaction 
between hCG and leptin. I predict that a lot more research will be appearing on 
this topic in the near future. 
 

Is oral hCG the same as injections? 
 
If the oral hCG contains the same protein hormone as the injectable HCG, the 
answer is yes. Absorption of sublingual (oral) hCG by blood vessels under the 
tongue is every bit as effective as injections, when taken in the appropriate dose. 
Hormone absorption under the tongue is slower that by injection, though. That is 
why a daily sublingual dose must be around 400-500 IU instead of the 125 IU 
taken by injection. Note that oral products that do not contain hCG are not 
comparable in any way. These include homeopathic products, which contain no 
hormone at all. They also include alternative hCG, which is a euphemism for “not 
really hCG.” Alternative hCG is actually a mixture of herbs and other ingredients, 
none of which is hCG itself. 
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RECIPES DURING AND AFTER THE PROTOCOL 
 
 Preparing meals during the protocol does not have to be difficult. And the 
food does not have to be bland or unappealing. Indeed, some of the simplest 
meals that I have made are truly delicious. 
 

1. HCG Recipe Book: Free Download 
 
My recipe book is normally $8.47. You can download your own copy of it at no 
charge here: https://besthcgweightloss.com/ebooks/hcg-diet-recipes.pdf.  
 

2. Post-HCG Recipe Book: Free Download 
 
 How should you eat for the rest of your life? It starts with the 21-day post-
hCG low carb phase. As it turns out, this is a useful way to eat even after “phase 
3” – in other words, a great lifetime eating strategy. You may once again be 
surprised at how easy it is to prepare delicious meals for this diet. My wife, Eve, 
put together some of the best recipes that we know of, which she offers in an 
ebook for $8.97. You, of course, can download your own copy at no charge here: 
https://besthcgweightloss.com/ebooks/after-hcg-weight-loss.pdf.  
 
I hope you enjoy these books and the recipes from them as much as we have! 
 

LEPTIN: THE END-ALL AND BE-ALL OF FAT 
 
You read about this hormone earlier in this book. Recall that the leptin hormone 
is a protein whose role is to signal the brain about how much fat you have. The 
brain’s response is either to tell your body to use up some of your current fat or 
add more to it. 
 
The astounding discovery of the leptin hormone in 1994 is at the heart of obesity 
research. However, even though leptin is the master fat hormone, it is not a lone 
ranger. Your hormone balance depends on many other kinds of hormones, 
especially including insulin. 
 
In fact, leptin is similar to insulin in that both hormones can stop working when 
you develop resistance to them. In the case of leptin resistance, your body fails 
to get the message that you have too much stored fat. The net result is that you 
store even more. 
 

https://besthcgweightloss.com/ebooks/hcg-diet-recipes.pdf
https://besthcgweightloss.com/ebooks/after-hcg-weight-loss.pdf
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If you could understand leptin and how to make sure that it is working properly, 
you would never get into the position of needing the hCG protocol for getting rid 
of excess abnormal fat. You wouldn’t have any such fat in the first place! 
 
Consider the list below for a moment. It is a short list of the things that you do to 
get into leptin resistance and subsequent weight (fat) gain: 
 
Eat nutrient poor food. 
 
Drink nutrient poor beverages that contain additives. 
 
Follow a low fat diet. 
 
Eat the wrong kind of fats. 
 
Do not eat the right kind of fats. 
 
Eat too often or not often enough. 
 
Follow any kind of a low calorie weight loss diet. 
 
Eat too much or too little. 
 
Take inadequate nutritional supplementation, or none at all. 
 
Are deficient in key minerals. 
 
Starve your thyroid of the key element that makes it work right. 
 
Exercise too much (!) or not enough. 
 
Do the wrong kind of exercises. 
 
Endure daily stress. 
 
Get poor or not enough sleep. 
 
Take over the counter drugs. 
 
Maintain a toxic overload. 
 
Have a chronic health disorder. 
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Undergo surgery. 
 
Have a poor hormone balance (examples: testosterone, estrogen, growth 
hormone, cortisol, insulin, and adrenaline). 
 
Age too fast. 
 
Take prescription drugs, especially steroids and antibiotics. 
 
No matter what diet, weight loss plan, special pills, or super ab crunch machine 
you have used in the past, leptin resistance will stop your progress at a plateau 
that you won't break through easily. Even if you do, getting back that rebound fat 
will seem to happen with lightning speed. You will typically fall short of your 
target. Getting stuck at a plateau, before you hit your target, is discouraging and 
puzzling. Most people give up and get fat again when this happens. 
 
The easiest advice is: Take a look at the list above and don’t do any of that. Ah, 
that’s the theory. Clearly this is easier said than done. Neverthless, you can take 
steps for lifetime weight management that addresses the underlying way that 
your leptin works. 
 
This is the foundation for advice in the next section. 
 

LIFETIME WEIGHT MANAGEMENT AFTER hCG 
 
Doing the hCG protocol is not a guarantee that you will maintain your target 
weight without continuing effort to do so. This protocol is not a miracle that gives 
you carte blanche to return to the diet and lifestyle that got you into the 
predicament of needing the hCG protocol in the first place. You have heard 
marketing hype that contradicts this statement. However, such hype is not true. 
 
Indeed, as you will see in this section, making the right diet and lifestyle choices 
after reaching your target weight is crucial for staying there for the rest of your 
life. The question is: What are the right choices? 
 
Misinformation about how to answer this question comes from all kinds of 
experts, from government committees, from doctors, and a whole host of 
different sources. If it seems that you can find a whole slew of experts that give 
certain advice and another slew of experts that give exactly the opposite advice, 
then you are right. Furthermore, scientific research can be found to support 
directly contradictory advice. 
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For those reasons, I am providing below a combination of strategies that pass 
the most important test all: the common sense test. I encourage you to test them 
on yourself, since your results are the only results that matter for you. Ultimately, 
you have to discover what works for you, and experts can only make suggestions 
about the best strategies for your body. 
 
We human beings show enormous variability in our genetic makeup and in our 
physiological responses to different environmental stimuli such as diet, exercise, 
and stress management. As you will see below, these are the ‘Big 3’ factors that 
have the greatest impact on whether the results from hCG protocol will last. 
 
One important thought to keep uppermost in your mind is that healthy fat 
metabolism depends on interactions among many factors, the main ones being: 
food (what, when, and how much), your overall health (especially if you have any 
disorders and, if so, what treatments you are undergoing for them), level of good 
physical activity, stress management (a potentially BIG factor), and hormone 
balance. Actually, hormone balance is at the core, the most important factor of 
all. It influences and is influenced by almost all other factors. 
 
Addressing one factor at a time, such as diet or exercise, will not be as effective 
as addressing a combination of as many of them as possible. The right eating 
plan will not suffice by itself, and neither will the right supplements, exercise, 
stress management, or hormone balance. Indeed, you will be totally amazed at 
how fantastic you will look and feel when you can consistently do the right thing 
in all of these areas. 
 

1. Eating Plan 
 
Eating the healthiest way possible entails three components: a) the right foods; 
b) the optimum timing for eating; and, c) the right amount to eat. In other words, 
you must pay attention to what, when and how much you eat. 
 

a. The Right Foods 
 
First a little common sense. Eat foods that offer high nutrient density. If you’ve 
heard the advice that shopping for food around the perimeter of a supermarket is 
best for you, then you have a great start on knowing what will help you the most. 
This just means buying fresh fruits, vegetables, and meats. However, there are 
some exceptions whereby fresh may not be the best option. One example is in 
regard to frozen foods, some of which can be better for you than their fresh 
counterparts. The underlying reason involves when produce is picked and how it 
is handled between the time of harvest and when it appears at the supermarket. 
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Fruits and vegetables are often picked before they are ripe. They are then stored 
cold and fumigated with ethylene gas to speed up ripening just before they are 
put on the produce shelf. The result is that they look good and yet have less 
flavor or nutrition than they should. Your best test for which produce was picked 
before it was ripe is simply a taste test. Tomatoes are a good example. 
Supermarket tomatoes are almost entirely flavor-free. That means that they also 
offer little in the way of nutrition. 
 
Produce that is destined for freezing is allowed to ripen more fully before harvest, 
thereby providing more nutrient value than fresh produce. The main caution for 
buying frozen foods, however, is to watch out for additives and hidden empty 
calories. Frozen peas with lots of salt, preservatives, butter, and extra flavor or 
color ingredients would not be a good choice. Frozen peas that have only frozen 
peas, and nothing else, on the ingredient list would be a good choice. 
 
Except for certain frozen fruits and vegetables, packaged food in general is 
horrible. Just keep this in mind: Companies that make packaged foods have only 
one purpose, to get you to buy their foods. The brightly colored packaging, 
artificial flavoring and coloring, excessive amounts of salt and sugar, marketing 
strategies, and product positioning on the shelf at your eye level are all designed 
for you to take the item off the shelf and buy it. Notice that not one of these 
tactics has to do with nutrition or food quality. This is why packaged foods are 
generally not helpful for any kind of healthful eating plan for weight management. 
Note that this criticism also applies to packaged meals for weight loss programs! 
 

b. Top Recommended Foods 
 
Use your common sense, as advised above, and keep in mind the most 
important guiding principle for choosing foods that help your metabolism is 
nutrient density. Dieticians, naturopaths and other doctors (if they know what 
they are doing), trainers, and nutritionists mostly agree that the highest nutrient 
density comes from several categories of foods: vegetables, fruits, meats, fish, 
poultry (including eggs), herbs and spices, and seeds and nuts. The best of 
these are listed below. 
 
VEGETABLES: Arugula, Bell peppers, Broccoli, Cabbage, Carrots, Leeks, 
Onions, Romaine lettuce, Scallions, Shiitake mushrooms, Spinach, Tomatoes, 
Sweet potatoes (NOT yams! NOT white potatoes!) 
 
FRUIT: Apples, Blueberries, Grapefruit, Oranges, Pomegranates 
 
FISH: Flounder, Salmon, Sole, Tilapia, Tuna 
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MEAT AND POULTRY: Beef, Lamb, Pork, Chicken, Turkey, Wild game 
 
HERBS AND SPICES: Basil, Black pepper, Cardamom, Chives, Cilantro, 
Cinnamon, Cloves, Garlic, Ginger, Parsley, Turmeric 
 
NUTS AND SEEDS: (raw, unsalted) Almonds, Flaxseeds, Sesame seeds, 
Walnuts, Macadamia nuts 
 
OTHER: Eggs, esp. the whites 
 
Now imagine this: What kind of delicious meal could you start out your day with 
by having a breakfast selected from this list? Notice that this list contains no 
typical breakfast foods. No cereal, no bagels, no sweetened yogurt or low-fat 
anything, no junk of any kind. 
 
Here is an example of a simple mouth-watering breakfast recipe that I have 
created and look forward to once or twice per week: yellow onions, Shiitake 
mushrooms, and golden bell peppers sliced and sauteed in coconut oil; ground 
turkey, fried with the sauteed onions, mushrooms and bell peppers; garlic powder 
and black pepper to taste 
 
Even if you are in a hurry, this meal gets you going quickly, sticks with you until 
lunch, and generally gives you leftovers as a side dish for the next day. 
 

c. What About Carbohydrates? 
 
You can have carbs in your diet and still be slim and healthy. The subject of 
dietary carbs, however, has become so controversial that getting the right 
information takes a lot of luck and persistence. Let me point out a couple of 
interesting scientific observations that will give you a good perspective on 
carbohydrates: 
 
Over the past 120 years, every culture worldwide that began incorporating 
processed carbohydrates into their diet acquired diabetes, cardiovascular 
disease, and obesity, starting about 20 years after these foods became a part of 
their diet 
 
Starting in the 1940s the Pima Indians north of the U.S.-Mexico border changed 
their diet from one that traditionally consisted mainly of slow-release 
carbohydrates (e.g, tepary beans, nopal cactus) to one of high levels of 
processed (fast-release) carbohydrates (processed sugar and flour products). 
Now more than 50% of adults over the age of 35 suffer from adult-onset diabetes 
and more than 95% of the population is overweight. 
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This list could go on for hundreds of examples of the same pattern: processed 
carbs are the culprit; complex carbs are a valuable component of a balanced 
diet. You don’t really have to get too technical about what this means for you. A 
worthwhile saying to remember is, “If it’s white, don’t bite.” This includes 
potatoes, breads, pastas, polished rice, bagels, and white foods that are 
disguised as something that they are not (e.g., whole wheat bread that has 
enriched flour as the main ingredient, all chips, cookies, cakes, pretzels, and 
bagels - the list is endless). 
 
Since you are surrounded by white foods, here is a good rule of thumb for 
enjoying them with a meal if you must: Just estimate the amount of protein you 
have in your meal, then eat about the same amount in carbs. The breakfast 
above, for example, is fine with a slice of toast and maybe some salsa or 
guacamole or avocado chunks on top. In fact, that is generally what I have with it, 
which makes it even tastier. 
  
Here is a guarantee: When you start out your day with a high-protein meal, and 
keep the carb levels at each subsequent meal at about the same amount as the 
protein level, your body fat percentage will start to come down slowly. You will 
see and feel it first in your shrinking waist. 
 

d. Meal Spacing 
 
The key timing for eating involves maintaining the best levels of the hormones 
insulin and leptin. Doing so is simple: Eat three meals a day. Allow 5-6 hours 
between meals. Do not snack. Do not eat after dinner; allow 11-12 hours 
between dinner and breakfast. That’s it, and here’s why: 
 
The first three hours after you eat, your body refuels under the influence of 
insulin, meaning that your liver and muscles take on as much glycogen (your 
body’s natural storage sugar) as possible. During this energy storing time, fat 
metabolism is minimal. At about three hours after a meal, insulin levels should be 
low enough to enable the liver, which is your metabolic factory, to kick into high 
gear. In so doing, it mobilizes glycogen into blood sugar to feed the rest of your 
body, and it converts protein and fat into fuel as needed. Fats in the blood begin 
to burn, thereby clearing out stagnant calories that would otherwise go into 
storage. 
 
The period between meals is an opportunity for the liver to exercise, just like 
exercise for your muscles. It needs that time to clear out glycogen. If you snack 
between meals or eat a meal too soon after the previous one, this process is 
blocked. Blocking your liver’s exercise is a fast track to insulin resistance and 
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diabetes. It also stimulates the liver to synthesize excess amounts of cholesterol, 
even if the food you eat contains no cholesterol. 
 
The majority of fat that is broken down between meals is taken up directly by 
muscles, which underscores the importance of exercise. Well-toned muscles use 
up more fat between meals much faster than muscles that get no regular 
exercise. In fact, muscle tone is one of the main pieces in the pancreas-liver-
muscle system that provides the balance of energy that you need to keep going 
all day long. When you eat too soon after a previous meal, you undermine this 
system, causing insulin levels to rise, fat metabolism to slow down or stop, and 
calories to go back into storage. In addition, you will suffer from low energy and 
cravings. When these things happen, it shows you how out of shape your 
pancreas-liver-muscle system is. 
 
By the way, a continued pattern of too-frequent eating or snacking leads to 
pancreas fatigue, insulin resistance, diabetes, and permanent fat storage mode. 
This is why obesity and diabetes are so tightly linked to one another. Estimates 
are that more than 20 million Americans are already pre-diabetic and don’t 
realize it. However, depending on how far down that path you might have gone 
already, you can reverse or control some or all of the damage, even if you have 
already been diagnosed as diabetic. 
 

e. Too Hard to Make It 5-6 Hours Between Meals? 
  
Feeling weak or hungry before the next meal may mean that one or more of the 
following apply to you: 
 
You didn’t eat enough at the previous meal. 
 
You ate too much carbohydrate at the previous meal. 
 
Your fitness level is too low. 
 
Your digestion is poor. 
 
You have a sluggish and congested liver, with weak adrenals. 
 
You have an exhausted metabolism and most likely fibromyalgia. 
 
You already have diabetes. 
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f.  Importance of Not Eating After Dinner 
 
It is important to allow at least three hours after dinner before bedtime and to 
avoid after-dinner snacks, because prime time for fat metabolism is at night. In 
fact, during nighttime sleep is the only time you can metabolize any significant of 
stored fat. However, it only works well when you don’t eat for a period of about 
11-12 hours. 
 
During the day, most fat metabolism comes from food or from circulating fat in 
the blood. The majority of caloric metabolism in daytime comes from readily 
available supplies, not from storage. By about nine hours after dinner, these 
supplies are most likely used up, at which time your body will start to dip into 
storage reserves. During the night, you gradually begin to burn a higher 
proportion of fat for fuel. Therefore, 9-12 hours after dinner is a premium period 
for your body to go after stored fat to fuel your metabolism. 
 
After-dinner snacking, a little bit of ice cream for bed, a midnight snack ... all of 
these will shut off your prime time for metabolizing fat. This is a fact of your 
normal biochemistry. If you have trouble keeping to this pattern, you either have 
an underlying health problem or bad habits that you have to overcome, or both. 
 

g. What About Those Popular 5-6 Meals Per Day Plans from Fitness 
Trainers? 

 
Many children, young adults, and intense bodybuilders, athletes, and fitness 
trainers can, without apparent consequences, violate the meal spacing required 
for optimizing fat metabolism. This is because their demand for calories to aid 
growth and body repair is very high. Appropriate meal spacing becomes more 
important for people after the age of 30 or after intense training stops. In such 
cases, continued frequent eating will cause a gradual increase in percent body 
fat. It may show up either as added weight or as loss of muscle in proportion to 
fat. 
 

h. Relevant Scientific Research 
 
1) The Importance of Breakfast 
 
Basic results from a recent study on the effect of breakfast on daily energy use 
show the following: increased proportion of calories consumed at breakfast was 
correlated with lower weight gain in 6,764 middle-aged and older men and 
women (age range 40-75), independent of total calories. In fact,  people in the 
group who consumed the largest proportion of their calories at breakfast gained 
weight the slowest in spite of consuming more calories overall throughout the 
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day. Two results were of particular importance: 1) the general trend was to gain 
weight as people aged; 2) those who ate bigger breakfasts gained less weight in 
spite of eating more throughout the day than those who ate smaller breakfasts.  
 
The significant variable here was how many calories at breakfast, and the 
conclusion was that the right start for optimum metabolism each day is a 
substantial breakfast. To be as complete as possible, this study also found no 
influence on this pattern from age, sex, smoking, total energy intake, 
macronutrient intake, social class, or physical activity. Since this was an 
observational study and not a weight loss experiment, no effort was made to 
modify diets or any other lifestyle factor for managing weight. The normal trend 
for people to gain weight as they get older was confirmed in this study. 
 
Reference: Energy Intake at Breakfast and Weight Change: Prospective Study of 
6,764 Middle aged Men and Women. In: American Journal of Epidemiology 2008 
167(2):188 192. By: L.R. Purslow and 9 co-authors, Institute of Medical Science, 
Addenbrooke’s Hospital, Cambridge, UK. 
 
2) Research on How Often to Eat 
 
This topic has become controversial because of the wide variation of results from 
different groups of people of different ages and levels of physical activity. The 
historical recommendation of three square meals per day is supported by the 
biochemical explanation of what happens to calories over time after a meal. It 
follows the meal frequency described above for a meal spacing of 5-6 hours and 
a 12-hour meal-free period between dinner and breakfast. The recommendation 
of eating six small meals per day, to ‘keep the furnace burning hot’, has become 
dogma in some circles. However, the common advice for frequent meals to keep 
the body’s furnace burning hot makes no sense physiologically or biochemically. 
 
This is a perfect situation for looking at the scientific literature to see what 
researchers have found. Meal frequency, as it is called, has been a topic of 
research for more than 40 years. Why so long? The complexity of attributing a 
single factor, such as when meals are eaten, among several other factors, as the 
cause of weight loss or gain is difficult to nail down with strong certainty. 
Differences among people in any experimental group confound the interpretation 
of results. For example, a recent Australian study, which is still unpublished, 
showed that no weight loss advantage could be found for eating five or six snack-
type meals per day vs. three full meals, in spite of the biochemical factors that 
favor fewer meals. Indeed, the results of this experiment failed to show any 
difference between the six meals per day group vs. the three meals per day 
group in weight loss, waist measurement, body fat composition, or blood sugar 
levels. 
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In spite of the lack of a clear conclusion, which often plagues these kinds of 
studies, nutrition researchers choose the logic of the biochemistry-based 
explanation to stick with the recommendation of three meals a day for optimum 
fat metabolism. Indeed, Dr. Tim Crowe, a nutrition specialist at Deakin University 
in Melbourne, described the six meal per day as a, “faddish dieting trend,” with 
very little research in support of it. In fact, he noted that there is some research to 
suggest that playing around with when you eat may actually cause you to put 
weight on. His bottom line advice is that dieters should be discouraged from 
making drastic changes to their eating patterns, and keep doing what works for 
them. 
 
The latest survey revealed that 56 percent of adults eat between two to four 
times a day, while 37 percent eat five to seven times daily. Even after more than 
40 years of research, the jury is still out on which of these groups is gaining 
weight faster. If you are young and very active, your eating pattern is of less 
significance than if you are more than 30 years old and becoming a couch 
potato. Indeed, even if you fit the latter pattern and seem to stay the same 
weight, the tendency is to lose muscle mass and gain fat. A 25-year old woman 
can stay the same weight for another 25 years and yet go from 20% body fat to 
30% body fat or more if she doesn’t stay active and eat well for metabolizing fat. 
The three meals per day eating pattern becomes more critical for keeping a low 
body fat percentage as you age. 
 

i. How Much to Eat? 
 
The truth is that you absolutely must eat the right amount of calories to establish 
your optimum fat metabolism. Now that you know which foods are the best and 
the optimum time to eat your meals, you must also know how much to eat. This 
topic is attracts more confusion and misinformation that any other regarding 
healthy weight management. Keep two things uppermost in your mind: 1) too 
many calories may make you fat; 2) too few calories may also keep the fat that 
you already have in place. The key is to eat just the right amount, not too much 
and not too little for your metabolism. 
 

j. Little Known Truths About Calories 
 
The subject of calories has generated a lot of misconceptions that have led to too 
much misinformation. To start, an accurate definition of a calorie is: the amount 
of energy that it takes to heat one cubic centimeter (cc, or milliliter) of water to 
increase one degree Celsius at room temperature and sea level. Calories, 
therefore, are a measure of heat, which means that you don’t really eat calories, 
because you don’t eat heat. 
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Laboratory calories are measured in a device called a bomb calorimeter, which 
measures the heat released by its contents as they burn. This device provides 
the maximum number of calories from whatever can be completely burned into 
carbon dioxide and water.  
 
Here is how laboratory calories are related to food: When 1 gram of a 
carbohydrate is completely burned up in a bomb calorimeter, it yields 4,000 
calories (4 kilocalories or kcals). Food calories, however, are called Calories, with 
a capital C, which are equivalent to kcals. This means that 4,000 calories are 
called 4 ‘Calories’ when referring to food. (It is less scary to say that you have a 
2,000 Calorie per day diet instead of saying 2,000,000 calories!) 
 
Even though you don’t eat calories, the amount of food that you eat is measured 
by the maximum number of calories that it would yield in a bomb calorimeter. 
This is a very simple-minded and highly inaccurate way to evaluate the impact of 
food on your metabolism. In the first place, nobody gets the maximum number of 
calories out of food. The efficiency is most likely about 20% or less of whatever 
calories you eat actually becoming useful metabolically. The bulk of your calorie 
intake is released as heat (that’s why you are warm-blooded) or eliminated as the 
byproducts of metabolism, most commonly as water and carbon dioxide. 
 

k. Your Metabolic Calorie Impact 
 
Since raw calories are meaningless regarding your metabolism, a more 
meaningful view is what I call your metabolic calorie impact. Several factors 
determine what you actually get out of your food. One of the most important 
factors in determining your metabolic calorie impact is the net caloric value of 
food. By this I mean the difference between the energy that you put into your 
food through digestion versus the energy that you get out of it. Think of this 
concept in comparison with setting a fire. A piece of paper has potential caloric 
value that can be released as heat when it is burned. However, you must light a 
match to it to get it started. The energy of the match represents the energy of 
digestion. For example, when you eat carbohydrates or fats, the digestive energy 
you must put into these food groups is about 10% of what you will get out of 
them. Protein, on the other hand, requires about three times as much energy 
from digestion (i.e., 30%) before you can get any calories out of it. 
 
Determining how much food to eat depends on the metabolic calorie impact of 
your meal based on how much carbohydrate, fat, and protein is in the meal. 
Assuming a typical 20% digestive efficiency, the maximum potential for 
carbohydrates and fats is about 20% of 90%, while the maximum potential for 
protein is about 20% of 70%. If this seems too technical right now, just use the 
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small table below to estimate the potential metabolic calorie impact for each food 
group: 
 
1 gram of carbohydrate = 4 laboratory Calories gives you 4 x 0.2 x 0.9 = 0.72 
metabolically useful Calories. 
 
1 gram of fat = 9 laboratory Calories gives you 9 x .2 x .9 = 1.62 metabolically 
useful Calories. 
 
1 gram of protein = 4 laboratory Calories gives you 4 x .2 x .7 = 0.56 
metabolically useful Calories. 
 
Imagine this: if you targeted a diet of 2,000 laboratory Calories per day, and you 
could choose only one food group, you could eat three times as much protein as 
fat or twice as much carbohydrate as fat, for the same metabolic impact.The 
main point here is that each food group has a different metabolic calorie impact. 
If you think you are consuming the right amount of food for metabolizing body fat, 
without success, then adjusting the proportions of each food group may be the 
answer. 
 
Counting calories, however, ignores how each food group is metabolized. In 
general, the most common flaw in deciding how much to eat for optimizing fat 
metabolism is consuming too much carbohydrate. In fact, if you ate no 
carbohydrate at all, your body would be able to convert fat into all the 
carbohydrate that you need. Indeed, people in some cultures around the world 
have been able to exist on protein and fat alone, for months at a time. They not 
only do not get fat, they are very healthy on such a diet. 
 

l. Protein For Breakfast 
 
Protein puts your metabolism to maximum work just to digest it. You’ve already 
learned the importance of breakfast to get your day started right, and now you 
know why it is important to make it a high protein meal. A high protein breakfast 
gets your metabolism started in the right direction for the entire day. The worst 
thing you can do to start your day is to have a high carbohydrate breakfast 
derived from white foods - bread, junk cereals, bagels, donuts, adulterated fruit 
juices and anything else that is sugary. 
 

m. How Much Protein? 
 
Diet and weight loss programs mostly ignore this question, probably because it 
has no simple answer. Or, worse yet, they give you a simple answer that may not 
be appropriate for you. Protein intake, however, is pivotal for body composition 
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because it has a greater impact on maintaining muscle mass than either of the 
other two food groups. The right amount of protein will help you maintain lean 
body mass, which boosts metabolism and optimizes fat metabolism. Keeping 
your body lean, therefore, depends on how much protein you eat and what your 
body does with it. Throw out the governmental recommended daily amount of 
protein. Here is what you need to know. 
 
In essence, the more you exercise, the greater your protein needs will be. On the 
low end, you may need only 0.8 grams per kilogram of body mass, and on the 
high end as much as 1.8 grams or more of protein per kilogram of body mass. If 
you weigh 150 pounds, this translates into 55 to 123 grams of protein per day (or 
about 1.9 to 4.3 ounces). If you exercise heavily your workouts will rapidly break 
down muscle and create even more demand for dietary protein. 
 
Keep this in mind: If you get too few calories from protein, you have to make up 
for it with carbohydrates and/or fat. One of the best recommendations for judging 
proportions is to make your protein intake at least 30% of your total calories for 
the day. If anything, it is better to overshoot your protein intake than to take in too 
many calories from carbohydrates or fat. 
 

n. Make It Easy: Use Common Sense 
 
If all of the calculations and numbers above are a bit overwhelming for you, just 
use the common sense guidelines below for your optimal eating plan: 
 
Never overeat. Eat slowly and stop eating when you are not quite full. Eat mostly 
protein at breakfast. Eat an amount of protein that looks like the same amount as 
carbohydrate (e.g., one slice of bread, 1 slice of meat that looks like the same 
size as the slice of bread). Keep fast-impact carbohydrates (‘white foods’) to a 
minimum. Smooth out the metabolic calorie impact of your total calorie intake 
with plenty of fiber (35-50 grams per day); add a fiber supplement to your meals 
if necessary to achieve this goal. The power of fiber for regulating metabolism is 
huge and often overlooked. Follow the guidelines of what to eat and when to eat, 
as described above. 
 

2. What About Supplements? 
 
Eating right for metabolizing fat will provide you with a basic lifestyle foundation. 
If you are young enough or active enough, this may be sufficient. However, for 
most people after the age of about 30, the right eating plan will work to a certain 
point and stop. Maintaining weight and body fat composition typically falls short 
of where you want to be. Getting stuck at this plateau is discouraging and 
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puzzling, so most people give up and get fat again when this happens. This is 
when the right supplements come to the rescue. 
 
No matter what diet, weight loss plan, special pills, or super ab crunch machine 
you have used in the past, leptin resistance will stop your progress at a plateau 
that you won't break through easily, and even if you do, getting back that rebound 
fat will seem to happen with lightning speed. You will typically fall short of your 
target. Getting stuck at a plateau, before you hit your target, is discouraging and 
puzzling. Most people give up and get fat again when this happens. 
 
This is when the right supplements come to the rescue. In fact, supplements for 
getting your metabolism going, controlling your appetite and blood sugar spikes, 
optimizing your fat burning hormones, reducing stress, and boosting your main 
energy furnace are all crucial from the get go. 
 

a. What Kinds of Natural Products Boost Fat Metabolism? 
 
Keep in mind that you will want to address fat metabolism in multiple ways. The 
basic ingredients to look for are summarized in different categories below.  
 
Metabolic Boosters 
 
The classic herb with the strongest scientific research behind it for boosting 
metabolism is green tea. This herb contains a mixture of xanthine alkaloids, one 
of which is caffeine, that heat up metabolism without the nerve jangling effects of 
other caffeine containing herbs such as coffee. In addition, green tea provides a 
bonus because it also contains one of the most widely studied and powerful 
antioxidants in the plant kingdom, abbreviated EGCG (epi-gallocatechin gallate). 
Since abnormal fat acts like an inflammatory organ, the benefit of EGCG is to 
reduce the inflammation load caused by too much fat. The link between fat and 
inflammation partly explains why abnormal fat is associated with cardiovascular 
problems. 
 
Banaba leaf contains a triterpenoid compound called corosolic acid and has been 
reported in studies to support healthy glucose metabolism. A phase II, double-
blind, placebo-controlled multi- center trial in Japan suggested that banaba 
extract maintained healthy glucose metabolism. Furthermore, an independent 
U.S. clinical study reported healthy weight management in human volunteers 
supplementing with a 1% corosolic acid banaba extract. Animal studies have 
suggested that corosolic acid may promote healthy weight management in part 
by moderating adipocyte cell differentiation. 
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Blood Sugar Stabilizers 
 
Minerals including chromium, magnesium and zinc are associated with healthy 
glucose metabolism and may be synergistic with biotin.  
 
Bis-glycinatio Oxovanadium is an organic complex of glycine and vanadium 
specially designed for enhanced absorption and tolerability. Vanadium promotes 
healthy glucose metabolism by supporting healthy liver and skeletal muscle 
function.  
 
Cinnamon extract promotes healthy glucose function, lipid metabolism and blood 
flow.  
 
Bitter melon provides traditional support for healthy pancreas and glucose 
function. 
 
Goat's Rue (also called French Lilac) is a remarkable herb that was the 
biochemical model for developing the prescription drug Metformin (glucophage) 
that is given to diabetics for stabilizing blood sugar levels. 
 
Gymnema Sylvestre has been used as a naturopathic treatment for diabetes for 
more than 2,000 years; it is known to reduce blood sugar levels and recent 
research on the ingredients from this herb have shown their benefits in fighting 
obesity. 
 
Fat Regulator 
 
CLA. More than 40 years ago we commonly ate a diet that contained a type of fat 
that helped us regulate the way we used fat directly. We now know this 
ingredient as CLA, which refers to a mixture of conjugated linoleic acids. CLA 
disappeared from our diet because its source, meat and dairy from grass fed 
cattle, has also disappeared from grocery stores. Of course, you can still find 
products from grass fed cattle in health food stores, although they are now 
exorbitantly expensive.  
 
Sleep/Anti Stress Enhancer 
 
 This is a key to burning fat that most people are unaware of. Yet not addressing 
the influence of stress on fat is the greatest missing step in almost all weight loss 
programs. The cascade of stress responses that you have during a normal day's 
activities lead to a buildup of stress hormones, especially one called cortisol. This 
is okay if you get a good night's sleep, because good sleep resets stress 
hormones to baseline levels so you can be ready for the next day. However, 
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since 90% or more of Americans are sleep deprived, this normal cycle commonly 
gets short circuited. Unfortunately, constant stress from poor sleep drives 
metabolic hormones out of balance, the overall effect being to gain fat. Stressed 
out people are just fatter on average because of this imbalance. 
 
Lots of herbs are known for aiding relaxation and good sleep. I have 
experimented with many, many all-natural sleep aids, including valerian, hops, 
kava kava, and melatonin. All are effective for relieving stess and helping with a 
good night’s sleep without the side effects that characterize prescription sleep 
aids. 
 
Finally, the calming action of 5-HTP, which boosts serotonin levels, is a superb 
addition to any combination of herbal formulas for stress management. 
 
Thyroid Normalizer: Multi Iodine Thyroid Energizer 
 
Some surprising and crucial facts about iodine that you should be aware of about 
your body fat composition and overall wellness: 
 
95% of Americans are deficient in iodine. This probably includes you. 
 
Iodine deficiency may be the single most important unrecognized factor that 
makes you fat. 
 
The healthy functioning of the thyroid is essential to maintaining metabolism and 
preventing the accumulation of body fat. 
 
Every cell in your body needs iodine to function properly. 
 
Different organs of your body use either elemental iodine or ionic iodine (iodide). 
 
Kelp provides only the iodide form. 
 
The federally defined Daily Value for iodine is pathetically low (150 mcg). 
 
It is almost impossible to get sufficient iodine from food. 
 
Iodine deficiency leads to hypothyroidism, which is almost always inappropriately 
treated with prescription thyroid drugs. In addition to weight gain, other symptoms 
of hypothyroidism include a bad complexion, fatigue, forgetfulness, loss of sex 
drive, impotence, irritability and unhealthy hair, nails and teeth. An underactive 
thyroid gland promotes excess weight and cellulite by causing water retention. 
Dr. David Brownstein, in his book, Iodine: Why You Need It, Why You Can't Live 
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Without It (3rd Edition), also attributes breast cancer, fibrocystic breast disease, 
and prostate cysts and prostate cancer to iodine deficiency. Dr. Brownstein is 
one of the nation's leading holistic thyroid practitioners. 
 
In my search for the best iodine supplement in the right dosages, with both 
elemental Iodine and Iodide, my research repeatedly pointed to the 
recommendation by Dr. Brownstein: Iodoral. His clinical experience with Iodoral 
is extensive. This is clearly one of the best iodine supplements that is widely 
available in online nutrition stores. 
 
Since discovering Iodoral through Dr. Brownstein, I also found an identical 
product called IodoRx. I take one or the other, depending on where I can get the 
best deals on price and shipping. 
 

b. Caution About Supplements 
 
As I already mentioned, there is no silver bullet for fat metabolism, regardless of 
what all the hype says. Likewise, the basic five categories of supplements that I 
outline above are also not a silver bullet. They form an excellent supplement 
foundation for fat metabolism, as a starting point. Their effectiveness depends on 
how well you stick to the other strategies for lifetime weight management as 
outlined here. 
 

3. The Most Effective Exercises 
 
Guess what. The most effective exercises for lifetime fitness, including weight 
management, are the same as those described earlier for exercising during the 
hCG protocol. The advice provided in the section, ‘Exercise During the Protocol’, 
is the same for after the protocol. 
 

4. Managing Stress - The Most Overlooked Cause of Fat 
 
Daily stress is simply part of everyday life, and good sleep is the best antidote for 
it. However, more than 30% of Americans are chronically sleep-deprived, and up 
to 95% lose sleep periodically. Scientists now know that insufficient sleep is just 
one source of stress that contributes to excess fat. 
 

a. Stress and a Fat Stomach 
 
Overstress complicates how your body uses fuel. Poor sleep, not enough sleep, 
women’s monthly cycles, infections, exercising too hard, emotional stress from 
daily living, aging, prescription drug use, and many other health challenges 
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demand energy. One of your body’s responses to this demand is to command 
your liver to synthesize blood sugar at a higher rate to meet the extra need for 
energy. 
 
When you are in good health, the extra boost in blood sugar helps you handle 
stress quickly, using up all the extra sugar that you need. However, when you are 
constantly under stress, your liver boosts blood sugar way too much for way too 
long. Your body is wonderfully adapted for this scenario by putting that excess 
blood sugar into storage as fat. This fat shows up around your middle, thighs, 
rear end, and upper arms. 
 

b. Cortisol – Leptin’s Partner in Managing Stress 
 
Your adrenal cortex releases cortisol, which directs your body’s response to 
stress by directing your liver to give you an energy boost when needed. On a 
daily basis, cortisol levels are highest in the morning so you can have the energy 
you need to wake up and get going for the day. If you are slow to get going or 
feel fatigued for a long time after you wake up, your cortisol pathway is in poor 
condition. 
 
We know that leptin levels must be low so that proper cortisol release can occur 
in the morning. Chronic late-night eating, too little sleep, and leptin resistance 
keep leptin levels higher during sleep than they should be. Your peak level of 
leptin is supposed to be between midnight and 2:00 AM. As it drops lower during 
good sleep, cortisol picks up and reaches its peak at about 6:00 AM, giving you a 
get-up-and-go start to your day. However, without good sleep, when morning 
comes, leptin that is still hanging around slows down cortisol release, which 
leads to feeling tired and out of balance in the morning.  Your morning cortisol is 
also too low when you have to wake up by an alarm clock that interrupts your 
sleep. Disrupting the normal management of stress through good sleep disrupts 
the balance of cortisol and leptin that you depend on to get you through the day. 
 

c. Can You Really Lose Fat While Sleeping? 
 
Although this an attention-getting question, the answer is that, yes, you can, if 
your sleep pattern is good enough to keep leptin and cortisol in balance with one 
another. The more important question for many people is, “How can you get 
better sleep?”  
 
Drug companies, of course, pay hundreds of millions of dollars per year to 
convince you that Ambien or Lunestra might be the answer. By the way, unless 
you have managed to escape this advertising blitz, you may have noticed that 
Ambien has been replaced with Ambien CR. The only reason for that is because 
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the patent on the original Ambien formula ran out in October, 2006. The newer, 
so-called better formula is really just the newer, more recently patented formula. 
 
Traditionally, people have discovered a myriad of excellent strategies for getting 
better sleep. Many of these can be classified into a category called the ‘Self-
Suggestion Group’. These include everything from breathing exercises to self-
hypnosis and meditation. They are all worth exploring. 
 
The second category is the ‘Supplement Group’. Assume that your eating plan, 
supplement program, and exercise program are already boosting your fat 
metabolism. Now you might want to consider how you can accelerate your 
results by calming your life down with better sleep and less daytime stress 
through supplementation. 
 

d. Supplements for Relaxation and Sleep 
 
This not a simple subject, because it entails brain chemistry. Specifically, 
everything you do that influences your health also influences your 
neurotransmitters, which are the substances that carry out signals from nerve to 
nerve. In fact, neurotransmitters have a reciprocal relationship with hormones, 
which also a complex subject. Advice on balancing hormones for optimizing fat 
metabolism will be presented later in this book.  
 
According to Dr. Eric Braverman, author of, “The Edge Effect: Revolutionary 
Brain-Mind-Body Science,” your temperament (and your ability to manage stress) 
depends on your dominant neurotransmitter, either dopamine, acetylcholine, 
GABA, or serotonin. GABA is the key for a calm temperament, so deficiency in 
this neurotransmitter is easily corrected by GABA-containing supplements. 
Serotonin is the key mood neurotransmitter, so supplements that enhance 
serotonin levels improve mood and stress management. (Prozac and other 
antidepressants also elevate serotonin levels.) The most common serotonin-
enhancing supplements contain 5-HTP, tryptophan, or St. John’s Wort. Widely 
known herbs such as valerian, hops, kava kava, American skullcap, and 
chamomile are still the worldwide standards for relaxant herbs. 
 

e. Melatonin – The Sleep Hormone 
 
One of the many hormones that you begin to lose as you age is melatonin. The 
level of melatonin at age 25 decreases by about 10% for each decade of aging. 
The loss of your ability to make melatonin corresponds to an increased difficulty 
in getting to sleep and staying asleep all night. You can enhance your normal 
melatonin production by avoiding light, or wearing UV-blocking glasses, as you 
approach bedtime. Or you can supplement with melatonin just before bedtime. If 
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you take a melatonin supplement, keep in mind that you will get the best results 
by also avoiding light or wearing UV-blocking glasses before bedtime. If you get 
out of bed in the middle of the night and turn on a light, you will destroy your 
melatonin and may have a difficult time getting back to sleep again. 
 

f. Magnesium – The Most Common Missing Mineral for Relaxation 
 
If you feel agitated in the evening or suffer from nighttime muscle cramps or 
restless leg syndrome, you are most likely deficient in magnesium. In fact, you 
are most likely deficient in this mineral even without those symptoms, because 
most of us are. Magnesium deficiency leads to numerous problems. However 
one that is pertinent here is that it causes increased levels of adrenaline. Too 
much adrenaline leads to tension and anxiety, which magnify the effects of 
stress. 
 
One caution about magnesium is that, when you are not used to it, most forms of 
magnesium will have a laxative effect. (This is why milk of magnesia is widely 
used as a laxative.) This happens in doses above 400-500 milligrams at one 
time. You can overcome this drawback by taking multiple low doses throughout 
the day until you get accustomed to it, or you can take a timed-release form. 
 
The best timed-release formula that I have found, which I use myself, is 
Magnesium w/SRT (Sustained Release Technology) by JigSaw Health. This 
formula contains 125 mg of elemental magnesium per tablet and can be taken in 
500 mg doses of magnesium malate without any problem. See more details on 
this product here: https://www.jigsawhealth.com/supplements/magnesium/.  
 

g. Stress – The Fat Super Glue 
 
The bottom line is that whatever you do to attract or build daily stress is going to 
stick fat to you like glue. Whatever you can do to reduce stress, therefore, will go 
a long way to helping you shrink down that abnormal fat deposit. In fact, 
everything you do to boost your fat metabolism will be more effective when you 
get better sleep and have less stress. Besides, life is simply better that way! 
 

5. Hormone Balance for Fat Metabolism 
 
Hormone levels change as you age, so keeping them balanced is crucial for 
maintaining youthful metabolism and a younger looking, slimmer and healthier 
body. 
 
 

https://www.jigsawhealth.com/supplements/magnesium/
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a. Major Hormones for Regulating Fat 
 
All of the hormones that your body makes are important, because they determine 
how you respond to everything in your environment. You have already learned 
about the fundamental roles of the hormones leptin, insulin, and cortisol. These 
are only part of the story. They interact with other types of hormones, which can 
be classified into three main categories based on how they affect your 
metabolism. The three classes are: 
 
All of these categories of hormones have a direct impact on everything that you 
do, especially on what you do to influence your metabolism. And all of them can 
be optimized by what you eat, by how you exercise, by the nutritional 
supplements that you take, and just generally by how you live your life. The good 
news is that, even if your hormones are way out of balance, you can do a lot to 
put them back into balance. When your hormones are balanced, you will have 
the body that you are supposed to have, you will feel better and more energetic, 
and you will be healthier. 
 

b. Thyroid Hormones 
 
Thyroid hormones affect almost every process in your body, including body 
temperature, growth, and heart rate. At least 40% of the adult population suffers 
from thyroid deficiency. The most common symptoms of low thyroid function 
include the following: 
 
Accumulation of excess body fat. 
 
Difficulty in losing weight. 
 
High cholesterol. 
 
High blood pressure. 
 
Poor concentration. 
 
Memory disturbances. 
 
Cold hands and feet. 
 
Menstrual problems. 
 
Dry skin. 
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Thin hair. 
 
Depression. 
 
Migraine headaches. 
 
Infertility. 
 
If you are overweight and have a history of difficulty in losing weight and keeping 
it off, you are most likely thyroid deficient. You can confirm this likelihood with a 
simple at-home test. Just take your temperature every morning as soon as you 
wake up. Put a thermometer under your tongue and let it remain there for at least 
three minutes, then write down the date, time, and temperature reading. Do this 
each morning for about two weeks to confirm the trend. If your basal body 
temperature is less than 97.8, then your thyroid is most likely underperforming. 
(Ladies: Your temperature will increase during the ovulation phase of your 
menstrual period, so make sure to take your readings before or after this phase 
to get an accurate basal body temperature.) 
 

c. Caution About Thyroid Drugs 
 
Doctors often fail to assess thyroid function properly. The most common test 
measures thyroid hormone levels, which may or may not be low in spite of 
thyroid deficiency. If your hormone levels are low, you may be prescribed a 
synthetic hormone replacement drug. However, the safety, stability, and efficacy 
of the most popular one, Synthroid (levothyroxine), has been under fire for years 
because of adverse side effects such as palpitations, nervousness, headache, 
insomnia, difficulty sleeping, swelling of the legs and ankles, weight loss and/or 
increased appetite. Once you start taking this drug, it must usually be taken for 
life. 
 
On the other hand, your hormone levels may appear to be normal in spite of 
having a thyroid deficiency. The most likely reason is a deficiency in iodine, 
which is the critical mineral for thyroid health. Recent estimates are that 95% of 
the population is iodine deficient (see below). 
 

d. Natural Alternatives 
 
Desiccated thyroid pills are the most widely acceptable source of natural thyroid 
hormones and cofactors, although many mainstream doctors refuse to prescribe 
them and instead still rely on synthetic hormones. Thyroid extracts derived from 
pigs are nevertheless available by prescription. 
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Supplements for thyroid problems include vitamin A, vitamin B complex with high 
levels of B-12, vitamin C, vitamin E, coenzyme Q-10, and the minerals 
magnesium, manganese, selenium, and zinc. Multivitamin-multimineral formulas 
will offer a good boost to your diet in all of these nutrients. Supplementing with a 
good daily dose of vitamins and minerals is generally good advice, regardless of 
the status of your thyroid health. 
 

e. Iodine – The Most Important Mineral Deficiency? 
 
Every cell in your body uses iodine. However, the federally defined Daily Value 
(150 micrograms) is way too low to help your overall health except to barely 
prevent goiter. Furthermore, most people do not get even that amount each day. 
 
Some surprising and crucial facts about iodine that you should be aware of wee 
provided in the section on supplements above. Take a look at that information 
once more. If adjusting your diet and exercising more hasn't helped you reach a 
healthy body fat composition, you may have and underperforming thyroid due to 
iodine deficiency. Fortunately, you can help normalize an underactive thyroid 
gland by increasing your intake of the mineral iodine, especially in the form of a 
product called Iodoral. Note that it is absolutely crucial to work with a 
knowledgeable healthcare practitioner who knows how to test for and reverse 
iodine deficiency, not just a doctor who will thoughtlessly prescribe drugs. 
 

f. HUGE Caution About Thyroid and Dieting 
 
Now that you have a little better understanding about the importance of thyroid 
hormone balance and weight management, here is a crucial tidbit to remember: 
Lowering the intake of calories (dieting) has the unfortunate consequence of 
diminishing production of your most active thyroid hormone. This in turn lowers 
your metabolic rate, which alone leads to weight gain.  
 
Effective weight management will never be possible if you don’t consume enough 
calories! If you have ever starved yourself to lose weight, only to see the weight 
return in a hurry as soon as you start to eat more food again, then you have 
experienced the consequence of blocking your own thyroid hormones from doing 
their job. 
 

g. Steroid Hormones 
 
Your body makes approximately 150 steroid hormones. The most widely talked 
about of these are estrogen and testosterone. Classically these two are referred 
to as the female hormone (estrogen) and the male hormone (testosterone). Men 
and women have both, just in different proportions to one another. Quite a few 
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misconceptions about steroid hormones litter the landscape. One small one is 
that estrogen is a single type of molecule, when in fact it is a mixture of closely 
related molecules. 
 

h. Some Important Misconceptions About Steroid Hormones 
 
A bigger misconception is that plants make estrogen. 
 
They do not.  
 
Even worse is the misconception is that humans will metabolically convert 
steroid-like ingredients from herbs such as yams into human hormones.  
 
We do not.  
 
Certain plant natural products do, however, influence your estrogen balance. 
These include phytoestrogens such as the isoflavones of soy and many other 
kinds of plants. Isoflavones have no chemical similarity to steroids of any kind. 
 
Estrogen is made in fat cells. Indeed, obese women produce more estrogen after 
menopause than do thin premenopausal women. Estrogen dominance also leads 
to fat gain. Men show the same relationship between estrogen and fat that 
women do. “Man boobs” are more than just extra fat. They indicate feminization 
in obese men whose fat produces excess estrogen. 
 

i. Internal Factors for Estrogen Dominance 
 
Two primary internal factors indicate estrogen dominance. As mentioned above, 
one is estrogen from too much fat. The other is the dropoff in levels of 
progesterone, which is the key hormone that opposes estrogen. As you lose the 
ability to make sufficient progesterone, whether it be from aging or any number of 
health issues, you become more estrogen dominant. Gaining fat is just one of the 
consequences of estrogen dominance. Others are too numerous to explain here. 
You can read more in the best book that I have read that talks about this subject 
is, “What Your Doctor May Not Tell You About Menopause,” by the late Dr. John 
R. Lee. His information about estrogen dominance is valuable for men as well as 
for women. 
 

j. External Factors for Estrogen Dominance 
 
Chemicals that alter estrogen balance are everywhere. Plants containing 
phytoestrogens are not the only dietary source of ingredients that influence 
estrogen metabolism. Certain kinds of molds also produce chemicals, called 
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mycoestrogens, which act like estrogens. These molds are common 
contaminants in cereal crops, which leads to mycoestrogens in bread and other 
grain-based foods. 
 
The most worrisome kinds of chemicals that add to estrogen dominance are 
man-made chemicals in food, water, cosmetics and sunscreen lotions containing 
parabens, pesticides, weed killers, detergents, preservatives, adhesives, 
lubricants, paints, and electrical oils, to name a few. The most prominent ones in 
the news recently are plasticizers (BPA and phthalates) in water bottles, in infant 
formula bottles, in plastic food containers, in plastic dishware, and in plastic liners 
in metal cans. These are called “xenoestrogens” (foreign estrogens). 
 
A quick pointer on avoiding xenoestrogens is to avoid food and water that comes 
in plastic containers that may have been heated. Heat causes leaching of 
xenoestrogens into the containers. This means that if you buy bottled water, you 
have to know if it ever spent a hot day in the back of a delivery truck in the 
summertime. This also goes for plastic containers of all kinds in supermarkets, 
including cans that are lined with plastic inside. Also, never, ever heat any food 
or beverage in your microwave oven if it is wrapped, cooked, or sealed in plastic. 
 

k. What to Do to Achieve Estrogen Balance 
 
In spite of the onslaught of factors that lead to estrogen dominance, you can 
most likely reverse or at least alleviate the trend by supplementing with 
progesterone. The most effective products are progesterone creams, not oral 
supplements. The best progesterone creams offer measured doses that ensure a 
daily amount of about 20 milligrams for women and 10 milligrams for men. Most 
product labels recommend applying the cream daily for three weeks and then 
skipping a week, both for men and women. One caution is to be sure that the 
product does not contain parabens, which act as xenoestrogens. The reason for 
this caution is because, as silly as it seems, some progesterone products that 
contain parabens. Ridiculous! 
 
You will also favorably change your estrogen balance as you begin to lose fat. 
The more you slim down, the less estrogen you will make in your fat cells, and 
the further you will slim down. What a great concept! 
 

l. Challenges of Getting Into Hormone Balance 
 
As mentioned earlier, your body makes more than 150 steroid hormones. 
Progesterone isn’t the only one that drops off, and it isn’t the only one that you 
can take as a supplement. Others common ones include DHEA, 7-Keto-DHEA, 
and pregnenolone. Which one or ones will be most effective for you depends on 
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your age, health status, prescription drug use, weight and body composition, 
fitness level, and many, many other factors. 
 
Progesterone supplementation is the generally recommended starting point. 
However, if you are unable to achieve optimal fat metabolism and weight 
management, even though you are supplementing with progesterone, you may 
be successful with one or more of the others mentioned above. At some point 
you may even want to be tested for what your own hormone levels are. If so, just 
be sure to get help from a health and nutrition professional who knows the value 
of natural hormone supplementation, especially regarding progesterone creams. 
 

m. Trickiness of Progesterone Supplementation 
 
The main issues for selecting an appropriate supplement are: 1) oral vs. topical 
forms; and, 2) dosage control. Dr. John R. Lee, MD, who pioneered work with 
progesterone noted that oral forms provide an unreliable dosage due to 
inconsistent absorption. He strongly advocated progesterone creams instead. Dr. 
Lee also explained the importance of dosage control, which is especially critical 
for the different dosages for men vs. women. The best products are creams that 
dispense exact dosages from pumps in the caps of the containers. The women’s 
versions typically dispense 20 mg of progesterone, and the men’s formulas 
dispense 10 mg.  
 

n. Human Growth Hormone – The Granddaddy of Them All 
 
Human growth hormone (hGH) is truly the master hormone, the granddaddy or 
grandmommy of all hormones. Whatever happens to your hGH levels shows up 
in just about every other aspect of your physical being. If you have plenty of 
circulating hGH, your health is probably excellent. Your lean body mass and 
percent body fat are close to ideal, and every other aspect of your health is in 
good working order.  
 
On the other hand, if your hGH levels are declining, then your health is 
degenerating, your muscles are shrinking, and your percent body fat is 
increasing. All of these changes follow the rate of hGH dropoff as you age. In 
addition, your lifestyle choices regarding diet, exercise, stress management, and 
other health choices may be accelerating this decline. If you notice or feel that 
you are aging, then loss of hGH is at the root of it. 
 
The challenge you have with hGH, therefore, is that it is like so many other 
hormones that you make less of after about age 25. How can you slow down or 
even reverse the trend? Plenty of research now shows that injections of hGH, in 
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the right amount and at the right frequency, can reverse the so-called signs of 
aging by as much as 20 years or more after only a few months of treatment.  
 
Fortunately, you can also do many things to increase hGH levels naturally, as 
opposed to getting direct injections with hGH. 
 

o. What Exactly is hGH? 
 
By the way, hGH is a protein, not a steroid. Many people confuse the two 
because they are mentioned in the same breath with the abuse of performance-
enhancing drugs by professional athletes. Because hGH is a protein, with a very 
specific chain of 191 amino acids in just the right sequence, there are no 
synthetic equivalents like there are for steroids. All commercial hGH is now made 
by bacteria that have been genetically engineered to include the human gene for 
hGH. Although it is identical with native hGH, the genetically engineered product 
is referred to as rHGH (for recombinant DNA). rHGH has emerged as a top anti-
aging treatment, even though it is unavailable to most people due to its expense 
and due to government regulations that restrict its use. 
 

p. hGH and Body Fat 
 
One of the most important consequences of building your hGH levels is that this 
hormone makes all the other hormones work better. Your fat metabolizing 
machinery, headed by leptin, insulin, estrogen, and adrenaline, all start working 
like they did before you gained any excess fat. When hGH levels go up, body fat 
goes down and lean body mass (muscle tissue) increases. In fact, research 
shows that all this happens regardless of whether you change your diet or 
exercise programs. Yes all this good stuff even happens in the absence of 
exercise. Nevertheless, you can boost the effects of higher hGH levels by eating 
right, sleeping well, and exercising properly. 
 

q. Boosting hGH Levels Naturally 
 
Fortunately, people can do a number of things to increase their own production 
and release of hGH from the pituitary gland naturally (i.e., without injections). A 
hard weightlifting session will cause a spike in hGH, as will a good night’s sleep. 
Furthermore, several common amino acids and niacin, in sufficient doses, will 
also help out considerably. The main amino acids that boost hGH levels, with the 
amounts that show clinical results according to published research are:  
 
L-arginine (2-5 grams on an empty stomach one hour before exercise and before 
sleeping). May cause stomach upset or nausea on an empty stomach, which can 
be minimized or eliminated by starting at low dosage and building up slowly. 
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L-ornithine (2-5 grams at bedtime). Same caution as with arginine for stomach 
upset. 
 
L-lysine (1 gram on an empty stomach one hour before exercise and before 
sleeping). No side effects at recommended dose. 
 
L-glutamine (2 grams at bedtime). No side effects at recommended dose. 
 
L-glycine (250 to 6,750 [!] milligrams; ineffective when taken with tryptophan). No 
side effects at recommended dose. 
 
L-tryptophan (500 to 2,000 milligrams at bedtime, best taken with 30 milligrams 
of vitamin B-6 and 250 milligrams of vitamin C to help brain convert tryptophan to 
serotonin; tryptophan is ineffective when taken with glycine). Causes drowsiness; 
should not be taken before driving. (This is the ingredient in turkey meat that 
makes you drowsy after Thanksgiving dinner.) 
 
OKG, L-ornithine alpha-ketoglutarate (a modified amino acid) (10 grams [!] or 
more taken with fluids). High doses are well-tolerated. 
 
Niacin (200 to 1,000 milligrams). Avoid niacin flush by starting with low doses 
and building up slowly. 
 
One of the best resources on the whole topic of hGH is available in a book, 
“Grow Young with HGH”, by Dr. Ronald Klatz. Dr. Klatz is also the founder of the 
American Academy of Anti-Aging Medicine, which offers a huge amount of 
information on this subject. 
 

r. Choosing Your Own hGH-Boosting Cocktail 
 
Body builders have long known that stacking amino acids, meaning taking them 
together to enhance their effects, builds muscle because of the resultant hGH 
increase. Likewise, you can take one or more of the above ingredients together, 
either one hour before a workout or at bedtime to take advantage of your best 
hGH promoting strategies. If you are going to explore what works best for you, 
you can get each ingredient and experiment with different mixtures. 
 
You can fine brief advice about how to stack amino acids in my health blog article 
here: https://herbscientist.com/building-muscle-as-you-age-supplements/. 
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s. When You Are Too Old 
 
It is a sad reality that you can get too old for certain hGH-boosting strategies to 
work. Research is a little scanty on this topic, although it points to a trend. Focus 
has been on L-arginine because it is the most well-established hGH booster. It 
enhances the natural levels of hGH in the pituitary gland to be released for use 
elsewhere in your body. Indeed, no single ingredient among all hGH-boosting 
supplements is better than L-arginine. 
 
This comment in Dr. Klatz’ book (p. 203), however, points out a possible 
limitation to what L-arginine can do as we age: “Arginine supplements should be 
effective in raising growth hormone levels, especially in people under fifty.”  
What does that mean? Does it mean, “...Should not be effective in raising growth 
hormone levels in people over fifty.” Maybe. 
 

t. Key Research 
 
Dr. Klatz’ comment is based on observations that began in this 1981 study: 
 
Isidori A, Lo Monaco A, Cappa M. 1981. A study of growth hormone release in 
man after oral administration of amino acids. Curr Med Res Opin. vol. 7(no. 7): 
pp. 475-81. 
 
The abstract from this study is as follows (in italics):  
 
A study was carried out in 15 male volunteers to evaluate qualitatively the 
secretion of growth factors following stimulation by oral amino acids. The results 
showed that oral administration of a combination of two amino acids (1200 mg 1-
lysine plus 1200 mg 1-arginine) provoked a release of pituitary somatotropin and 
insulin. This phenomenon was reproducible and the growth hormone secreted in 
response to this stimulation had biological activity (as demonstrated by a 
radioreceptor assay and somatomedin induction). The effect appeared to be 
specific to the combination of the two amino acids; neither of the amino acids 
demonstrated appreciable stimulating activity when administered alone, even at 
the same doses. 
 
Two things stand out about this abstract: 
 
First: The combination of arginine and lysine is a better growth hormone releaser 
than is either one alone. So stacking amino acids, as bodybuilders have been 
doing for decades, is a better strategy than just loading up on arginine. 
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Second: This is a classic example of a poor abstract because crucial information 
is missing. This I discovered by finding a review of the entire article. What is 
missing is that the ‘arginine’ used in the study was actually arginine 
pyroglutamate (for reasons of avoiding competitive uptake of arginine and lysine 
… it’s a long story). More importantly, also missing from this abstract was this 
crucial point: The subjects in this study were all male, ages 15-20 years old. 
 
That means that this study, while seemingly promising, is pretty useless for 
anything related to people older than about 20. So how about a study on us baby 
boomers? Here is the comment that Dr. Klatz provided (p. 205): 
 
“While the combined amino acids may work in younger people, Emiliano Corpas 
and his group at the Gerontology Center in Baltimore found that in men over age 
sixty-five, arginine/lysine even in doses more than twice that of the Italian [Isidori] 
study did not raise either growth hormone levels or IGF-1 [a better indicator of 
hGH function]. Larger doses beyond the 6 grams of arginine and 6 grams of 
lysine used in the study may be effective, say the researchers, but are 
associated with diarrhea and other adverse gastrointestinal effects.” 
 
For all you inquiring minds, here are the details on the reference and published 
abstract for the Corpas study in 1993: 
 
Corpas E, Blackman MR, Roberson R, Scholfield D, Harman SM. 1993. Oral 
arginine-lysine does not increase growth hormone or insulin-like growth factor-I in 
old men. J Gerontol. 1993 Jul;48(4):M128-33. 
 
And its abstract (italics): 
 
BACKGROUND: Older adults tend to have reduced growth hormone (GH) 
secretion and insulin-like growth factor I (IGF-I) levels as well as changes in body 
composition which are partially reversed by GH injections. Arginine stimulates 
GH release, and lysine may amplify this response. We investigated whether oral 
arginine/lysine could be used to increase basal IGF-I and GH levels in non-obese 
old men (age 69 +/- 5 years; mean +/- SD) to values similar to those of untreated 
young men (age 26 +/- 4 years). 
 
METHODS: Two groups of 8 healthy old men were treated with 3 g of arginine 
plus 3 g of lysine or with placebo capsules twice daily for 14 days. Before and on 
day 14 of each treatment GH levels were determined in blood samples taken at 
20-minute intervals from 2000-0800 h, IGF-I was measured at 0800 h, and a 1 
microgram/kg GHRH stimulation test was done. 
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RESULTS: At baseline, mean GH peak amplitude (p < .02) and serum IGF-I (p 
<.0001) were lower, whereas GHRH responses were similar, in old vs young 
men. Arginine/lysine did not significantly alter spontaneous or GHRH-stimulated 
GH levels, or serum IGF-I. Arginine absorption was age-independent. The 
correlation (p < .005) between measured increments in serum arginine and 
increases in serum GH after a single dose of arginine/lysine was similar in old 
and young groups. 
 
CONCLUSIONS: Our data suggest that oral arginine/lysine is not a practical 
means of chronically enhancing GH secretion in old men. 
 
The bad news is that there is no dose-response curve that shows what dose 
might actually work for us oldsters (i.e., probably starting at about age 50). 
 

u. What to Do Instead 
 
Fortunately, those of us who might be ‘old’ according to this research still have 
an out, actually three of them. All of these have been presented earlier in this 
book: 1) eating right regarding meal spacing; 2) sleep well and managing stress; 
and, 3) high-intensity training.  
 
Without doing anything else, your biggest natural hGH spike comes about two 
hours after you get to sleep at night. You can, of course, enhance this spike with 
the right eating pattern (i.e., no after-dinner snacking) and doing whatever you 
can to get into a deep sleep. 
 
The exercise part is especially gratifying, because it entails the sprint/burst-
training and the Body by Science approach to weight-lifting that I described 
earlier for exercising during the hCG protocol. Both of these approaches to 
exercise are considered high-intensity, yet without the physical damage that is 
normally associated with running, cycling, swimming, or weight-lifting. Even if all 
you do for exercise is a once per week protocol using the Body by Science 
approach, you will see the results of boosting your own hGH levels, particularly 
greater lean body mass (muscle) and stronger bones.  
 

v. Effects of Meal Spacing on hGH 
 
What happens when you follow the meal-spacing advice from provided earlier? 
Recall that the recommendation was to space meals 4-5 hours apart, with no 
snacking in between. Here is what happens between meals when they are so far 
apart. In the first hour after eating, blood sugar rises and insulin is released. This 
is peak time for storing excess carbohydrate and fat. An hour later, hGH is 
released as levels of insulin and blood sugar begin to fall. At this point, hGH acts 
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to build up muscle protein, which is enhanced by the presence of insulin. More 
than four hours after eating, hGH finally begins to act solely to mobilize storage 
fat for burning as fuel. It only works this way in the near absence of insulin, when 
enough time has elapsed after the meal. This effect is magnified at night, when 
you get good sleep. Your best spike in hGH occurs about two hours after you get 
to sleep, only if you haven’t had a bedtime snack. 
 

w. Caution About hGH Products 
 
You probably will not be surprised to know that the business of weight loss is 
replete with charlatans and useless supplements. One thing to be wary of is that 
hGH is not available as a supplement at nutrition stores. You will, however, 
discover many products that have “HGH” prominently on the label as if they 
contain actual HGH. They do not. 
 

DR. SIMEONS’ REVISED BOOK 
 
Sometimes finding a free copy of this version of Dr. Simeons’ book might be a 
little challenging. It contains a few tidbits of new information over his original 
version in 1954. You can download a copy for yourself here: 
https://besthcgweightloss.com/ebooks/pounds-and-inches-7th-edition-1971.pdf.  
 
It is interesting reading and it still offers some of the best information on the 
causes and treatment of obesity that you can find anywhere. 
 

TO DO hCG OR NOT TO DO hCG 
 
After reading all that you can find about the hCG protocol, it comes down to 
whether you really should do it or not, or whether you should do it again. Here 
are two main points to consider. 
 

1. Reasons to Do the Protocol 
 
Think about the protocol like this:  
 
It is the easiest and fastest way to change your metabolism for removing 
abnormal fat (during the protocol) and for resetting it to stay that way (phase 3, 
after hCG). 
 
If you have had a hard time doing this, or doing this fast enough to give you the 
results you want, then by all means do the protocol. The speed of weight loss, 
meaning fat loss, alone is gratifying enough to make it worthwhile. 

https://besthcgweightloss.com/ebooks/pounds-and-inches-7th-edition-1971.pdf
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If you have already followed dieting and weight loss programs that worked only 
temporarily, then your metabolism is too dysfunctional. This is especially true if 
your weight has gone up and down multiple times – the yo-yo effect. If so, then 
you are an ideal candidate for the hCG protocol. 
 
Finally, if you have been gaining weight as you age, then your hormone balance 
is marching in the wrong direction and you should do something to stop it. 
Nothing is better for kick-starting a reversal of this trend than the hCG protocol. 
 

2. Reasons to NOT Do the Protocol 
 
You can adopt many, many strategies that will help you get your body to the 
weight and body fat composition that it should be without doing the hCG protocol 
at all. In fact, taking the advice provided in this book about what to do after you 
reach your target weight with the protocol will also get you to your target 
weight without hCG at all. It will just take you longer to reach your target 
weight. 
 
By all accounts, when you put enough of the right strategies in place for reducing 
body fat, you should be able to drop 1-3 pounds per week. And it should be 
primarily fat, specifically excess fat that you should not be carrying. 
 
Putting such strategies into place does not mean dieting to lose weight or 
exercising to lose weight or doing anything else to lose weight. It means adopting 
a diet and lifestyle for health and fitness for the rest of your life. 
 
You can either do it now or you can do it after the hCG protocol. Either way, you 
are going to have to make sweeping lifestyle changes – that you can stick with 
– to get and/or keep your body looking and feeling the way it should. 
 
Whatever you choose to do:  
 
Good luck and enjoy the ride! 
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